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Abstract of Dissertation

Death, Discipline, and the Dead: Biopolitical Rhetoric in Early Modern English Texts
Death, Discipline, and the Dead: Biopolitical Rhetoric in Early Modern English Texts locates
allusions to the biopolitical culture of Early Modern England within popular English texts.
Through my examination of the period’s fascination with death—public executions, newlyauthorized anatomies—and the ways in which death, as well as the treatment of the dead,
was authorized by and supported the ideological aims of the state, my research identifies
how those themes carry over into the most popular works of the day, reviewing instances of
both verbal and nonverbal rhetoric across genres to find allusions to biopower — or, state
control of the biological.
I argue that biopower extends to the dead, even in their silence, and is evidenced in
early modern literature, and that biopolitical rhetoric — such as allusions to gallows, gallows
rhetoric, and anatomical discourse — is detectable across genres of entertainment, including
sermons, prose fiction, plays, and anatomy publications. This project reads works by John
Donne, Thomas Nashe, William Shakespeare, and early modern anatomists to reveal how
these authors, like me, are interested in the death culture of early modern England and how
that culture contributes to their concepts of English nationalism, the female body,
citizenship, religion, absolute submission, and discipline.
Keywords: biopower, literature, execution, Donne, Nashe, anatomy
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Chapter One: Introduction
There would have been a time for such a word.
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow
creeps in this petty pace from day to day
to the last syllable of recorded time;
all our yesterdays have lighted fools
the way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle,
Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player
that struts and frets his hour upon the stage
and then is heard no more. — Macbeth 5.5.17-25
Gravedigger: What is he that builds stronger than
either the mason, the shipwright, or the carpenter?
Second Man: The gallows-maker, for that frames outlives a
thousand tenants.
– Hamlet 5.1.41-44
Priest: …she should in ground unsanctified have lodged till the last trumpet: for charitable
prayer, shards, flints, and pebbles should be thrown on her. Yet here she is allowed her
virgin rites, her maiden strewments, and the bringing home of bell and burial. – Hamlet
5.1.226-231
Antony: I tell you that which you yourselves do know, show you sweet Caesar’s wounds,
poor poor dumb mouths, and bid them speak for me. — Julius Caesar 3.2.226-228
Death and dead bodies permeate the plays of William Shakespeare as they do all
genres of early modern writing. Macbeth’s reflection upon the universality and eventuality of
death “to the last syllable of recorded time” echoes the sentiments of the gravedigger’s
riddle: the means of enforcing death (the gallows) are the strongest thing a person can build.
Both men contemplate the eventual demise of all men when life “is heard no more.”
Considerations of the body postmortem reflect in the priest’s emphasis on Ophelia’s
virginity and Antony’s invocation of Caesar’s wounds to “speak for me.” For most early
modern London citizens, witnessing death and the dead was part of their everyday life.
People regularly walked past gallows at Tyburn and around the city. Over the 150-year span
from the reign of Henry VIII to the end of the Commonwealth, the Tyburn Tree, one of
1

England’s most popular places of public execution, saw nearly 30,000 people hanged (Marks
77). Concern for one’s body after death troubled the minds of all members of society,
including Queen Elizabeth.
Queen Elizabeth was especially anxious about her corpse being opened. Though
embalming practices were becoming a trend among the elite, Queen Elizabeth had given
strict instructions that her body not be cut open after her death. 1 Though some try to “cast
doubt on whether Elizabeth’s order that her body remain unopened and untouched by
surgeons was in fact honored,” there is no historically verified evidence that the Queen’s
body was opened (Peterson 867). The only original account “that the Queen’s corpse was
opened” comes from an anti-Elizabeth, Catholic convert’s manuscript (Elizabeth Southwell),
published years after the death of the Queen and verified as “a subjected account with
biases” aimed at destroying the Protestant Queen and her right-hand-man, Robert Cecil,
whereas “several sources insist the Queen’s order was obeyed” (Loomis, “Elizabeth
Southwell’s Manuscript” 495, 509, 494). While the Queen was a supporter of anatomical
research, she did not wish her own body to be anatomized or cut open.
These examples summarize the topic of my study. I am interested in situations where
life takes a bow and concludes its “hour upon the stage” as death begins its own existence.
My central premise asks, how did early modern culture utilize death and its rhetoric as a

Peter Lake’s work, How Shakespeare Puts Politics on the Stage: Power and Succession in the History Plays, discusses
Robert Parsons, the Puritan publisher who promoted Southwell’s manuscript, finds that Parsons routinely
attempted to discredit Queen Elizabeth and King James through publications collectively called Cecil’s
Commonwealth (How Shakespeare Puts Politics on the Stage 3-12). Parsons’s goal in creating and promoting
conspiracy theories, such as those found in Southwell’s manuscript, was to encourage dissention and rebellion
against Elizabeth and, later, against the Stuart succession. After reading every correspondence on record that
Robert Cecil either received or sent in the months leading up to, during, and after Elizabeth’s illness, I found
no evidence that the Queen’s body was ordered to be embalmed, though it was balmed with oils and wrapped
in cloth. (To balm a corpse is to rub it with oils and herbs, then wind it tightly in its cerecloth.) Special thanks to
Susan Bokern and Andrew Laas of Proquest for access to the Cecil Papers and their research assistance.
1
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method of discipline? Gallows rhetoric, corpses, and their relationship to Foucauldian
biopower are at the center of this overview.
Once I connected my interests in death and governmental regulation of bodies to my
coursework, I noticed the manipulation of last words and dead bodies in just about
everything I read. The rhetoric of duality led to my master’s thesis on Cadaveric Rhetoric.
While the body can be used as a prop, I know I did not explain fully what I wanted to say.
So, my dissertation dives deeper into cadaveric rhetoric. What does the corpse say? How are
the last words of the dying used? How are their bodies used? When the curtain closes and a
person has no more control over their words, rebuttals, or bodies (what little control they
every really had in the first place), how do the living make those words and bodies work for
society? My research identifies and addresses these questions to argue that biopower extends
to the dead, even in their silence, and is evidenced in early modern literature.
My work first considers gallows speeches and how their rhetoric appears in the
sermons of John Donne and the fiction prose of Thomas Nashe. Their works mediate
biopolitical messages of state discipline and sovereign authority while highlighting the
superiority of Protestant England and presenting questions of citizenship. I then turn to
anatomy manuals, which I read as literary products indicative of their culture. Through
anatomical research, men produce and publish knowledge of the female corpse that serves to
regulate the female body in early modern society. Though regulation of bodies was not new,
the anatomical publications uphold and justify long held notions of female inferiority. My
reading leads us to a better understanding of the power dynamics at play in early modern
England to review early modern techniques of population regulation, discipline, and the early
modern mentality of obedience to authority through uses of death and the dead. I argue that
biopolitical rhetoric — such as allusions to gallows, gallows rhetoric, and anatomical
3

discourse — is detectable across genres of entertainment, including sermons, prose fiction,
plays, and anatomy publications.
As the 16th century rolled into the 17th, the Tudor Dynasty transitioned to the Stuarts,
anatomy theatres grew in popularity, English Nationalism was at an all-time high, and mass
urbanization supported the developing culture of early modern England. As ideas on
individualism changed, so did ideas on death, prompting an evolution of the Medieval
culture of death into an early modern one. 2 From this evolving culture, we see the
emergence of a culture concerned with surveilling the human body.
An aspect of surveilling the body includes biopower; the term biopower, put simply, is
“state control of the biological” (Foucault, “From the Power of Sovereignty” 240). When
control over the biological is used for political purposes and regulated by state-sponsored
agents, it is biopolitical — governing by and through displays of biopower. For a deployment
of power to be considered biological, it must intervene in the natural processes of the human
body as representative of its species through “mechanisms with the function of modifying
something in the biological destiny of the species” (Foucault, Security 10). 3 There are
multitudes of methods that authorities can utilize to implement biopower. Foucault states
that by biopower he means “a number of phenomena that seem to me to be quite significant,
namely, the set of mechanisms through which the basic biological features of the human
species became the object of a political strategy” (Security 1). Since death and decay are “basic
biological features of the human species,” their regulation constitutes biopower. I have
chosen to examine the phenomena of public executions and their didacticism, biopolitical

See Philippe Ariès The Hour of our Death, trans. Helen Weaver. A. Knopf: New York, 1981.
Foucault’s History of Sexuality demonstrates biopower (though the work does not directly concern biopower)
by showing how a normalizing society works to discipline and regulate sex, which is a basic biological function
of most – if not all – biological species.

2
3
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rhetoric that upholds sovereign authority, and the study of the human body as representative
of its species. In these spaces, power intervenes into the basic biological processes of dying
and decaying through the disciplinary mechanisms of executions and medical knowledgeproduction.
My critical approach considers that Foucault’s biopower applies not only to the living
body, but also to the deceased body and its parts — the corpse and cadaver created and
regulated by the state, bodies and their parts, and so forth. As Anna E. Kubiak notes,
“biopower, by controlling life also monopolizes death” (3). Thus, biopower is present at
death and in death culture. The accessibility of executions, the enjoyment of the crowd
witnessing executions, the popularity of public anatomies, and the collective consensus that
these criminals deserved their fate—both pre and postmortem—culminate into what Foucault
would deem the perfect manifestation of power since societal acceptance is key to upholding
the sovereign authority. 4 After all, “legal discussions are only forms of power of normalized
society” (Kubiak 101, Foucault History, 99). The hypervisibility of the punishment seemingly
contrasts with the panopticon notion of invisible power of discipline; however, it is the
visibility of punishment itself that creates this atmosphere of societal acceptance that
invisibly upholds sovereign authority. 5 For Foucault, punishment is a political tactic. He
claims the technologies of power associated with biopower are infinite. 6 Though Foucault
did not fully “flesh out his sweeping generalizations” regarding biopower, he did establish

Discipline 57-8
Direct authority hides in the shadows within a perfect system of discipline, so a body does not exactly know
from where the power originates. A panoptic society “assures the automatic functioning of power” (Foucault,
Discipline 201). Society itself becomes self-regulated when power has infiltrated all other aspects of a disciplined
society. Because “a normalizing society is the historical outcome of a technology of power centered on life,”
the internalization of knowledge found at scenes of state-sponsored death and the anatomy theatre contributes
to the power of the sovereign over life (Foucault, The Care of the Self, 144). The visual displays of power at a
public execution act as a threat, a show of power that promotes the internalization of sovereign authority
within members of a disciplined society, rendering the source of power and its mechanisms invisible.
6 Security 245
4
5
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two poles of biopower: the “anatamo-politics of the human body,” which focuses on the
individual body, and the “regulatory controls, a biopolitics of the population, focusing on the
species body” (Rabinow and Rose 196). For Foucault, these two poles combined in the
nineteenth century. My research focuses on the early modern era when anatamo-politics
regulated the individual body as a method to regulate the population. The anatamo-politics,
when enacted publicly upon a single body, contribute to the regulation of the “species
body,” or the overall population.
My approach pushes Foucauldian theory itself a step further, pulling the
panopticonic curtain back from early modern culture to revise and reimagine biopolitical
theory. Early modern writers John Donne, Thomas Nashe, the men who record and publish
gallows speeches, and the anatomists that study corpses participate in biopolitical disciplinary
actions that serve to regulate their society. These authors, like me, are interested in the death
culture of early modern England and how that culture contributes to our concepts of
English nationalism, the female body, citizenship, religion, absolute submission, and
discipline.

Methodology
Though there are limitless avenues of discussing causes of death and the creation of
corpses in early modern England, — the plague, gout, syphilis, tuberculosis, exposure, etc.
— I am interested in state-sponsored executions. These deaths serve a twofold purpose:
punishing the criminal and disciplining the population. To clarify discipline, consider that
public executions are not a disciplining of the criminal; for, “discipline produces subjected
and practised bodies” that emphasize the economic value of living bodies (Foucault,

6

Discipline 138). 7 Foucault defines discipline as “a type of power, a modality for its exercise…a
technology” (Discipline 215). Punishment, however, does not require a result from the one
being punished, but it is something the offender deserves for not adhering to disciplinary
measures. 8
Executions resulting from criminal action act as entertainment and as biopolitical
teaching tools for the witnesses as well as for those who read the subsequent execution
pamphlets. In such executions, we see the direct application of sovereign authority onto the
criminal body in a display of Foucauldian biopower. This application of biopower extends
from directly onto the criminal body to the witnesses of the execution as the execution is a
teaching method that utilizes the visibility of the criminal’s corporeal punishment to
discipline the living population. Further, the retelling of the condemned person’s
performances in subsequent written works further reinforces cultural norms and sovereign
authority. 9 When writers allude to scenes upon the scaffold and in the anatomy theatre, they
mediate the message of state discipline.
My approach builds upon the work of a collection of scholars concerned with
various elements of early modern death culture. The moment when “life ceases to be
politically relevant” is the exact moment when death becomes more politically powerful
(Agamben 142). 10 Peter Lake and Michael Questier analyze gallows speeches and
Michel Foucault outlines the shift from an old sovereignty that deployed death to control life to a new
sovereignty that deploys sex as a means to control life (History of Sexuality). He claims this shift began when the
notion of the soul became central to disciplining and punishing a society (Discipline and Punish).
8 Jennifer Lodine-Chaffey points out, “individuals needed to alter, to come to repentance, which suggests a
discipline of sorts [on the scaffold] …. reading through Henry Goodcole’s pieces on the executions of various
individuals in the early 17th century shows that the need for contrition and spiritual surety was paramount to
early modern executions.” While it is true that we may read the performance on the scaffold as a disciplined
performance, it does not manifest into a larger structure of discipline for the condemned since the criminal,
though repentant and spiritually altered, does not have a chance to go forward and participate properly within a
disciplined society.
9 Foucault, Discipline 67
10 For example, Sir Walter Ralegh’s life was causing complications in James I’s relationship with Spain, so
Ralegh’s death became more politically relevant to James’s agenda than Ralegh’s life. Andrew Fleck discusses
7
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performances, utilizing the written accounts of executions to analyze the actions of each
party involved to build upon J.A. Sharpe’s argument that “gallows speech” performances, as
well as the resulting literature, illustrate “the way in which the civil and religious authorities
designed the execution spectacle to articulate a particular set of values, inculcate a certain
behavioural model and bolster a social order perceived as threatened” (Sharpe 148). 11 I build
upon the critical framework provided by these critics in my first two chapters to reveal how
John Donne and Thomas Nashe mediate biopolitical messages from the scaffold to a wider
audience through their writing. They both look to gallows rhetoric as they consider questions
of citizenship and authority. Thus, they both participate within their disciplined society to
perpetuate notions of England’s sovereign authority and superiority.
Further, use of the dead bodies also constitute instances of biopower. 12 Thus, my
work follows the corpse into the anatomy theatre where it interacts with state-sponsored
anatomists to define human body parts. Defining a body part is an act of biopower that
assigns meaning to living and dead bodies: “So the birth of the human sciences goes hand in
hand with the installation of new mechanisms of power” (Foucault, “Interview” 106). The

the importance of Ralegh’s execution in relation to English/Spanish relations in his article, “‘At the Time of
His Death’: Manuscript Instability and Walter Ralegh’s Performance on the Scaffold.” Though he alludes to
Foucauldian exhibitions of power, Fleck’s conversation centers more on the manipulation of scaffold speeches
within a “public sphere” created by manuscript culture (17). He reviews the conventions of scaffold speeches,
detailing that they often “affirmed the justice of the scene. It also may have served to affirm the ideology of the
state” (11). My intervention comes here. I contend that these speeches and their strict genre conventions were
very much intended to “affirm the ideology of the state” (Fleck 11).
11 Lake and Quiester respond to this reading by suggesting a middle ground somewhere among J.A. Sharpe,
Michel Foucault, and Thomas W. Laqueur to see gallows sermons, speeches, and performances as rhetorical
teaching tools for all parties involved — the state, victim, audience, and preacher. These authors build upon
Stephen Greenblatt’s suggestion that there was a political nature to the public executions of criminals, saying
“the punishment of criminals was public, so that the state’s power to inflict torment and death could act upon
the people as an edifying caution” (Renaissance Self-Fashioning 201). My dissertation builds upon these critical
arguments in my first two chapters by discussing the biopolitical space of executions as edifying cautions.
12 As Thomas W. Laqueur asserts, “the dead, in short, are a powerful category of the imagination, and the
corpse is their token, then and now. And, as such, they — the corpse and whatever the dead are or are not —
play an important role in the affairs of this world” (The Work of the Dead 79). Bodies “matter: they are always
much more than they seem…. Not only do the dead do work, but by their words and actions the living for a
very long time shown their reliance on the work of the dead” (Laqueur 31).
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biopower exhibited by many early modern anatomists continues to manifest today as we
continue to use the terminology they assigned to bodies and their parts. Scholars such as
Jonathan Sawaday, Richard Sugg, and Andrea Carlino, examine early modern utilizations of
the dead. 13 These scholars provide a valuable structure that supports my investigation into
the roles that corpses play “in the affairs of this world” (Laqueur 79). When I consider the
cultural significance of corpses, I identify the corpse’s capability to communicate through
nonverbal, corporeal rhetoric. Following Kenny Fountain’s approach to the body as
biomaterial capable of embodied communication coupled with Jonathan Sawday’s
observations of Foucauldian biopower in early modern England, I argue that anatomical
publications of cadaveric research help to fashion socially acceptable behaviors and practices
for early modern women. Thus, the anatomists are agents of the sovereign that continue to
use the corpse as a biopolitical tool for discipling the population.
In the final resting places of corpses, we see the ultimate goal of biopower — the
panopticon — when bodies and their parts serve as momento mori, postmortem members of
society that perform regulatory functions by reminding us all that we must die and that even
the dead are watching us. Individuals exhibit biopower when they normalize a behavior, like

Sawday’s The Body Emblazoned recognizes early modern England’s interest in death and the dead as
an example of what Michel Foucault has analyzed as the ‘surveillance’ of the body within regimes of judgement
and punishment” (4). Elsewhere, he argues, “the naming of the body may be thought of as part of a larger
process by which, gradually, the body was claimed as the preserve (to recall Foucault) of ‘nomenclature and
taxonomy,’ while it also became the means by which a distinctive scientific reputation could be forged and
memorialized” (“They” 93). Similarly, Sugg suggests that “anatomy reinvented not only notions of violence, but
the very image of death itself” (Murder 13). Andrea Carlino’s Books of the Body examines the cultural discussions
surrounding the body to find that the western history of dissection was closely regulated by the customs and
attitudes toward death, with special regard to what society deemed was the purpose of a cadaver or medical
text. Modern scholars, such as Vernon W. Cisney and Nicolae Morar, continue to extrapolate upon Foucault’s
concept of biopower, explaining that power relations manifest at all levels of society (Biopower: Foucault and
Beyond). Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose argue, “we can use the term ‘biopolitics’ to embrace all the specific
strategies and contestations over problematizations of collective human vitality, morbidity, and mortality; over
the forms of knowledge, regimes of authority, and practices of intervention that are desirable, legitimate, and
efficacious” (“Biopower Today” 298). These scholars build upon Foucault’s theories on biopower to analyze
how it continues to manifest within society. Giorgio Agamben’s work, Homo Sacer, builds upon Foucault’s
biopolitical theories to examine the sovereign state of exception and its relationship to bios and zoē.
13 Jonathan
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virginity, that concerns both their own body and the species body. Momento Mori additionally
work to control the population by serving in panoptic roles. Thus, focus on death and the
dead creates a Foucauldian panoptic realm in which “the infinitely minute web of panoptic
techniques” ensures “an infinitesimal distribution of power relations” (Discipline 224, 216).
This produces a society that normalizes certain prescribed sets of behavior, such as staunch
nationalism, the chastity and confinement of women, and absolute submission to sovereign
authority. Thus, Death, Discipline, and the Dead: Biopolitical Rhetoric in Early Modern English Texts
highlights how those messages make their way from the scaffold and anatomy theatre into
early modern culture through sermons, prose, and anatomy manuals.

Organization
My dissertation is organized around the “life” of the corpse, from its creation to its
demise; the project simultaneously pays close attention to the rhetoric that surrounds the
spaces of death. I observe the three spaces in death identified by Nathan Stormer: before,
during, after (2-3). In following the “life” of the cadaver through these spaces, I begin with
words spoken in the space before death, then observe the death upon the scaffold and how
that gallows rhetoric appears in works by John Donne and Thomas Nashe. Lastly, I turn to
what happens after death in the anatomy theatre. In each of these spaces, the body
communicates to others, verbally or nonverbally. I am interested in communications
surrounding death and the dead and the rhetorical manipulations of such communications.
Instead of focusing on the life of humans, I flip to the other side of our mortal coin to
consider the life of the corpse, beginning with its “birth.”
In my second chapter, I consider John Donne’s political sermons that invoke
scaffold rhetoric to argue for absolute submission to sovereign authority, the righteousness
10

of Protestantism, and a fearless embracing of death. In that chapter, I consider how John
Donne’s allusions to the gallows profoundly impact his audience in the pews. By setting up
the same sense of immediacy in his Sunday sermons as the gallows and infusing those same
sermons with political undertones supporting the crown, Donne likens the fear of God and
eternal judgment to fear of king and judicial judgment on earth: both end in executions,
demand full faith and trust, and are inescapable. Like the preachers at public executions,
Donne brings his audience “to accept the deservedness” of their punishment from God and
to “attain a full awareness of the wickedness of the past life… and that they should die
reconciled to that fate” (Sharpe 152). He effectually conveys the same message as the gallows
scene, invoking the voices of the condemned, and gives his sermon the same sense of
immediacy as if his own audience were standing on the scaffold to give them awareness of
their impending mortality, of their “one foot in the grave” (Donne, Two Sermons 18). Donne’s
gallows metaphors and biopolitical rhetoric connect his audience to the “everyman” awaiting
death and remind them of their own impending demise. Thus, the second chapter argues
that Donne’s use of biopolitical rhetoric found at the scaffold works to argue for absolute
submission to sovereign authority, the righteousness of Protestantism, and the superiority of
England.
John Donne manipulates gallows rhetoric as a religious diplomat while Thomas
Nashe does so for nationalistic purposes, highlighting anti-Semitism and questions of
citizenship. I contend that Nashe’s narrator in The Unfortunate Traveller, Jack Wilton,
selectively details the deaths he witnesses. The absence of a speech acts just as powerfully as
the speech itself; in Nashe’s text, he eliminates the speech of his Jewish characters, which is
an expression of anti-Semitism. Expressing anti-Semitic remarks is not unique to an
Elizabethan writer; in fact, I argue that Nashe’s expressions are in themselves displays of
11

nationalism that suggest an ideal English identity. This chapter explores what is at stake
when we hear and do not hear the last words of executed characters in The Unfortunate
Traveller.
The discourse of biomaterial is front stage in the fourth chapter in which I analyze
the inter-corporeal communications between anatomists and cadavers in an early modern
anatomy theatre. 14 After one has died, anatomists manipulate the embodied knowledge of
the corpse. Here, I read the anatomical manuals as literature. Because these manuals tell
culturally driven stories about bodies and corpses, they are clearly literary expressions, akin
to oral traditions that are eventually consigned to a text and fixed by it. By reading and
analyzing these texts, I found that these writers translate knowledge and disperse that
knowledge to their society, which suggests and reinforces patriarchal values.
Reading anatomy manuals by Andreas Vesalius, Thomas Raynalde, and others, I
focus on the anatomists’ investigations of female cadavers. The new regime of knowledge
produced from early modern anatomical studies has significant impacts for the general
population in early modern England, especially for women. Legal dissections in early
modern England directly resulted from sovereign authority and were inherently
biopolitical. 15 The power of the anatomists to define parts of the body and establish
knowledge is an exhibition of biopower. 16 These actions constitute “part of the ‘anatomoKenny Fountain argues, “anatomy education is a social, embodied, and deeply rhetorical endeavor” (6). The
embodied practices of the anatomists interacting with the embodied knowledge of the corpse “form[s] an
intercorporeal relationship between observer and observed, in the process developing finely tuned physical and
rhetorical skills” (118). My fourth chapter analyzes those rhetorical endeavors to discuss their biopoliticism.
15 Public dissections were the direct result of Henry VIII’s 1540 Act of Parliament. Anatomists were state
sponsored to perform four public dissections per year. Andrew Cunningham explores how the humanists
provided “the great turning-point in the history of anatomy which marks the beginning of recognizable modern
understandings of the functioning and anatomy of the human body” (The Anatomical Renaissance 3). For a full
history, see Florike Egmond’s “Execution, Dissection, Pain and Infamy - A Morphological Investigation,” in
Bodily Extremities: Preoccupations with the Human Body in Early Modern European Culture, edited by Florike Egmond
and Robert Zwijnenberg. Ashgate, 2003, pp. 92-127.
16 Control over the knowledge of the body is controlling the body as “medicine was expected to propose, in the
form of regimen, a voluntary and rational structure of conduct” (Foucault, History vol. 3 100). Foucault
14
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politics’ of biopower that seeks to control and optimize the body’s capacities” (Fountain 28).
Thus, the anatamo-political side of biopower present in the anatomy theatre works on the
individual body to regulate the species body when the definitions are codified in medical
terminology through knowledge production. Medicine is a disciplinary system meant to
regulate society, not only through ascribing terminology and meaning to bodies and their
parts, but for recommending procedures, lifestyles, diets, etc. meant to care for the body
itself. The surge in anatomy textbooks and medical discoveries is the result of biopower
practiced upon criminal bodies while they publications and discoveries lend themselves to
further implementation of biopower in society. Anatomical research lends itself to a
reciprocal environment of knowledge-power production and societal regulation.
As an exploration of the evolving power structures concerned with the opening and
handling of corpses and body parts, the fourth chapter considers the rhetorical
conversations between cadavers and anatomists in an early modern anatomy theatre. Then, I
consider how those conversations work to (re)enforce social dialogues concerning the
treatment and control of women. Once we consider the various treatments of corpses during
their purgatory — the time between a corpse’s creation and its dissolution — we can better
understand the biopower stemming from postmortem members of society. When we
understand what is at stake in an early modern examination of a corpse, we read anatomy
literature and corpses in a new way — a way that defines women’s value by the status of
their body parts.

contends, “the formation of knowledge” is an extension of the judicial investigation that began towards the end
of the Middle Ages and led to “the constitution of the empirical sciences” (Discipline 225). Kenny Fountain
observes, “the discourse of anatomical terms has real material effects both in renaming the body and in
authorizing certain ways of knowing that body” (27). Thus, anatomical discourse and its texts contribute to
societal knowledge and control of the body.
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In summarizing the dissertation, my conclusion highlights how my critical
framework analyzes Hamlet and how scholarship can move forward with death studies and
biopolitical theory. I also offer a personal reflection upon the project.
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Chapter Two: John Donne’s Appropriations of Biopolitical Rhetoric from the
Gallows

While awaiting execution in the Tower of London in September 1586 for his role in
the Babington Plot, Chidiock Tichborne penned these lines “upon her Majesties
preservation”:
I sought my death, and found it in my wombe,
I lookt for life, and saw it was a shade:
I trod the earth, and knew it was my Tombe,
and now I die, and now I was but made.
My glasse is full, and now my glasse is runne,
And now I liue, and now my life is done. (13-18) 17
These same sentiments appear 45 years later in John Donne’s final sermon, Death’s Duell: “all
our periods and transitions in this life are so many passages from death to death” (3): “Wee have a
winding sheete in our Mothers womb, which growes with us from our conception, and wee
come into the world, wound up in that winding sheet, for wee come to seeke a grave” (Death’s
Duell 5). Donne regularly comments on death, but here I want to focus on his allusions to a
specific way of dying. This chapter considers how Donne’s sermons were influenced by his
interests in death and its culture, specifically at scenes of executions.
The theme that one “trod[s] the earth” from their mother’s womb to their death
between the two folds of life and death reveals how death is constantly on display in early
modern England. Its presence and rhetoric permeate early modern culture and its art.
Tichborne saw himself already on the way to his death before he participated in the
Babington Plot. He acknowledges he was dying from the moment he left his mother’s

Tichborne included his elegy in his last letter to his wife. John Wolfe compiled Tichborne’s writings into
Verses of Prayse and Joye. Included in the original publication are the initials T.K., which many scholars —
including Richard Hirsch and Teresa MacLean — believe to be Thomas Kyd.
17
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womb. Tichborne, writing on the eve of his execution, considers himself already dead, saying
“now my life is done,” even though he is alive to write those very lines, “now I live” (18). He
is trapped in a limbo of life in which his body is living, but it is not free. The impending
death looms over Tichborne so heavily that he can barely consider himself still alive. In what
should have been the prime of his life “but made,” he contemplates his journey towards
death (16). Tichborne’s writing tells the story of a twenty-eight-year-old whose “youth is
spent” though he is “not old” (9). His public execution was the culmination of the journey
he began at birth, and its details resonated throughout London in 1586, which was the same
year John Donne moved to the city. 18 Synthesizing historical information with Foucauldian
biopolitical framework, we see the intended biopolitical message sent by Tichborne’s
gruesome execution. As a convicted traitor, Tichborne was the perfect player upon the stage
of the scaffold; his torture and execution exhibited the power of the sovereign and served as
both a didactic warning to onlookers and a disciplinary mechanism.
This historical occurrence is a prime example of early modern England’s biopolitical
culture. 19 The execution scene utilizes the public punishment of the criminal to discipline the
population, showing the sovereign’s power to punish and take the humanness from the body.
Tichborne’s gallows speech appears in MS Harley 290, Folio 170 ff and in George Whetstone’s The Censure of a
Loyall Subiect. Tichborne and his “company of young men (and that Generosi too) playing a woefull Tragedy”
upon the gallows were intended as biopolitical spectacles to discipline the population (Qtd. In Hirsch 313). His
experience served as “a warning to all young Gentlemen” (Qtd. In Hirsch 313). When Tichborne’s
performance so moved the crowd, authorities reported the traitor’s popularity to the Queen for fear of
demonstrations against the remaining scheduled executions of the other condemned conspirators. Hirsch
suggests that Tichborne’s impassioned dying speech convinced Queen Elizabeth to demand the remaining
traitors be fully dead before being disemboweled and quartered instead of being half hanged (305). Ann
Hoffman’s historical account corroborates Hirsch’s suggestion; however, she states it was the executions of
Babbage, Savage, and Tichborne collectively that moved the Queen to such pity that she “ordered those who
were to be executed the following day should not be cut down until they were dead” (18). Of course, Queen
Elizabeth’s reaction was perceived as a just and righteous one. The criminals had to be punished, but the
Queen showed mercy by minimizing their physical suffering.
19 As outlined in my introduction, biopower is “state control over the biological,” while biopolitics include
instances where authorities exercise biopower to discipline the overall population. Executions serve as biopolitical
displays of biopower over an individual body (anatamo-politics) that further serves to regulate the species body.
The individual body upon the scaffold succumbs to the anatamo-politics of biopolitics while the audience
serves as representatives of the species body.
18
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In a moment, a living man condemned of a crime becomes an empty shell of biological
matter, not human, but eerily resembles a human who once had a soul. This is how
sovereign authority helped solidify “the fundamental biological fact that human beings are a
species” that can be regulated and reduced to biological matter that can be disciplined
(Foucault, Security 1). Queen Elizabeth’s punishment for Chidiock Tichborne and his fellow
conspirators was to take away that which made them men; the publicity of their executions
showed onlookers the consequences of plotting against the Queen.
The Babington Plot was the topic of much discussion, and Tichborne’s execution
took place when John Donne was 14 years old, around the same time as his transition from
Oxford to Cambridge. 20 Thus, we can confidently say that John Donne had heard the name
Chidiock Tichborne. 21 When we consider sources of influence on Donne’s writing, the
executions he may have witnessed, and the library he may have read, we should consider one
of the most famous executions in London that occurred the year Donne moved into the city
(the executions of the Babington Plot Conspirators) as well as public executions more
generally. 22 Both Donne and Tichborne use the same imagery of a process of dying that
begins before one is even born to reflect upon their inevitable demise. They both speak of
life as but a space between the womb and death that one must traverse.

a detailed timeline of Donne’s life, see Edmund Gosse’s The Life and Letters of John Donne, Dean of St.
Paul’s. Gloucester, Mass. For Peter Smith, 1959.
21 Tichborne’s poetry was immensely popular from the time it was first published immediately after his death to
well into the seventeenth century. Teresa MacLean finds, “by the 1630s it [Tichborne’s elegy] had be
reproduced in thirteen manuscripts and a number of slightly different versions, and it had been set to music by
the fashionable composers Michael East, Richard Alison and John Mundy” (13). In 1872, T. O’Donnell and
Joseph Hatton published an entertainment piece focused on Tichborne’s trial for The Gentleman’s Magazine.
22 John Carey states that Donne’s Catholic tutors took him to witness the martyrdom of Catholics when he was
young in his introduction to John Donne: The Major Works, Oxford University Press, 1990. However, the citation
he gives to Donne’s Pseudo-Martyr does not explicitly verify that claim. Donne’s language suggests he witnessed
executions. What is clear through this examination is that whether Donne personally witnessed public
executions may not be fully known, but his language and descriptions verify that he was very familiar with the
scene and process of public executions. Verification of Donne personally attending an execution is beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
20 For
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While both writers utilize the genres of poetry, elegy, and others, Donne stands apart
as a minister. Through his position as state-appointed preacher, Donne reaches a wide,
international audience through his powerful sermons and rhetorical skill. 23 Donne’s success
as a preacher stems from not only from his relationship with King James, but also his talent.
As an appointed religious diplomat acting on behalf of the King, Donne regularly preached
to powerful people. In those sermons, Donne mediates the biopolitical rhetoric of the
gallows, which reminds some of the most powerful European courtiers of the universality of
death and sovereignty. As this chapter demonstrates, Donne utilizes biopolitical rhetorical
echoes from the gallows in his diplomatic sermons, his anti-Catholic warnings, and in his
advocacy for absolute submission to King and country. I suggest that Donne invokes the
words of the condemned and utilizes their rhetoric to uphold sovereign authority and the
righteousness of Protestantism.
While scholars have noted Donne’s tendency to weave political metaphors and
advice into various genres of his writing, including his Devotions and Anatomies, 24 I look more
closely at Donne’s language choices that reflect his experience (or imagined experience)
witnessing public executions, something recent scholarship has yet to explicate. Through
allusions to the commonplace imagery of gallows alongside their metaphorical and literal
implications, Donne reaches a broad audience, from average citizens to royalty — all would
recognize the gallows imagery — while reminding that audience of the consequences of

23 For an overview of the popularity of preaching, see Debora K. Shuger’s Sacred Rhetoric: The Christian Grand
Style in the English Renaissance. Princeton University Press, 1988; Mary Morrissey’s Politics and the Paul’s Cross
Sermons, 1558-1642. Oxford University Press, 2011. And, her article, “Interdisciplinarity and the Study of Early
Modern Sermons.” Historical Journal, vol. 42, no. 4, 1999, pp. 1111–1123; The essay collection, The English
Sermon Revised: Religion, Literature, and History, 1600-1750, features accounts of pulpit popularity. These scholars
concur that early modern preachers had great reach and influence over large audiences.
24 Dave Gray and Jeanne Shami analyze the political implications of Donne’s Devotions, arguing that Donne
utilized metaphors and the Devotions to offer political advice to Charles (“Political Advice” 340). They focus on
the politics of 1622-24, specifically England’s relations with Spain, France, and the Palatinate.
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transgressing the law, which for early moderns meant transgressing God. 25 Jeanne Shami
explains, “the pulpit was the place where the new public sphere was emerging, and it is no
wonder that sermons have been touted as ‘the most influential of all the organs of public
opinion’ of their day” (“Cultural Significance” 435). The court sermons I examine are perfect
examples of biopolitical rhetoric because, as works commissioned by the Lord Chamberlain
and King, they’re directly in line with the crown’s wishes and interests; thus, when those
sermons talk about death and submission, they are using death and its imagery as mediators
of state discipline.
In addition to examining the sermons for their biopolitical rhetoric, my intervention
analyzes those sermons while considering the author as political diplomat. Scholars often
forget Donne’s role as a political figure serving James I, though some — including John N.
Wall Jr. and Terry Bunce Burgin — have documented Donne’s submission to James’s
directions for preachers, including his endeavor “to shape interpretations of royal authority”
through his Gunpowder Plot sermon of 1622 (Wall Jr. and Burgin 29). My reading goes further
to consider the poet and preacher as a political figure performing the bidding of his
sovereign.
As Mary Morrissey advises, I read these sermons as both events and texts. 26 We must
keep in mind that the texts we read (and which I cite) are only “textual remains of a live
performance” (Clement, “The Art” 682). It is not unusual to sense Donne’s adherence to
authority in his sermons or poetry. 27 In fact, Donne’s first sermon ever published (A Sermon
For an explanation of early modern absolutist theology, see Tom Cain’s “Donne’s Political World,” in The
Cambridge Companion to John Donne. Guibbory, Achsah (ed.) Cambridge, pp. 83-100.
26 Politics and the Paul’s Cross Sermons
27 Jeanne Shami explains that Donne’s sermons were not just entertaining, they were also political (“The
Sermon” 333). She also discusses Donne’s absolutist theology in her article, “Donne’s Protestant Casuistry:
Cases of Conscience in the Sermons.” Studies in Philology, vol. 80, no. 1, 1983, pp. 53–66. John N. Wall Jr. and
Terry Bunce Burgin echo Shami’s observance by reminding us that Donne regularly reiterates the argument
“that the monarchy is the basis of a stable and godly society and that the king is God’s earthly agent for the
25
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upon the Fifth of November 1622) contains outspoken support for James’s censorship of the
pulpit (Wall Jr. and Burgin 26). It is both a performed sermon and a sermon centered around
one event – The Gunpower Plot. Donne gave the sermon during ceremonial performances
commemorating the anniversary of the King’s deliverance from Catholic conspirators.
James’s censorship of sermons such as these did not affect their popularity. Sermons were
not only entertaining, but as Jennifer Clement argues, they were “rhetorical texts, designed to
teach and to persuade” (“Introduction” 655). So, it is no wonder that James selected Donne
to use this emerging social platform to communicate to the public, to the court, and to
foreign leaders, “to teach and to persuade” through sermons. From this position within the
public sphere, Donne communicates meaning from the monarch to the devout citizens,
especially in his court sermons. The distinction between court sermons and public sermons
is important because court sermons were directly ordered by the Lord Chamberlain; thus,
they were more closely related to political figures than public sermons (McCullough, Sermons
at Court 4). They were texts often commissioned by patrons and the King for a specific
event. In addition, court sermons were designed for both the “upstairs” audience of court
and the “downstairs” audience. 28 Thus, Donne crafted politically motivated sermons that
could reach all audiences equally.

doing of his will” in his sermons (27). Deborah Shuger considers Donne’s absolutist theology to reveal his
relationship with politics and religion in her chapter “Absolutist Theology: The Sermons of John Donne,”
featured in The English Sermon Revised: Religion, Literature, and History, 1600-1750, edited by Lori Anne Ferrell and
Peter McCullough. Manchester University Press, 2000, pp. 115-135.
28 For a sermon to be considered preached at court, it must be preached to members of court in a political
setting. This does not mean that those sermons preached at the court of King James were the only sermons
deemed court sermons. For a detailed definition, see Jeffrey Johnson’s “Spectacle, Patronage, and Donne’s
Sermon at Hanworth, 1622.” Also, Peter McCullough’s Sermons at Court: Politics and Religion in Elizabethan and
Jacobean Preaching, in which he clarifies the uniqueness of court sermons as opposed to pulpit/public sermons.
His chapter, “Donne and Court Chaplaincy,” reveals that “unless titled as preached ‘before the King,’ it is
almost impossible to distinguish between court sermons preached for either the royalty or the staff ‘below
stairs’” (557). Donne can reach a broad audience by using language accessible to various members of society.
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For Donne, execution scenes provide imagery and evoke emotions that profoundly
impact his audience in the pews. These executions must be understood in Foucauldian
terms, “not only as a juridical, but also as a political ritual” (Discipline 47). The metaphorical
value of the gallows provides Donne with writing material that simultaneously mediates the
absolute power of the state and the absolute submission expected of Christians. 29 Gallows
are evocative images as an implementor of and metaphor for death. As one example of
Donne’s life-long fixation on death, the gallows also provide a way to reflect upon the power
of the state.
By setting up the same sense of immediacy in his Sunday sermons as the gallows
sermons, and by infusing those same Sunday sermons with political undertones supporting
the crown, Donne likens the fear of God and eternal judgment to fear of the King and
judicial judgment on earth: both end in death, demand full faith and trust, and are
inescapable. One cannot escape service to the sovereign in life just as one cannot escape
judgement from God in death.
The first part of this chapter provides examples of executions in early modern
England to highlight their biopolitical rhetoric. A close analysis of the connections between
biopolitical rhetoric found at the gallows and Donne’s sermons informs us of the preacher’s
influences as well as his political loyalty to the English monarchy. I then turn to analyze
Donne’s use of that same rhetoric. His use of gallows imagery further supports the notion
that early modern England was a culture that placed death center-stage. By incorporating

29 The

criminals themselves played their role, though they may not have been guilty. As historian Lacy Baldwin
Smith remarks, if the law considered them guilty, “then the prisoners considered themselves guilty, deserving
death as men no longer useful to society” (emphasis mine, 633). Scholars continue to return to Smith’s 1954 article
to better understand the early modern cultural mindset of absolute submission. Public executions
simultaneously punished the criminal while disciplining the population by showing the consequences of
transgressing the law and that criminals should absolutely submit. They also display what happens when one is
“no longer useful to society.”
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biopolitical rhetoric informed by scenes of execution, Donne crafts sermons that suggest
social and moral codes of behavior for a broad audience. In doing so, he voices support for
his Church of England and absolute submission to sovereign authority. Though it is not
unique that a preacher would argue these sentiments and analogies of their king to God, it is
important that we understand that Donne uses biopolitical imagery to do so while serving
James I as a political diplomat.
Donne serves as a mediator between King and subject as a political figure. Another
mediator of the King’s power is the gallows. The “point of contact” between God and King,
King and subject, is most evident upon the gallows when the King enacts his highest level of
power via the state-sponsored execution while simultaneously transferring the object of
power (the executed) to the only power higher than the sovereign—God (Shuger
“Absolutist Theology” 119). The subject is transferred to the higher power through the
removal of his soul in death. According to Donne,
In the constitution and making of a natural man, the body is not the man, nor the
soul is not the man, but the union of these two makes up the man; the spirits in a
man which are the thin and active part of the blood, and so are of a kind of middle
nature, between soul and body, those spirits are able to doe, and they doe the office,
to unite and apply the faculties of the soul to the organs of the body, and so there is
a man. (Two Sermons 12-13)
According to Donne’s explanation of duality, a man is only human so long as his soul is
joined to his body. Thus, the sovereign creates a corpse and takes away the human in the scene
of execution. In this view, “no person” is ever a cadaver (Roach 12). There is a human, and
then there is a cadaver. Throughout his writing career and service at St. Paul’s, Donne
consistently cites a complete separation of the soul from the body at the time of death. In an
execution, that separation is a direct result of sovereign authority. For the purposes of this
study, I am interested in body/soul duality only to the extent that death is the separation of
the two and that the sovereign not only takes away a life, but takes away the human,
22

reducing a person to a biological representation of their species, which Foucault posits as
necessary for the implementation of biopower. 30 Thus, the sovereign makes humans unhuman
when he or she forces the separation of the body and soul.

Examples of Biopolitical Executions
In this section, I provide examples of state-sanctioned public executions that were
recorded and circulated through written works. I focus on state-sponsored executions
because they function as disciplinary mechanisms within a biopolitical society whereas
vigilante executions usurp those disciplinary mechanisms. The example of Mistress Saunders
exemplifies this truth. These executions display the punishment of the criminals while the
written works circulate throughout early modern readership, further spreading the message
of discipline and obedience. When readers study the last words of the executed, they learn
the consequences of offending the sovereign even when they did not attend the execution
themselves. 31

Foucault reads the noncorporeal soul as “the effect and instrument of a political anatomy; the soul is the
prison of the body” (Discipline 30). Biopower focuses on the body itself. For biopower to be effective, the
sovereign must deploy mechanisms of power at the conjunction of body and soul: “The sovereign deals with a
nature, or rather the perpetual conjunction, the perpetual intrication of a geographical, climatic, and physical
milieu with the human species insofar as it has a body and a soul” (Security 23). We must observe the point of
connection between body and soul as a place where the sovereign enacts biopower by separating the moral
existence of a human from its representation of the human species. Biopower works only if there is the
possibility of separating the soul from the body in order to regulate the body as a representation of its species
devoid of moral existence. Giorgio Agamben builds on this theory in his discussion of bios and zoē, or bare life.
31 As Foucault notes, these publications “were expected to have the effect of an ideological control” and
prompted “a whole mass of discourses” (Discipline 66-67). The printed retellings of executions reinforce the
biopolitical rhetoric of the scaffold.
30
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Executions were sometimes coordinated around London to allow for a wider
“theatre” audience (Figure One). As we see in Figure One, which is based upon Robert
Waldegrave’s account of the deaths of three men convicted of high treason, executions
sometimes took the form of a parade. The caravan began with the three convicted men, —
John Weldon, William Hartley, and Robert Sutton — ministers, officers, and onlookers. It
left Newgate and headed east to Mile-End, which was a small hamlet in east London, later
known as Aldgate. Next, the caravan headed west back through the city to Holywell, and
finally the assembly made its way north to Clarkenwell. There, Sutton “was forthwith
executed” (A True Report 12). By the conclusion of the 5th of October, the city had witnessed
gruesome executions at three of its
main entrances and a parade
reminiscent of a Roman Triumph.
The parade through the city
provided publicity for the
executions. Such publicity

Figure One: Execution Route of Weldon (W), Hartley
(H), and Sutton (S) from Newgate (N),1588

reiterates the biopolitical message of executions by reaching those who did not attend the
execution itself. Body parts were left around the city to remind citizens of the consequences
of offending the sovereign, exemplifying the biopolitical role of body parts.
In addition to the displays of a black parade and executions, audiences also witnessed
the last dying speeches (neck verses, gallows speeches, freedom of the scaffold).
Interestingly, these confessions, like those given by Weldon, Hartley, and Sutton, were not
always admittance of guilt; many were didactic warnings, advising the audience members
(often numbering in the hundreds, even thousands) to use the condemned person’s life as an
example. Basically, a condemned criminal used a stereotypical script for telling the audience
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to not be like himself/herself. Many gallows speeches were also filled with direct advice to
the audience to never break the Sabbath because, for many of the condemned, that’s where
sin started. Criminals who did not repent, accept their fate, and die cheerfully were rare and
were considered “abnormal and reprehensible” (Sharpe 154). Just as there was an art to
dying at home, 32 there was also an art and performance involved with dying publicly in an
execution. Condemned criminals were players in the theatre of punishment, acting out their
part to reinforce cultural values of virtue by exemplifying the consequences of a sinful life.
Thus, the condemned person participates in the biopolitical disciplining of the audience
through the last dying speech, performing verbal rhetoric upon the scaffold — rhetoric that
Donne appropriates in his sermons.
The Protestant clergy present at such executions acted to witness (and record) the
last confessions, absolve the condemned, and, most importantly, record gallows speeches for
future teaching purposes. These clergymen also helped to translate the criminal’s example
into a divine example of the consequences of disobedience for a broader audience by
recording the last words of the condemned and sensationalizing the events surrounding
them, as we see in Arthur Golding’s account of the very popular execution of George
Saunders’ wife and servants. The execution of the conspirators in the murder of George
Saunders was so popular that “almoste the whole fielde, and all the way from newgate, was
as full of folke as coulde well stande one by another: and besides that, great companies were
placed bothe in the chambers neere abouts…and also vpon the gutters, sides, and toppes of
the houses” (Golding 6). Devout Calvinist Arthur Golding, known for his translations of
Ovid’s Metamorphosis and Caesar’s Commentaries, recorded the murderers’ executions and the

Researchers including David Cressy, Clare Gittings, Catherine Loomis, and Gail Kern Paster examine death
and dying in early modern England. To the early moderns, the art of dying well was essential for the entrance
into the afterlife. Confessing was an essential component of the good death.
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dramatic romantic entanglements surrounding them. The audience members present at the
execution of the conspirators narrated by Golding’s piece not only witnessed the execution
of two female accessories to murder and the murderer, but also the public shaming of the
disbanded minister who had fallen in love with one of the women. Golding’s readership also
learns the didactic warnings provided by the execution scene.
Golding’s readers also learn the dangers of adultery. Both Mistress Drewies (the
maid) and Mistress Saunders (George Saunders’ wife) were “condemned as accessaries to
master Saunders death, and executed in Smithfield the thirteenth of May” (Golding 6). The
two women hired a male servant to poison George Saunders. During their confinement, the
attending minister became convinced of Mistress Saunders’ innocence and subsequently fell
in love with her. The two bribed Mistress Drewies to lie about Mistress Saunders’
involvement by promising “certayne money to the marriage of hir daughter” (Golding 7).
However, the minister disclosed his plan to the wrong fellow over a drink at the pub and his
plot was exposed to the Lords of Counsel. Upon learning that this minister, Mell, planned to
pay one of the women to take all the blame so that his love, Mistress Saunders, could go
free, the Lords of Council apprehended him. After his apprehension, Mell was forced to sit
“at the place of execution at the tyme of theyr suffering, with a paper pinned upon hys
breast” that read, “For practising to colour the detestable factes of George Saunders wife” (italics in the
original, Golding 8). The women were hanged alongside the male servant they hired for the
murder. Golding relates the details of their deaths:
Hir seruant also, hauing openly acknowledged his offence, kneeled meekly downe,
praying seuerally with a preacher, as he of them had done at their first comming to
the place. Which done, they were all put in a readinesse by the Executioner, and at
one instant (by drawing away the Cart wheron they stoode) were sent togither out of
this worlde vnto God. (11)
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Golding’s straightforward description of the execution does not conclude his piece. Adding
his analysis to the situation, Golding writes that this was “a very good lesson to teache all
persons to refrayne from any devises or practises to deface or discredite the honorable
proceedings of Counsellours, and publike & lawfull forme of trialles and judgementes
according to Justice, or to hinder the beneficiall course of so good examples” (8). He reads
Mell’s punishment as evidence that citizens must not interfere in matters governed by the
Lords of Counsel. In this teaching moment, the authorities displayed various versions of
public punishment to remind citizens not to break the law and not to question or attempt to
deface the law, and they did so through bodies.
In simultaneous displays of biopower, the authorities execute the murderous
conspirators and the murderer while displaying the punished and suffering body of Mell in
signboard fashion for all to see. Mell’s action was not viewed as an ill-fated lover hoping to
save his mistress, but as a deviant directly challenging the authority of the court. One must
not question nor disrupt the law. Though Mell’s body is not executed, it is used politically to
show onlookers the consequences of attempting to undermine judicial authority “or to
hinder the beneficiall course of so good examples” of executions (Golding 8).
Golding says that God’s purpose in exposing the sins of others is not for enjoyment,
but that “his judgements, should by the terrour of the outward sight of the example, drive us
o the inward consideration of ourselves” (12). Their sins “came into the open Theater” so
that we may learn from them and reflect upon our own lives (13). He says the criminals fell
out of frailty, and we are all prone to that. Their example is especially important to married
folks who should “learne hereby to possessee and keepe their vessell in hinestie and
cleanneese” (14). Mistress Saunders was not honest when she hired her servant to murder
her husband, nor was she “clean” when she invited the affections of Mell. Mistress Drewies
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was far from honest when she considered Mell’s bribe after helping Mistress Saunders to
hire a murderer.
Golding concludes his account by offering direct advice to his readers: “Therefore
good reader, so heare and reade this present example, as the same may turne to the bettering
of thy state, and not to occasion of slaunder, nor to the hurt of thine owne conscience, nor
to the offence of thy Christian brethren” (14). There is a biopolitical reading here that tells
the audience not to offend others within their society. Golding not only suggests personal
“cleanneese” within marriage, but also that a member of society should consider how their
cleanliness within their marriage relates to their “Christian brethren.” Here, we see an aspect
of the Foucauldian “normalizing society” where citizens normalize a prescribed set of
behavior within a disciplined society (History, Vol. 1 144). In warning his audience to
consider their “Christian brethren,” Golding suggests a certain acceptable behavior for
people not just in public but in their own marital beds. By watching or reading about the
executions of the adulterous murderer and her conspirators, audiences are reminded that
offences like adultery and murder — which place the sovereign’s subjects in danger — are
punishable by the sovereign; thus, they are inspired to behave a different way, a way that
better contributes to “the bettering of thy state.”
If a person failed to behave as prescribed by this society, it was suggested their
actions would offend the sovereign. Criminals, like Saunders and Drewies, were expected to
“openly confesse[d] before all the people… asking forgiuenesse both of God and the
worlde, and therewithall desired hir maiestie to forgiue and foget his offence” (Cosby 3).
Many, like Arnold Cosby who was executed on the 27th of January 1591 for murder, even
worried that their crime would negatively affect England’s international relations. Modern
readers cannot easily relate to this sense of offending the monarch by one’s own crime. But
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to the early modern English, any sin was an offence to the sovereign, which could harm the
entire country. Murdering a subject of the sovereign meant taking something away from the
sovereign or compromising the power the sovereign wields over the bodies of its citizen.
The ruler is the realm, and each person’s actions were perceived to affect that entire realm.
In addition, these displays served as a warning to onlookers, suggesting that no one can
escape the gaze of the sovereign. One way or another, one’s sins will be found out and
punished, whether through one’s own confession or the sovereign’s might.
Like preachers, the condemned upon the gallows hoped their words “might tend to
the conuerting of many of the hearers” (Dudgale 13). Gilbert Dudgale offers his
commentary on the arraignment, imprisonment, and execution of multiple people in June
1603. In the examples he provides, we see the theatricality and drama present at the gallows.
These gallows performances, the voices of the condemned, and the resulting literature act as
rhetorical teaching tools “to teache all persons” - the state, victim, audience, and preacher
(Golding 8). Golding and Dudgale echo the sentiments of their culture, a culture that Lacy
Baldwin Smith says could not escape “this doctrine of absolute obedience” (494). All
subjects gathered upon the gallows meant to teach something to the audience by their
example. Because these performances are utilized as methods to teach a society, they are
biopolitical. Each time Donne uses imagery from such scenes, he is invoking these images of
punishment and voices of the condemned, reminding his audience that they must be
disciplined, both for the good of their own soul and for their fellow citizens, their “Christian
brethren.”
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Donne’s Appropriation of Gallows Rhetoric
Meditating upon such gallows ceremonies, Donne echoes their sentiments in his own
writing — sentiments such as their insistence on confession, immediacy of death, and
didactic warnings — while implementing political undertones. My argument analyzes
Donne’s sermons to reveal that Donne incorporates biopolitical rhetoric reminiscent of
gallows rhetoric to teach his audience about absolute submission and the righteousness of
Protestantism. As James’s personal appointee to St. Paul’s, Donne held an inherently
political position. In fact, as Peter McCullough and Kenneth Fincham find, James did more
to support Donne’s career than any other minister. 33 James not only convinced Donne to
take holy orders, but quickly made Donne a religious diplomat by sending him to preach for
European political figures.
Like most early modern preachers, Donne often comments on the art of dying the
good death. Each time he asks us to “justly hope of a good issue from him [God]” or trust
that God will “have a care of use in the hour of death,” Donne tells us to mimic the
confident confessors on the gallows (Deaths Duell 2, 3). He promotes a fearless embracing of
death that displays absolute trust in the sovereign and in God. Since a large part of the
preacher’s job was to model the right way to feel, through his words and actions,” Donne
uses imagery that invokes strong emotions while showing his audience how to react to those
images (Clement 676). There is also a pedagogy of subjection implied in his sermons. Unlike
Sunday sermons, gallows sermons show the consequences of sin via the execution while
exemplifying the proper, hopeful way to enter corporeal death. By constantly reminding his

33 McCullough writes that the “effort that James put into creating Donne thus, and in such rapid succession, is
without precedent in the period as an example of royal promotion of a clerical career” (“Donne and Court
Chaplaincy” 558). Kenneth Fincham echoes those sentiments, saying, “Donne is the only man James I is
known to have coaxed into ordination, the only man in his reign to become a chaplain-in-ordinary within
weeks of his ordination” (570).
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audience that they will die and could die any moment, Donne places his audience
metaphorically alongside the condemned upon the scaffold, facing death in that moment
with limited time to confess. 34
For example, his Sermon Preached at White-hall, March 8, 1621, “The Last Enemie that
Shall be Destroyed, is Death,” reminds his audience that “You must dye this death, this
death of the righteous, the death to sin, before this last enemy, Death, shall be destroyed in
you, and you made partakers of everlasting life in soule and body too” (1). He regularly
incorporates references to cerecloths and winding sheets, using phrases such as “thou doest
but walke in searcloth” to remind audience members that they are on a journey toward death
(Sermon Preached at Lincoln’s Inne, 1618., 12). To suggest that each audience member should
repent and submit just as obediently as those upon the gallows repent their sins and submit
to sovereign authority, Donne reminds audiences of the universality of death and the
importance of confessing before death.
Not only does Donne introduce his audience to the potential immediacy of death, he
also parallels service to God with service within a hierarchical order on earth, an order
Donne believed to reflect that of heaven. Donne seemingly anticipates Foucauldian
biopolitical theories when he writes,
Now as the fear of gods punishments disposes us to love him so that fear which the
magistrate imprints by the execution of his laws establishes that love which preserves
him from all disestimation and irreverence for whom the enemy does not fear the
subject does not love. As no peace is safe enough where there is not thought of war
so the love of man towards god and those who represent him is not permanently
setled if there be not a reverential fear, a due consideration of greatness, a distance, a
distinction, a respect of Rank, and Order, and Majestie. If there be not a littler fear,
by Justice at home, and by power and strength abroad, mingled in it, it is not that
According to David Cressy, witnesses were essential to the fulfilment of any event, including religious events,
courtship, childbearing, and even dying. No event escaped the public view. Each event became a social
performance. The key was to perform as if your private event were public because there was no such thing as a
private event. This includes deathbed confessions as well as gallows speeches (“Private Lives, Public
Performance,” in Attending to Women in Early Modern England).
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love, which God requires, to be first directed upon himself, and then reflected upon
his Steward and Vice-gerents: for, as every Society is not Friendship, so every
Familiarity is not Love. (Sermon Preached at White-hall Nov. 2, 12)
In this comparison of governance to spirituality, Donne praises “princes” whose “well
govern’d courts are copies and representations of heaven” (1). A well-ordered court reflects
the hierarchy and order of heaven. This means that subjects must know their place within
the hierarchy and be obedient to those higher up. It also suggests that members of a higher
rank must keep “Justice at home.” Without this “Justice at home” coupled with just enough
fear, Donne says “it is not that love, which God requires.” Hence, for Donne and his
contemporaries there could be no separation of religion from politics. One must serve the
king as one must serve God. One must fear the King and “respect [the] Rank” of social
order. Thus, Donne was no stranger to preaching on political matters and governance.
Donne was also keenly aware of style and genre in his sermons. He acknowledges
“the parallel between theology and rhetoric” and so works to renew the grand style of the
ancients for his Christian audience (Shuger, Sacred Rhetoric 198). The sermon “was a
linguistic—or, more importantly, a communicative—event. It consisted of language used by a
real person in an attempt to affect the beliefs and behaviour of other real people in a
particular socio-historical setting. A sermon, no matter how banal or inept (or otherwise),
must be treated on its own terms, as discourse per se” (Garner 46). 35 Donne adapts the
genre conventions of the sermon in metaphysical fashion as he reflects upon death and duty.
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There is an ongoing scholarly debate concerning the elements and genres of early modern sermons. If we
were to draw a Venn diagram on the subject, we would have “plain style” and “metaphysical” on either side
with “English Reformed” blurred between the two. See Mary Morrissey’s “Scripture, Style, and Persuasion in
Seventeenth-Century English Theories of Preaching,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 53, no. 4, 2002, pp.
686-706, as well as her “Interdisciplinarity and the Study of Early Modern Sermons,” The Historical Journal, vol.
42, no. 4, 1999, pp. 1111-1123.
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John Donne, Political Diplomat
In serving his King as a preacher and diplomat, Donne’s duties led him into the
“centre of the religious and political issues surrounding the Palatinate” for the Doncaster
Embassy in 1619 (Rhatigan 582). As a political diplomat to Bohemia and a religious delegate
“on the direct orders of the King,” Donne was at his most politically powerful during this
mission to Germany in 1619 (Fincham 573). During that trip to Germany, Donne crafts a
sermon for James’s daughter, Elizabeth.
Upon the occasion of this sermon, Prince Friedrich and Princess Elizabeth were only
months away from becoming King and Queen of Bohemia on November 4, 1619, and
shortly thereafter, weary travelers themselves from the uprising against them that would
draw England briefly into the Thirty Years War. 36 Since the danger came from Catholics, a
reaction from Protestant England was viewed as a religious reaction as well as a political one,
sacred as well as secular. 37 Indeed, Donne acted as mediator between the Catholic soon-tobe Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand and Protestant Prince Friedrich.
While the overall message of the sermon preached to the Prince and Princess
Palatine on June 16, 1619, argues that Protestants are nearer to salvation than Catholics so
long as they practice the main tenants of their Christian duty (to God, country, and self),
there are biopolitical messages within the sermon that invoke voices of the condemned upon

Emma Rhatigan’s study on Donne’s Doncaster Embassy reveals his important role in the Embassy and
England’s European relations. The spring of Donne’s sermon to the Prince and Princess saw the Bohemians
nearly completely expel the Austrian army (Rait 95). Until the summer of 1619, it seemed the Palatinate would
not be dismembered; however, it inevitably succumbed to Catholic rule. Though many English citizens
demanded severe action from James to protect Frederick and Elizabeth’s reign in the Palatinate after they
“were driven into exile in Holland,” he was slow to react (Plant). James did eventually support a half-hearted
attempt by the King of Denmark to regain the Palatinate in 1621, which was quickly defeated by Albert of
Wallenstein (Palmer 138).
37 Kristy Rolfe’s forthcoming work will the first study of its kind, arguing that “pamphlets dealing with the
Palatinate articulated subject positions which challenged royal notions of decorum, and promoted a model of
active Protestant subjecthood” (Abstract).
36
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the gallows and demand our attention. Donne paints a scene of execution when he tells the
royal couple that just as a traveler should be glad to see the gallows “because he knows that
he is near the town,” so should he be glad at the “gate of death”:
This unspeakable, this unimaginable happiness is this Salvation, and therefore let us
be glad when this is brought neer us. And this is brought neerer and neerer unto us,
as we come neerer and neerer to our end. As he that travails weary, and late towards
a great city, is glad when he comes to a place of execution, becaus he knows that is
neer the town; so when thou comest to the gate of death, be glad of that, for it is but
one step from that to thy Jerusalem. Christ hath brought us in some neerness to
Salvation, as he is vere Salvator mundi, in that we know, that this is indeed the Christ, the
Saviour of the world. (Two Sermons, emphasis in the original, 17)
Capitalizing upon the metaphor the gallows provide, Donne juxtaposes the literal entryway
to death in the image of the gallows with the ethereal gate of Jerusalem to introduce a sense
of the immediacy of death into his sermon, the same sort of immediacy present at the
gallows. This narrative juxtaposition makes it seem as if the gallows were touching the gates
of Jerusalem. The metaphor begins “as he that travails weary,” which sets up an “everyman”
scenario. Everyone is a weary traveler, whether literally by our daily journeys or figuratively
during our journey from womb to grave. When Donne says every weary traveler is “glad
when he comes to a place of execution, becaus he knows that is neer the town,” he presents
a twofold meaning. The traveler is glad to see the gallows because the gallows are usually
established at entrances to a city, as exhibited in the Hartley, Weldon, and Sutton execution
route (Figure One). Thus, the traveler knows he is nearing refuge and rest in the city.
Secondly, the gallows represent order and law. The traveler can be assured that they are
entering a city protected by sovereign authority. The gallows also warn travelers that they
should not commit crimes in the city they approach.
The weary traveler metaphor extends even further when we consider the gallows as a
place of death that “outlives a thousand tenants” (Shakespeare, Hamlet 5.1.44). Like the
symbolic meaning offered by the gallows at the entrance of a city that provides refuge and
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rest, the literal use of the gallows offers refuge and rest to the repentant criminal: “so when
thou comest to the gate of death, be glad of that, for it is but one step from that to thy
Jerusalem” (Two Sermons 17). This Jerusalem is a metonym for the entryway into heaven,
salvation, God, and eternal life for early modern Christians, an entryway only the departed
soul can enter. Since we are all in a sense, the weary traveler, since we are all condemned to
die and are making our way through life to the gates of Jerusalem, we should all embrace the
symbolic meaning of the gallows as a place of comfort — a gate to rest. For Donne, these
gallows are the portal to eternal reward, or punishment. The threat of death and possibility
of a heavenly afterlife are no farther nor further away than the gallows people walk by daily.
Additionally, Donne implies a higher meaning in death. Death for the repentant
Christian means refuge and rest in the city of Jerusalem. Dying by gallows, criminals submit
to sovereign authority and enter death knowing that their death is an example to others.
After witnessing an execution at the gallows, audience members “should by the terrour of
the outward sight of the example, drive us to the inward consideration of ourselves”
(Golding 12). Those gates of Jerusalem are always near just as the gallows are “near the
town.” The criminal enters the gate via gallows, but we all enter the gate to Jerusalem just as
we enter gates to the city. Thus, those gates suggest that all our deaths and speeches should
serve as examples to others just as deaths and speeches at the gallows act as examples for the
living, for all weary travelers.
Donne’s implementation of gallows imagery to a court of powerful European
political figures exposes how Donne works to remind everyone, upstairs and downstairs,
that we are all equal in death. The gallows for the criminal are their portal to Jerusalem, but
we will each have our own gate to Jerusalem eventually. He also advises his audience to
prepare for their salvation just as the criminal upon the gallows prepares. Donne warns not
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to keep “ill gotten goods, as by ill getting” as one prepares for salvation (Two Sermons 19).
Instead of worrying about the danger of one’s death, you should instead “fill thy self with
the consideration of the nearness of thy salvation” (Two Sermons 19). Thus, you should speak
like the condemned upon the gallows standing in front of their own death and salvation.
In that same sermon, Donne reminds his audience “our mutual duties of society
towards our Equals and Inferiors, and of Subjection towards our Superiours” are grounded
in scripture (Two Sermons 2). This message reminds the powerful that they should not forget
their “equals and inferiors,” though they should not subject themselves to those “equals and
inferiors.” Instead, subjection is reserved for “our Superiours.” For Friedrich and Elizabeth,
this is a reminder where their loyalties should lie. The couple should not subject themselves
to the Catholics rising against them, but rather, look toward a higher authority for guidance.
At the time, Donne knew of the mounting political pressure and threats to Friedrich
from Bavarian Catholics led by Emperor Ferdinand II and backed by Spain and the Pope. 38
He was commissioned by James to perform this sermon less than one year after the May 23,
1618 Defenestration of Prague that began the Thirty Years War in Bohemia. 39 His principal
audience member, Friedrich, was not only Head of the Protestant Union, he was also one of
only seven people allowed to vote for the Holy Roman Emperor. Much of the land in
question belonged not just to the country of Bohemia, but it was Elizabeth’s inheritance. 40
Donne uses the Doncaster Embassy and his platform as a religious diplomat to give a

“Thirty Years War”
The Defenestration was a Protestant retaliation against the Holy Roman Emperor’s threats to Protestant land
and liberty. Emissaries from the Holy Roman Emperor were literally thrown out of the window in a
demonstration by Bohemian leaders (Palmer 136-8).
40 Fortescue Papers 138
38
39
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supportive message to the Prince and Princess, encouraging the “correctness” of
Protestantism.
In addition to Donne’s assurances of salvation in Protestantism and relief in death,
the sermons suggest veiled implications of support from England herself. The central
premise of the sermon states, “Now our salvation is nearer us then when we believed,”
based on Romans 13.11, “And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out
of sleepe: for now is our salvation neerer then when we beleeved,” 41 which tells the audience
that salvation becomes closer and closer each day (Two Sermons 2). This “salvation” is a
politically charged word choice. In “salvation,” Donne could mean eternal salvation as
indicated in the original scripture. He could also mean worldly salvation, such as foreign aid.
Donne’s ambiguity leaves open the potential suggestion that England is “closer and closer
each day” to helping Bohemian Protestants. His choice of scripture, Romans 13.11, comes
after 10 verses on submission to the law. Romans 13.1-10 review the obedience owed to the
“magistrates” as well as directions for how its readers should participate in society.
Interestingly, Donne chooses the verse concerning nearness to salvation rather than
a verse concerning subjection. Instead of explicitly discussing Romans 13:1-10, Donne
paraphrases them to suggest submission to authority when he places “our mutual duties of
society towards our Equals and Inferiors, and of Subjection towards our Superiours” in
scripture (Two Sermons 2). These sentiments echo the preceding 10 verses of Romans 13,
which include verse seven, “render therefore to all their dues, tribute to whom tribute is due,
custome to whom custome, feare to whom feare, honour to whom honour.” Donne’s

All Biblical references are taken from the 1617 publication of The Holy Bible, listed under John Speed in the
bibliography.
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paraphrasing of the scripture mediates the message that service to one’s authorities includes
honorable participation in society and is directly tied to service to God.
By reminding Friedrich of his obligations to duty, Donne alludes to Friedrich’s
relationship to James. Friedrich was so convinced that he would receive England’s aid that
he would not accept the proposal to become King of Palatine “until he had received from
England the consent of his father-in-law,” which prevented Friedrich from taking any steps
that might politically conflict with his father-in-law (Rait 102). By awaiting James’s consent,
Friedrich secured an ally in England. Friedrich also expected that James would not “desert
his daughter” (Rait 102). 42 Donne’s sermon works to reinforce Friedrich’s assumptions as it
ardently supports Protestantism over Catholicism, England over Rome. It also reveals that
Donne “is sympathetic to the Palatine cause” (Rhatigan 584). Donne is clearly using gallows
imagery with political undertones of duty and service to provide comfort to his audience in a
politically motivated sermon to central European figures gathered in Germany.
The gallows imagery represents more than impending death, however; by using the
gallows, an object used to implement state power, Donne equates state power over death
with mortality itself. Because we weary travelers should be happy to see the gallows as
signifiers of our pending eternal life, we are also reminded that the gallows represent the
government’s ability to enact justice upon criminals. Thus, we are comforted twofold: once

Many viewed the action against Princess Elizabeth as a personal attack on England itself, arguing that this
“Imperious swallowing downe of the Palltynat by the Emperour” cuts off a vital trade ally from England;
understood within the metaphor of the body politic, this “cut off the lets” is the same as cutting off “a finger,
but wee wound the Arme” (Reynolds 14). For John Reynolds and most English Protestants, cutting off the
Palatinate would be to cut off “a finger” or “an arme” of England. Just as cutting off “an arme” would
“indanger the whole Bodie,” so cutting off an ally and daughter of England would “indanger the whole Bodie”
of the kingdom (Reynolds 14). The Rhine was essential to trade and England’s connection to Denmark. With
the Palatinate strategically situated along the Rhine, England’s fears of Catholic control over major trade routes
across Europe were not unjustified. Thus, many English Protestants “demanded military intervention to
liberate the Palatinate and to restore Elizabeth [Stuart], who became a Protestant heroine and was known as the
‘Queen of Hearts’” (Plant). Many viewed the “forlorn situation of a princess of England” as a “national
disgrace” for England (Jesse 204).
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by the possibility of eternal salvation for the soul, and again by the promise of order during
our corporeal lives, the sort of order that is not of our making, but rather, is higher than
ourselves.
Donne further clarifies that Christian duty and service should specifically be
Protestant in nature. Donne reviews the laws of the Jewish forefathers and the sacraments
available to Christians to conclude, “salvation is nearer to us [Christians] then it was to the
Jews”; in addition, that same salvation was even nearer to the Protestants than to Roman
Catholics (Two Sermons 9). Donne sees the evolution from Judaism to Christianity as a step
closer towards salvation. Stepping out of the darkness of the early Church and into
Protestantism brings one even closer to salvation than those religions that came before. 43
Donne goes as far to parallel the exodus of the Jews from Israel to the metaphorical “flight
from Rome” of the Reformation (Shami, “Anti-Catholicism” 139). This advocation for the
Protestant faith works to assure the Palatinate couple that they shall overcome whatever
challenges on earth or in heaven because they have chosen the correct faith. Because
Protestantism is closer to God than Catholicism, this sermon suggests that Protestants shall
prevail against Catholic aggression in the Palatinate. Thus, even though their rule in Bohemia
was under threat, Friedrich and Elizabeth should stand fast. Through this close analysis of
Donne’s political sermon to the Prince and Princess Palatinate, we see how Donne uses
gallows rhetoric and invokes the voices of the condemned to remind his audience of the
importance of repentance and the immediacy of death while including veiled implications of
support for the Palatinate and just law through his use of Romans 13.1-13.

43 Donne gives readers an explanation of his conversion from Catholicism in his Pseudo-Martyr. He includes the
martyrdom of his family, his allegiance to James, and his Christian faith as factors that led him to
Protestantism. For an abundance of scholarship on Donne’s religious conversion and service, see The Oxford
Handbook of John Donne and The Antichrist's Lewd Hat: Protestants, Papists, and Players in Post-Reformation England.
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John Donne’s Nationalism and Absolute Submission
The Palatinate Sermon is not the first instance of Donne’s Anti-Catholic sentiments,
nor is it unusual for an early modern English preacher to criticize the Catholic religion and
its Pope. It is unique, though, that a political preacher incorporates biopolitical rhetoric into
his Anti-Catholic sermons, aligning the righteousness of Protestantism with the
righteousness of the government that sponsors his political position. Again, my reading
highlights Donne’s role as a political figure and the uniqueness that stage affords his
sermons. He also grants us a nuanced perspective about faith and its relationship to the
body. While Jeanne Shami reminds us that preaching against the dangers of Catholicism in
early modern England “was rarely a statement of belief but rather a rhetorical position
adopted in specific historical circumstances,” his incorporation of biopolitical rhetoric into
his anti-Catholic sentiments merits further discussion (“Anti-Catholicism” 139). Here, I
argue that Donne incorporates biopolitical rhetoric in sermons that advocate for absolute
submission, whether it be submission to the Church of England, legal authority, or death
itself. One such incorporation takes place when Donne uses hanging imagery and metaphors
in juxtaposition with the evils of Catholicism in his Sermon upon the XX Verse in 1622.
In this sermon, Donne relies upon hanging imagery to illustrate the dangers of
Catholic clergy, saying,
In the Romane Church the most disorderly men, are their men in Orders. I speake not
of the vicisousnesse of their life, I am no Judge of that, I know not that: but they are
so out of all Order, that they are within Rule of no temporall Law, within jurisdiction
of no Civill Magistrate, no secular Judge. They may kill Kings, and yet can be no
Traytors; they assigne their reason, Because they are no Subjects. He that kils one of them,
shall be really hang’d; and if one of them kill, hee shall be Metaphorically hang’d, he
shall bee suspended. Wee enjoy gratefully, and we use modestly the Privileges which
godly Princes, out of their pietie have afforded us, and which their godly Successors
have given us againe by their gracious continuing of them to us; but our Profession
of it self, naturally…exempts us not from the tye of their Laws. All men are in deed,
we are in Deed and in name too, Men of Orders; and therefore ought to be most ready
of all others to obey. (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 21)
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Here, we see Donne using word puns to criticize Catholic “Men of Orders.” The underlying
puns on his word choices – disorderly/Orders, hung/suspended — provide an avenue for Donne
to capitalize upon the imagery associated with public hangings. Donne plays with the dual
meaning of each word to suggest that “Men of Order” in the Catholic Church are “the most
disorderly men” (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 21). If a Catholic clergyman kills an English
citizen, he will not be hanged by sovereign authority, but rather “he shall bee suspended,”
i.e., relieved of ecclesiastical duties, by the Church (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 21). Thus,
while the clergymen will not be literally hanged by a noose, they will be metaphorically
hanged by the Church through the cannon law (not English law) of suspensio. 44 “Suspended”
by the Church invokes the imagery of the Church hanging the disorderly men of order.
The use of suspended and hanged also emphasizes the benefit that Catholic clergy had
in early modern England: “Benefit of clergy refers to a privilege allowed under the common
law of England to members of the clergy that provided immunity from prosecution by
secular authorities for crimes and misdemeanors of which they were accused” (Anglim 118).
If a clergy member could recite the official neck verse (Psalms 51), then they could escape
execution. 45 Whereas, a Protestant had no escape from execution if found guilty of
murdering a Catholic. Donne argues that true Men of Orders are not exempt “from the tye
of their [godly Princes] Laws” (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 21). True “godly Successors” will
follow the just laws of Protestant England and not be metaphorically hanged nor suspended

There are different levels of suspending Catholic clergy, including ceasing their income and forbidding them
to receive Holy Communion (“Suspension”).
45 “Statutes in the fourteenth century extended the doctrine to secular clerks and probably to any literate
person. To satisfy themselves of the validity of a claim to benefit of clergy, judges required the accused to read
(or recite) the so-called neck verse (Psalm 51, verse 1) of the Bible. This reading test was abolished in 1706”
(Anglim 119). This benefit also highlights educational and social inequalities in England. However, that
discussion is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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(A Sermon upon the XX Verse 21). For Donne, all citizens should behave as men in orders
should behave, not as the Catholic Men of Orders actually behave.
Further, “Metaphorically hang’d” provides a visual image for the Catholic’s position
hanging between English law and Catholic law. Just as being alive is an in-between state
before death, so is being Catholic under Protestant English laws. This reading alludes to
Pope Pius V’s Papal Bull that absolved Catholics from obeying the Protestant English
monarch. While King James suggests that neither he nor Elizabeth “punished any Papist for
religion, but that their owne punishment was ever extorted out of her hands against her will,
by their own misbehaviour,” he enacted many laws that all but outlawed the religion
(McIlwain 75). Punishments outlined for “misbehaviour” associated with Catholicism
included fines for not attending Protestant church, preaching in Latin, and praying Catholic
prayers (often in Latin). Donne’s passage helps explain that English citizens owe James their
fidelity because all moral men are “Men in Orders” serving God while Catholics “are no
Subjects” (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 21). 46 Proper subjects would not equate the Pope’s
leadership with the King’s governance.
Under the 1534 Oath of Supremacy, one could not fully serve the English monarch
and maintain loyalty to the Pope. Failure to comply with an English oath could label one as a
traitor. James attempted to alleviate the internal turmoil his Catholic subjects faced by issuing
the Oath of Allegiance in 1606. Under this oath, English citizens could retain their Catholic
identity—without openly practicing Catholicism or admitting to being Catholic—and swear
allegiance to the sovereign of England. Many Catholics outwardly complied with James’s

46 The staunch English nationalism of Donne’s time often labeled any religious dissenters as non-Protestant
and, thus, lesser members of society. In my next chapter, I discuss how this concept affects the European
Jewish community.
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church as “a sign of their acceptance of royal authority” (Milton 485). 47 This political
maneuver allowed James to “let the blood light upon the Popes head” if any Catholics
refused to serve the English monarch faithfully, which demanded strict punishment
(McIlwain 77). In England’s biopolitical displays of Catholic punishment, James can place
the blame for pain, torture, and execution upon the “Popes head.” Through threat of
punishment, James compels his Catholic constituents to serve the English monarch rather
than the Pope. Thus, he further enforces the notion of absolute English rule through
displays of execution while building upon the Act of Supremacy to continue manipulating
the difference of religion into a political one that gives him the grounds to punish Catholics
for disobedience.
Donne follows James’ lead each time he reminds his audience that “subjects are
bound to obey their Princes for conscience sake” (McIlwain 77). Donne also connects the
images of biopower inherent in hangings with politics. When he reminds his audience that
“God is a good Husband, a good Steward of Mans contributions, but contributions hee will
have: hee will have a concurrence, a cooperation of persons,” Donne argues there cannot be
loyalty to any leader on earth besides the rightful sovereign (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 8).
These images invoke service and obedience to king and country while the Pope was advising
his Catholics to disregard their service to James. Thus, English Catholics are metaphorically
hung between God and country.
By using hanging imagery, Donne dramatizes the consequences of practicing what he
views as a lawless religion. Not only are Catholics spiritual outlaws and potential traitors

47 Anthony Milton’s work discusses the “Protestant-Catholic debates that were saturated with Roman Catholic
protestations of political loyalty and appeals for religious toleration” that interested Donne during the Jacobean
era (“New Horizons” 494). Many Catholics argued they could be politically loyal to England while maintaining
their Catholic faith.
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under the Oath of Supremacy, but they could potentially be murderous outlaws in England
and escape judicial punishment through Benefit of the Clergy. Donne’s word puns on the
sociopolitical vocabulary of his moment and metaphorical discourse creates an avenue for
Donne to relate biopolitical messages of submission to King and Country. Echoing James’s
anti-Catholic sentiments, Donne’s sermon illustrates the necessity of the protection of the
king and his laws, advocating for “a cooperation of persons” (A Sermon upon the XX Verse 8).
For Donne, the law works when everyone is in cooperation and support of the King, even
when one is standing trial.
While the Palatinate sermon works to assure listeners of their salvation through
gallows metaphors, other sermons employ corporal mutilation imagery, something Donne
may have witnessed in the executions of criminals and Catholics when he was young. 48 For
example, he uses execution and mutilation imagery in his sermon Preached at S. Pauls, in the
Evening, upon Easter-Day. 1625:
but, as a man condemned to be halfe hang’d, and then quartered, hat a fearfull
addition in his quartering after, and yet had no ease in his hanging before; so they
that have done ill, when they have had their hanging, when they have suffered in
soule, the torments of Hell, from the day of their death, to the day of Judgement,
shall come to that day with feare, as to an addition to that, which yet, was infinite
before…they shall go farther and farther in torment. (17)
Here, Donne suggests that his audience be just as fearful for their soul as the condemned
man is for his soon to be mutilated body. “Halfe hang’d” refers to the process of hanging a
traitor until he was nearly dead. 49 Upon losing consciousness or just before, the traitor was
cut down and disemboweled. In some cases, the genitalia were first removed and burned
John Carey notes that Donne’s tutors took him to witness public executions of Catholics (xx), and Dennis
Flynn argues that scholars should consider Donne’s experiences when we analyze his works (“Donne’s Family
Background” 394). Donne’s potential experiences at public executions undoubtedly influenced his writings,
including his sermons.
49 I use masculine pronouns because only male traitors were treated in this manner. Female traitors were
burned at the stake. Aristocratic and royal female traitors were typically beheaded (Smith “English Treason
Trials”).
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within sight of the condemned. Often, the entrails were likewise burned. If not burned, the
entrails would be hung from points around the city or thrown over the city walls to send
biopolitically charged messages to any passerby. After, the traitor would be quartered by
horses or by hacking. Typically, the last body part removed was the head. Theoretically, this
would allow a person to feel every bit of punishment before his death. However, the reality
of one surviving hanging, disembowelment, and the loss of all four limbs without losing
consciousness up until the head was severed is not likely. Yet, one should fear the reality of
that pain inflicted by the sovereign. The mention of “halfe hang’d” would prompt the
audience to recall this gruesome imagery.
Using this popular imagery, Donne likens the fear of eternal punishment to the fear
of corporeal mutilation in a gruesome metaphor. The man fears the quartering because he
knows he will not be dead since he is to be only “halfe hang’d,” like Chiddiock Tichborne.
Thus, the man fears a future of pain that the hanging cannot ease — a continual dying.
Donne says the same is true for sinners who do not repent, “they shall go farther and farther
in torment”:
That which we call immortality in the damned, is but a continuall dying; howsoever it
must be called life, it hath all the qualities of death, saving the ease, and the end,
which death hath, and damnation hath not. They must come forth; they that have
done evill, must do so too: Neither can stay in their house, their grave; for, their
house (though that house should be the sea) shall be burnt downe; all the world
dissol’d with fire. But then, They who have done evill, shall passe from that fire, into
a farther heat, without light, They who have done good, into a farther light, without
heat. (Preached at S. Pauls 17)
Donne tells everyone to fear “the torments of Hell,” whether he is a criminal or priest. He
advises men to end their fear of mortality and, as he plans, to “passe away cheerfully” in full
confidence of an eternal reward (17). While he and other repentant Christians can end their
fear in this life, the “wicked begin this fear, when the Trumpet sounds to the Resurrection”
(17). We should confess our sins — “They must come forth; they that have done evill, must
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do so too” — so that we do not carry the fear of Judgement with us into the grave. Even
our graves will burn when “all the world dissol’d with fire” at the final trumpet. Donne’s last
line states that God will extend mercy “to all them, who having done evill, do yet truly
repent the evill they have done” (18). This is a direct allusion to confessions upon the
gallows by those “who having done evill.” Donne says that even those who stand guilty of
evil should repent and hope for the salvation of their soul even though it may not save their
body.
Through this metaphor, Donne argues that as this man “condemned to be halfe
hang’d,” fears his quartering after his hanging, we too must fear our soul’s metaphorical
quartering after our death if we do not repent. If we heed Donne’s message, we will not be
the man “condemned to be halfe hang’d, and then quartered, no ease in his hanging before:”
rather, we will leave our fears of Judgement in our deaths (Preached at S. Pauls 17). Thus,
Donne uses this gruesome imagery to prompt confession and obedience from his audience,
capitalizing upon the biopolitical rhetoric of the gallows to suggest a normalized behavior in
society, behavior that includes submission, confession, and Protestant devotion.
Donne seems to contrast himself when a premise of this sermon asserts the holiness
of the body. If the body is holy, how does Donne justify the mutilation imagery in his
Preached at S. Pauls, in the Evening, upon Easter-Day in 1625 and establish a balance between his
acceptance of mutilation and a condemnation of torture? Donne places his discussion in
relation to sovereign authority by clarifying that mutilation is the result of punishment, but
torture is not. He analyzes St. Augustine’s argument against torture, that it “oppose[s] Gods
purpose, in the making, and preserving, and dignifying the body of man” (7). However,
towards the end of that same sermon he offers no objections to a man being “halfe hang’d”
and quartered. Here, we see a distinction between postmortem mutilation and pre-trial
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torture that we must explicate. Moreover, torture, Donne says, does not help the crown
because it often leads to false confessions or false proclamations of innocence. His example
on pages five through six of the Preached at S. Pauls, in the Evening, upon Easter-Day. 1625
describes a husband falsely accused of adultery but who wrongfully confessed when
tortured; contrastingly, the woman accused in this case never confessed while she was being
tortured (5-6). His summary comes from Saint Jerome’s 49th Epistle. Not only does Donne
consider the pain these people endured, but also the vexation of the judge presented with
such a case when judges pray, “O Lord, deliver me, from having any such case brought
before me” (Preached at S. Pauls 6). In the example given, judges cannot discern guilt since the
innocent man confessed under torture. When judges cannot discern guilt, they cannot fully
serve and uphold the laws of the sovereign. Thus, as Donne suggests, torture impedes
sovereign authority. Though torture is also biopolitical, it does not serve the larger structures
of discipline because it does not produce a subject and disciplined body. It also limits the
visibility of the knowledge. When one is tortured in private, the public does not learn from
that example. When one is executed and mutilated in public, the sovereign can extend its
display of power to an audience as a disciplinary mechanism.
Torture is also associated with Catholicism: “But wat use soever there may be for
torture, for Confession, in the Inquisition they torture for a denial, for the denial of God,
and for the renouncing of the truth of his Gospell….so the Romane Church thinks it
necessary to her greatness, to inflict more torture now, then were inflicted upon her in the
Primitive Church” (Preached at S. Pauls…1625, 7). Torture occurs before a fair judgement; it
takes place even before a trial. However, the quartered body in Donne’s metaphor is one
that has been justly convicted under the fair Protestant laws of England. The analogy of
mutilation and torture begins with a man condemned by the sovereign to die and face his
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judgement from God. Thus, there are political implications within the analogy that allows for
the seemingly contradictory support of mutilation alongside a condemnation of torture.
When mutilation is punishment and discipline, it is acceptable. However, torture is neither
punishment nor discipline: it is coercion. Here, we see how Donne justifies the biopolitical
use of gruesome executions without condoning torture. By invoking images of death and
mutilation, Donne reminds his audience of the pain the sovereign can inflict upon their
bodies, but also the pain they may face in their afterlives if they do not speak repentantly like
the condemned upon the gallows and absolutely submit to King and God.
Donne supported what he viewed as the righteous courts of England so ardently that
he also promotes complete submission to the courts during trial. While he invokes the voices
from the gallows in his biopolitical rhetoric, Donne reminds his audience members the
importance of their own voices. One must always speak out, whether on the gallows, on
trial, or in confession. This is why he equates standing mute during a trial with lying and
advises his congregation against it. 50 To stand mute, one simply did not enter a plea in their
trial. Not only does standing mute constitute a sin through Donne’s logic, it also prescribes a
more painful death if found guilty. A guilty man who entered a plea would simply face
execution or fines. His land would also be forfeited to the crown. If found guilty after
standing mute, the condemned was to be killed by pressing, which involved weights and
stones, but his lands could pass to his descendants rather than forfeited to the crown
(Donne, The Major Works, n394). Thus, there are biopolitical implications associated with
standing mute. Biopolitical because standing mute connects what happens to one’s body
directly to their conduct in the juridical ritual of trial as a citizen of the sovereign.

also mentions the dangers of standing mute in his Elegy Upon the Death of Mistress Bulstrode: “Sad hearts,
the less they seem, the more they are, / (So guiltiest men stand mutest at the bar)” (5-6).
50 Donne
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Henry VIII’s Reformation Parliament enacted legislation against standing mute in
the same sessions as it enacted the first Succession to the Crown Act in 1533. Thus, standing
mute at the bar was declared a sin at the very dawn of the Church of England. The law was
not altered until the 19th century. Donne argues that standing mute, equivocating, and the
like are all “children of the same father” (Preached…S. Paul. 1629. 8). They all fall under the
umbrella of lies. According to Donne, standing mute “hath prevailed upon many
distempered wretches” (Preached…S. Paul. 1629. 8). He indicates that this trend was gaining
popularity and should be stopped. It is no wonder that Donne would argue so vehemently
against an action that could withhold land and wealth from the English crown as his
absolutist theology informed his opinion on sovereignty. Donne encourages his audience to
speak even at their own trial in their complete submission to sovereign authority.
For Donne, withholding anything from the courts and crown was a grievous error.
He considers “standing mute at the bar” so grave a sin that he “should not venture to
absolve any such person, nor to administer the Sacrament to him” (Preached…1629, 8-9).
Though Donne advocates for confessing all sins and begging for absolution at the time of
execution, he openly refuses to administer said absolution if a person refuses to plead in his
trial, regardless of “how penitently soever he confessed all his other sins” (Preached…1629, 89). Not only would administering absolution be illegal under the 1533 Crown Act, but it was
also treason.
Donne would only absolve those who stood mute if they “repented in particular, that
sin, of having stood mute and refused a just triall, and would be then content to submit
himselfe to it [trial]” (Preached…1629, 9). This sermon exemplifies Donne’s underpinnings of
political rhetoric in his sermons and their biopolitical implications. By refusing to absolve
those who would withhold their estate from the crown, Donne sends a very strong message
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of support for the crown to his audience: while alive, recognize the sovereignty of the state
and submit your whole estate — both physical and spiritual — to the crown. Donne did not
support nolo contendere; he supported a plea and fair trial from an accused citizen that fully
trusted the crown and God with his estate. Only then can one fully serve the sovereign.
By withholding absolution from those that would stand mute, Donne is essentially
refusing to give the condemned the peace of mind of redemption, forgiveness, and salvation
at the time of their trial and potential death. Here, we see the dual metaphor present in his
example of standing mute. If one does not submit fully to the sovereign, he is not standing
mute only in front of the courts — he is standing mute in front of his final judge, God.
While living, the innocent repentant man can submit and retain his worldly possessions.
Once dead, the innocent repentant man can submit and receive ethereal reward. But, if a
man stands mute either in life or at the time of his death, he is not adequately subjecting
himself to authority and could lose his estate, both the physical estate and the ethereal estate
in the afterlife. Therefore, standing mute is a grave sin.
His sermon regarding standing mute displays his continued support of the crown
and absolutism. 51 The legal jargon of standing mute coupled with potential spiritual
repercussions brings together the worlds of the lowest criminals and the highest members of
court. 52 Though his duties as a preacher demand forgiveness, his service as a subject forbids
him to absolve someone standing mute. However, since serving the monarch is serving God,
then Donne is not caught in a catch-22. He serves God through his service to the monarch,
which here means not absolving those who would stand mute.

The 1533 Standing Mute Act was made by James’ great uncle (Henry VIII), and Donne’s outspoken support
for the law comes when Charles is king.
52 In his tirade against standing mute, we see how Donne incorporates legal jargon into his sermons. For more
on Donne’s incorporation of legal jargon into his sermons, see Emma Rhatigan’s “Donne’s Readership at
Lincoln’s Inn and the Doncaster Embassy.”
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Chidiok Tichborne did not stand mute for his trial. After briefly pleading not guilty, he
confessed and repented his role in the Babington Plot. Like Tichborne, Donne pens lines as
he approaches his own death. Writing approximately 45 years after Tichborne, Donne
returns to this theme of dying while being perfectly alive to profoundly impact his audience,
inadvertently echoing Tichborne’s voice from the eve of his execution. Using the same
imagery and metaphors as a condemned prisoner awaiting execution, Donne reminds his
audience that we are all dying from the moment of our conception, wearing our “winding
sheetes” in the womb before seeking our graves on the earth (Deaths Duell 5). Just as
Tichborne says he knew that earth he walked upon was to be his tomb, so Donne says, “wee
come into the world… to seeke a grave” (Deaths Duell 5). Deaths Duell, however, was not
Donne’s first invocation of the womb-as-prison metaphor.
In March 1619 when James had taken ill, Donne wrote, “we are all conceived in
close prison; in our mothers’ wombs, we are close prisoners all; when we are born, we are
born but to the liberty of the house; prisoners still, though within larger walls: and then all
our life is but a going out to the place of execution, to death” (Preached…New Market 1).
Again, we see not just death metaphors in Donne’s writing, but metaphors of execution used
in biopolitical fashion to suggest certain behaviors for the living. All of life ends in an
execution after living within a prison. Our first prison in inside the body of another within
the walls of a womb, and our final earthly prison will be within the walls of the earth. In a
globe metaphor, Donne asks us to “consider man’s life aright, to be a circle, Dust thou art, and
to dust thou must return; Naked I came, and naked I must go; in this, the circle, the two points meet,
the womb and the grave are but one point, they make but one station, there is but a step
from that to this” (Preached…New Market 502). For Donne, we are all the condemned
criminal: we are in a limbo between life and death, and we should all submit ourselves to the
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inevitable as we traverse the space between life and death. There is never life so perfect as
when it is still being made in the womb, and all of life is but a going to the grave.
When Donne reminds his audience that they are all walking over their own tombs on
the earth, he brings about the same sense of immediacy that Tichborne, a condemned
criminal, faces as he pens his last lines. Near the end of his life when “there remained
nothing for him to doe, but to die,” John Donne writes lines reminiscent of Tichborne’s
elegy (Deaths Duell 1): “Wee, having a winding sheete in our Mothers wombe, which growes
with us from our conception, and wee come into the world, wound up in that winding sheet,
for wee come to seeke a grave” (Deaths Duell 5). By invoking this sense of immediacy, he
reminds his audience that they too are metaphorically upon the gallows facing death. He
brings his audience to accept that their life is a journey “from death to death” (Deaths Duell 3).
Donne’s “now” is always near death, literally both as a citizen of England where executions
were a daily norm, and as a mortal being. No imagery can invoke being in between life and
death better than the imagery of a body hanging by a noose, not touching the ground, not
dead, but barely alive. That body upon the gallows is reminiscent of all condemned criminals
sentenced to hang, though it lives, its life is spent.
In Deaths Duell we see Donne consider the plight of the condemned criminal, even
comparing the condemned criminal to Christ. True to his Christian nature, Donne insists
that we do not pass judgment on the condemned criminal, saying that our death “belongs to
God, and not to man, to pass judgment upon us at our death, or to conclude a dereliction on
God’s part upon the manner thereof” (Deaths Duell 12). However, he continues to support
executing those whom he deems malefactors: “And then upon violent deaths inflicted as
upon malefactors, Christ himself hath forbidden us by his own death to make any ill
conclusion; for his own death had those impressions in it; he was reputed, he was executed
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as a malefactor, and no doubt many of them who concurred to his death did believe him to
be so” (Deaths Duell 13). Though a convicted criminal, Christ died for the good of mankind;
here Donne suggests that “malefactors” must also die for the betterment of society. Donne
aspires for all Christians, including himself, to fearlessly embrace death as Christ had done. 53
Though malefactors die for the benefit of early modern English society in what Donne
considers the ideal fashion of embracing death, we cannot guess where their souls
transmigrate. Donne instructs his audience to “make no ill conclusion” concerning the fate
of another’s soul (Deaths Duell 13). In upholding the execution ritual as metaphor for the
human journey toward death, Donne’s final sermon has political undertones that serve the
biopolitical realm of England by reminding us of our death and duty while respecting the
voices of the condemned.
Conclusion
The use of commonplace imagery like gallows unifies Donne’s audience, which
includes members of court as well as household staff and servants. All citizens throughout
Europe could relate to seeing the gallows just as everyone could relate to eventual mortality.
In these sermons, we see Donne convey political assurances through biopolitical rhetoric
that each audience member can recognize. His gallows metaphors suggest that all death is a
gate we all must pass, and we must repent before passing through that gate.
These biopolitical displays of death and the allusions to the confessions spoken upon
the gallows work to encourage order throughout England and at the gallows; the “good”

53 To consider Donne’s reading of Christ-died-by-suicide and its relationship to society, see Drew Daniel’s “A
Political Necrology of God.” Commenting on Donne’s fascination with Christ’s death and all death, Ramie
Targoff argues, “Donne admires Christ precisely for achieving what Donne often seems to want for himself: an
active and voluntary embrace of death” (“Facing Death” 219). Donne encourages an embracement and
preparedness for death.
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citizen has nothing to fear, and we all must put on a good performance at the space and time
of our death, whether at home or in public. Death and execution imagery allow Donne to
reach each audience member. He sets us all metaphorically upon the gallows with minimal
time to confess, repent, and obtain absolution. Donne views all of death and our journey to
it like how one would describe death by hanging:
a descent with an ascension. Our grave is upward, and our heart is upon Jacobs
Ladder, in the way, and nearer to heaven. Our daily Funerals are some Emblemes of
that; for though we be laid down in the earth after, yet we are lifted up upon mens
shoulders before. We rise in the descent to death, and so we do in the descent to the
contemplation of it. (The Last Enemie 7)
As we descend into the grave, our souls ascend (hopefully). As one falls from the scaffold
but is pulled upward by the noose, they are likewise caught between a descent and an ascent,
between judgement on earth and judgement in heaven. The condemned once thrown
downward toward death is pulled upward by the rope. Beyond the literal event of a hanging,
there is the metaphorical connection between what the condemned experiences and what all
humans experience. All humans will descend, but that descent into the grave is “upward” in
the afterlife. Just as people’s bodies are carried by others in funerals, their souls will “rise in
the descent to death.” For Donne, this descent demands contemplation long before the eve
of death. In fact, Donne says we ascend when we contemplate our final ascension in death.
And this death is nearer to us than the gallows, so we must be diligently obedient,
submissive, and repentant. Donne conveys this sense of urgency even to young audience
members in the pews because death is coming equally to us all: “It is comming, and comming
apace, and comming quickly, shortly” (Preached…Easter-day. 1625 11).
As this chapter has demonstrated, Donne regularly incorporates biopolitical rhetoric
into his sermons to advocate for absolute submission and the righteousness of
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Protestantism. He does in his role as a preacher and as a political diplomate to mediate
messages of sovereign authority.
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Chapter Three: Last Dying Speeches, Anti-Semitism, and English Nationalism in
Thomas Nashe’s The Unfortunate Traveller

Travel (like the travail wherein smiths put wild horses when they shoe them) is good for
nothing but to tame and bring men under. – The Unfortunate Traveller, 341 54
Continuing to discuss the space before death upon the scaffold, I turn now to
consider how the same sort of biopolitical rhetoric used by John Donne appears in a unique
work of fiction, The Unfortunate Traveller. While Donne manipulates gallows rhetoric as a
religious diplomat, Thomas Nashe does so as a satirical entertainer for nationalistic purposes,
highlighting anti-Semitism, questions of citizenship, and the consequences of unlawful
revenge. 55 Both writers capitalize upon the rhetoric produced by the biopolitical space of the
scaffold to mediate biopolitical messages from their sovereign to their audiences. They are
both interested in questions of religion and nationalism and religion’s relationship to
nationalism, and they mediate biopolitical rhetoric while exploring those questions.
This chapter builds upon the second by examining Nashe’s use of the same sort of
gallows rhetoric as Donne but goes further to analyze Nashe’s use within a work of fiction
that features both English and non-English citizens upon the scaffold. Biopower is present
upon the scaffold in the last dying speeches, but as we find in The Unfortunate Traveller,
biopower is also present in moments of silence when the last dying speech is denied.
Through biopolitical rhetoric influenced by gallows speeches, Nashe portrays anti-Semitic
sentiments that are very much Elizabethan expressions of nationalism, including Elizabethan

54 All citations for The Unfortunate Traveller are taken from J.B. Steane’s 1971 edited publication for Penguin
Books. He reprints the text from the S.R. 27 September 1593 publication.
55 Deborah K. Shuger discusses Nashe’s role as a preacher in Sacred Rhetoric: The Christian Grand Style in the
English Renaissance. Princeton University Press, 1988.
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fears that Jews would subvert the social order. He also uses the space to demonstrate the
theatricality of last dying speeches, the rhetorical manipulation of last speeches, and the
condemnation of vigilante acts of revenge. 56 Thus, this chapter explores what is at stake
when we hear and do not hear the last words of executed — or nearly executed —
characters in The Unfortunate Traveller, arguing that Nashe manipulates gallows rhetoric to
serve his nationalistic purposes in his fiction, nationalistic purposes that involve expressions
of anti-Semitism and condemning other nationalities. By analyzing Nashe’s use of gallows
speeches and how his narrator chooses to recount them, our reading of those speeches —
and the voices Nashe privileges — becomes more complex.
Though Thomas Nashe was a contemporary of William Shakespeare, Christopher
Marlowe, Thomas Kyd, and other well-known early modern writers, — Steve Mentz even
argues that Nashe was the center of Elizabethan culture — he was not always the most
beloved, a feature exhibited by the selected section from The Trimming of Thomas Nashe, which
was a letter Gabriel Harvey and Richard Lichfield composed for the Proust Marshall of
London, 1597:
I am to desire you that as you tender the common good of the weale publike, and as
the vertue of your office requireth, which is to clense the City of all vitious and
vnruly persons,…clense vs quite of him...Send him not to prisons anymore, which
are corrupted by him already, but commit him to the Procter of the Spittle…who by
your permission hauing ful power ouer him and being of such amiable and
dexterious facility in discharging his duety, will soone knit the knot of life and death
vpon him,…and by that pritty tricke of fast and loose, will loose your Cittie from
him…I with my brethren the Barber-Chirurgions of London, wil be there, because
we cannot phlebotamize him, to anatomize him and keep his bons as a chronicle to
shew many ages heereafter that sometime liued such a man…there will flock all the
Cunni catchers of London to see the portraiture of the arch architectour of their arte:
lastly, al the Ballad-makers of London his very enimies that stayed his last grace, will
be there to heare his confession, and out of his last words will make Epitaphes of
For example, while Jennifer Andersen acknowledges that we are privy to the “last dying speech” of Heraclide
and Esdras, she claims that “Cutwolfe is in fact the only character afforded this public platform [the scaffold]
by Nashe” (61). I challenge that assertion with the detail that Jack Wilton recounts the death of Heraclide from
his own scaffold appearance.
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him, & afterward Ballads of the life and death of Thomas Nashe. (Harvey and
Lichfield 28)
Havey wished to make Nashe’s death and dead body teaching tools for his society. He
hoped Nashe’s execution and last dying speech might influence fellow “cunni catchers” to
change their ways. His bones would serve “as a chronicle to shew many ages heereafter that
sometime liued such a man.” Nashe’s unpopularity among Puritans is largely due to his
participation in the Marprelate Controversy, but also stems from his involvement in the Isle
of Dogs scandal, which left him in exile on the Isle of Wight for a time. The Marprelate
pamphlet war raged for eight years (1588-1596), ending in a battle of wit between Nashe and
Gabriel Harvey in which Nashe emerged the victor. Though Nashe, Robert Greene, and
potentially William Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe, wrote under pseudonyms, their
identities were known to the Harvey brothers. 57 Nashe’s satirical attacks on the Harvey
brothers (Gabriel and William) earned him the respect of Robert Greene, which ultimately
bolstered his writing career. It also earned him death threats from the Harvey brothers and
their Puritan conspirators. Nashe’s objective in the Marprelate Controversy was to defend
Her Majesty’s Protestant stance on church reform against Puritan incursion.
His participation in the Marprelate Pamphlet War is not his only instance of staunch
support for Queen and country. Scholarship has long documented Nashe’s patriotic pride
reflected in his Pierce Penniless and Pap Hatchet as well as his anti-Semitism in Christ’s Teares
over Jerusalem, among other works. 58 The themes and the discussions surrounding English

Elizabeth Appleton identifies the war metaphors in the controversy, describing the event as “a political,
religious, historic and literary battle of writings” that was also “very secretive, waged under warrior names and
treated as an actual series of engagements in which actual weapons were deployed. It was also a war of words
and works in which the chief writers evidently recognized their opponents” (113). Appleton conducted her
study by going through every available publication in the controversy, then placing them in chronological order,
then thoroughly analyzing every allegory, pseudonym, and attack in each to identify and connect central
characters.
58 Pierce Penniless and Pap Hatchet are featured in Elizabeth Appleton’s An Anatomy of the Marprelate Controversy
1588-1596: Retracing Shakespeare’s Identity and that of Martin Marprelate. Edwin Mellen Press, 2001. Appleton’s
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nationalism and Elizabethan racism are not unique to Nashe criticism. In fact, these themes
overlap when we consider that anti-Semitism was an expression of English nationalism.
James Shapiro explains how anti-Semitism and questions of Jewishness were inextricably
bound with questions of Englishness, noting that “Englishness has in part defined itself by
the wholesale rejection of that which is Jewish” (4); he further argues that scholars should
consider “how nationalized racial thinking was” in post-Reformation England (3). For Nashe
and his contemporaries, expressing distrust and racism against Jews was a form of
nationalism. Part of defining one’s national identity was rejecting that which lacked a
national identity, such as the trope of the wandering Jew and Jewishness. Defining “other”
helped the English to define themselves. Thus, to explicate Nashe’s expressions of English
Nationalism, we must consider the racialized nature of that nationalism. Nashe’s use of
gallows speeches exemplify an English “rejection of that which is Jewish.” If we fail to
connect anti-Semitism to expressions of English Nationalism, then we fail to fully
contextualize Nashe’s prose and his use of the space the scaffolds afford.
Nashe’s silencing of the Jewish man Zadoch is one example of how the writer
manipulates the biopolitical rhetoric of the scaffold. He does so through Jack Wilton and
Cutwolfe’s scaffold appearances as well. Though their appearances do not necessarily
contain anti-Semitic undertones, they offer instances for readers to analyze questions of

study reveals Nashe’s patriotism to his Queen when he defends her stance on church reform in the Marprelate
Controversy through his characters. In addition, Joseph Navitsky finds that “Nashe [had] a leading role in the
government’s offensive against the Marprelate syndicate and its Puritan-presbyterian platform” (85). Both of
those studies speak to Nashe’s patriotic pride and cynicism. Jonathan Crewe argues that Nashe’s portrayal of
“the power of Jewish denial, to which Christ’s Teares so graphically calls attention, may have to be recognized as
a powerful unconscious factor in the anti-Semitism of Nashe’s time and later” (42). For more on early modern
anti-Semitism exhibited by Nashe and his contemporaries, see Bernard Glassman’s Anti-Semitic Stereotypes without
Jews: Images of the Jews in England, 1290-1700. Wayne State University Press, 1975. For more on Nashe’s use of
material text to exhibit nationalism, see Matthew Day’s “Hakluyt, Harvey, Nashe: The Material Text and Early
Modern Nationalism.” Studies in Philology, vol. 104, no. 3, 2007, pp. 281-305.
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Englishness and the gallows spectacle. Writing in his unique, new, English style, Nashe
intertwines biopolitical rhetoric with nationalistic sentiments to perpetuate notions of
English superiority through his narrator, Jack Wilton.
By manipulating the biopolitical rhetoric of the gallows, — biopolitical because it
takes place in scenes of state-sponsored execution — Nashe and his narrator further
perpetuate notions of submission and obedience. When Jack is powerless, his narration is
most powerful because it is omniscient. Though they are not exercising biopower
themselves, Nashe and Jack mediate the disciplining power of authorities to their audience;
thus, Nashe and his narrator participate within their disciplined societies to further reinforce
the expected modes of behavior within their societies, something Nashe cannot help but do
within his own absolutist culture. Concurrent to the pamphlet war of the Marprelate
Controversy, Nashe’s absolute support for England and her monarch expressed itself in The
Unfortunate Traveller, particularly in moments when bodies were subject to violence and death.
Just as John Donne repeated the rhetoric of the gallows to promote obedience and
submission to his audiences, so too does Nashe echo the voices of the condemned to
promote English sentiments.

The Unfortunate Traveller
Though there is no consensus among scholars what exactly to call The Unfortunate
Traveller, first published in 1594, I call it a novel. 59 Others might refer to the work as a
collection of pamphlets, and still others refer to it as satirical travel writing or coney-catching
I share this approach with scholars such as Philip Henderson and Barbara Millard. Mihoko Suzuki notes,
“Nashe implicitly criticizes his literary authorities as inadequate to meet the needs of his specific historical
milieu” (359). Her article, “‘Signiorie Ouer the Pages’: The Crisis of Authority in Nashe’s The Unfortunate
Traveller,” focuses on textual and authorial authority. Stephen Guy-Bray attributes The Unfortunate Traveller’s
uniqueness to Nashe’s goal of creating something uniquely English, arguing that Nashe believed that heavy
reliance upon traditional models produces inauthentic literature (36).
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writing. Like Pierce Penniless, The Unfortunate Traveller can be daunting to read. Its timeline is
often skewed, and its allusions to popular culture range from accurate, to misplaced in time,
to completely fabricated. Barbara Millard reads Nashe’s novel as an experiment in the
picaresque novel form, arguing that “the grotesque structure within The Unfortunate Traveller
actually supports the picaresque nature of the novel while rendering the work more
peculiarly Nashe’s own and less imitative within the continental tradition of the picaresque”
(43). Charles Alfred Sieracki’s PhD work reads Nashe’s writing as symbolic and
metaphorical, arguing that Jack Wilton is a veil for Thomas Nashe to “voice his own
opinion” on current events (75). True, Nashe is no stranger to criticizing the country he
loves and voicing his opinion on current affairs. His Pierce Penniless begs the devil to purge
London of all its sins. All labels scholars offer for The Unfortunate Traveller would be correct,
but not one wholly so, which explains the lack of scholarly consensus: “Nothing like it exists
up to that time in English narrative, but the controversy still goes on as to exactly what it is”
(Millard 43). If nothing else, scholars can agree that Thomas Nashe’s work is quite original.
These scholars share the view that Nashe has created something that, while
undefinable, is recognizably English and concerns English anxieties. Thus, in creating a
unique text undefined by any established genre, Nashe contributes to an Elizabethan
“breede of books…as will fill all the world with the wilde fowle of good wits” (Nashe,
Preface 7). Like Stephen Guy-Bray, I read Nashe’s unique writing style and choice of genre
as a reflection of his English nationalism — nationalism whose expression often involves
anti-Semitism and enforcing a standard of what constitutes being English. This intense
nationalism of Nashe, Donne, and their contemporaries “arose under the aegis of Tudor
absolutism” (Helgerson 9). Writing in prose, featuring an English traveler who experiences
horrors abroad, and exemplifying the anti-Semitic sentiments of his Elizabethan culture,
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Nashe uses last dying speeches and manipulates their biopolitical rhetoric to complicate his
narrative in whatever genre one might call The Unfortunate Traveller to express nationalistic
conceits.
In The Unfortunate Traveller, Nashe writes nearly every sort of body imaginable: the
raped body, the body ravaged with syphilis, the wounded body, dissected body, and mangled
body. He also weaves death-themed words and phrases casually throughout his writing. For
example, when our protagonist Jack Wilton tricks Monsieur Capitano, using the alias “Senior
Velvet-cap,” (263) into crossing enemy lines to negotiate a peace treaty with the French king,
he thinks to himself that Velvet-cap will return “shorter by the neck” (267). There, Jack gives
us his life’s motto: “I live in hope to scape the rope” (267). By using execution imagery
rather than a deathbed, Jack tells us that it is not the fear of death he possesses as much as
the fear of juridical punishment — the rope of a hangman’s noose. He references a juridical
death rather than a natural one. This foreshadows the villain Esdras’s words, “the fear of
death’s looks are more terrible than his stroke” (365). We know from early in the novel that
Jack Wilton has a profound fear of death and punishment. Jack’s encounters with spaces and
moments of death prompt his most eloquent speeches.
Readers of The Unfortunate Traveller journey with Jack Wilton throughout his
European travels. Jack’s narration is sometimes omnipresent and sometimes first-person.
Jack is “a gentleman at least...a certain kind of an appendix or page, belonging or
appertaining in or unto the confines of the English Court” until he joins the Court at a
military encampment (254). After fooling captains, soldiers, a cider merchant, and even the
King, Jack shows himself to be a master of trickery and manipulation. However, after the
military campaign concludes and Jack returns to England, he grows restless. So, he travels
“over sea” and hears that the “King of France and the Switzers were together by the ears”
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(276). Though Jack says he will align himself with “that faction that was the strongest,” he
arrives as the battle is concluding, missing his chance as a soldier (276). This first spectacle of
bloodshed is followed by the well-known Anabaptist uprising at Münster in which John
Leiden and his followers were massacred in the Münster Rebellion. Jack again misses a
chance to engage in military action.
From there, Jack joins the Earl of Surrey and the two travel the countryside to Italy.
Most of the novel’s action takes place in Italy. Jack and Surrey meet Diamante, the woman
accused of adultery and cast out by her husband. The three escape an entanglement with a
Puritan pander (a scene resplendent with references to the Harvey brothers of the
Marprelate Controversy). They stop in Florence so that the Earl of Surrey can compete for
his love’s hand in mock-chivalric fashion. The Arthurian-style failed chivalry of Surrey
presents an opportunity for Nashe to mock the inauthenticity of older literary traditions. He
often satirizes literary models by mimicking their tropes, such as Arthurian Romances,
Petrarchan Conceits, and the deus ex machina tradition. From there, the embarrassed Earl
heads back to England while Jack goes to Rome with Diamante as his courtesan. In Rome,
the two encounter their worst trials of the novel, including witnessing violence again the
Roman innkeeper, Heraclide, the enslavement of Diamante, and the attempted execution of
our narrator, Jack. The text concludes with another miraculous escape by our antagonistic
protagonist. After his final escape, Jack concludes his travels abroad and returns to England
with Diamante.
True to English-style executions, Nashe includes the gallows speeches of the soonto-be executed characters of his novel. However, Nashe doesn’t give us the last speeches in
straightforward ways. However, he makes a poignant effort to include or omit the voices
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upon the space of the scaffold. 60 Those spaces stage Cutwolfe and Jack’s gallows speeches as
well as the omittance of Zadoch’s last speech. What scholars have yet to consider is the
narrative framing around each last dying speech and how that framing allows Nashe to
manipulate the last speeches of his characters, including his narrator. This chapter
demonstrates how Nashe manipulates the biopolitical rhetoric from the scaffold.

Jack Wilton
Nashe’s first manipulation of gallows rhetoric comes with his narrator’s, Jack Wilton,
near-death experience. Wilton uses the stage of the scaffold to proclaim his innocence. By
placing his main character in the biopolitical space of the scaffold, Nashe demonstrates the
power afforded to that stage. His example shows the theatricality of gallows rhetoric and
how the living can manipulate the last dying speeches of others.
Wilton narrates the scene in retrospect after he is saved from the gallows:
…the hangman had one halter, another about my neck was fastened to the gallows,
the riding device was almost thrust home, and his foot on my shoulder to press me
down, when I made my saint-like confession as you have heard before, that such and
such men at such an hour brake into the house, slew the zany, took my courtesan,
locked me into my chamber, ravished Heraclide, and finally how she slew herself.
(The Unfortunate Traveller 340)
Though all of Jack’s narration throughout The Unfortunate Traveller reflects upon previous
adventures of the speaker and is told in the past tense, this episode, like many others,
confuses the timeline of the action, making it difficult to follow the order of events. The
description of his near hanging is no different; the narrative framework presents Heraclide’s
death within Jack’s last dying speech, which we readers cannot realize until after we’ve read the

60 James W. Johnston acknowledges Nashe’s insistence on opening “spaces in the text to provide opportunities
for engaging the explanatory providential rhetoric of dying speeches, and for considering the nature of those
speeches as ritualized discursive Performances” (186).
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account. Thus, we must work backwards through the narrative, beginning at Jack’s scene of
execution, then flipping back the pages to read his last dying speech after we’ve realized
we’re at Jack’s scene of execution.
Though Jack pens lines on the eve of his execution, — a common practice that I
discuss in my second chapter — he chooses to proclaim his innocence rather than to read or
sing Wilton’s Wantonness. 61 Like Cutwolfe, Jack retells the last speech of someone only he
witnessed die. We hear Heraclide’s last speech through Jack Wilton’s retelling of what he
somehow witnessed “through a cranny of [his] upper chamber unsealed” (339). Then, we
find out that Wilton’s retelling of Heraclide’s tragedy was actually his last dying speech.
Through Jack’s narration, we find that he gives us Heraclide’s speech in an attempt to sway
his audience and escape his own execution. This is one example of how “Nashe’s
protagonist shows himself…to be a highly skilled manipulator of language for his own
specious purposes” (Cavanagh 392). His intention in his retelling of Heraclide’s episode is
not just a proclamation of his innocence, but an attempt to invoke sympathy and mercy in
the audience assembled around the gallows. Thus, Jack manipulates the last dying speech of
Heraclide to serve his own purposes at the (seemingly) moment when he confronts his own
mortality in a biopolitical display of state punishment. Though Heraclide’s speech itself is
not biopolitical, Jack uses her words in biopolitical fashion by manipulating her words from
the space of a biopolitical spectacle (gallows) to escape his own execution (already defined as
a biopolitical display of punishment). Through a close analysis of Heraclide’s episode, we see

As Joan Pong Linton explains, “the ballad [Wilton’s Wantonness] is never sung because, at his hanging, Jack
decides instead to protest his innocence, and his account happens to produce a witness who happens to have
heard Esdras bragging about the crime. A second dying confession comes from the unrepentant Cutwolfe
which Jack chances to hear in his transient travels, in which Cutwolfe happens to disclose a third confession by
Esdras, who repents his rape of Heraclide” (146). The rape of Heraclide is told only through last dying
speeches.
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that Jack manipulates language to paint himself as a sympathetic victim and helpless witness
who should not be executed.
Heraclide, the Roman innkeeper Jack lodges with upon his arrival to Rome with
Diamante, is “a noble and chaste matron” who has suffered enormous tragedy (332). She is
accosted by the Spanish villain Esdras, performs a Lucrecian style speech, and commits
suicide to erase the rape and violence done to her body. Jack is the sole witness to these
events. Jack first recounts Heraclide’s episode for his audience attending his public
execution. He describes everything he witnessed before relaying specific elements of
Heraclide’s last speech. His speech is theatrical — a brave proclamation of his innocence
and hardships rather than a traditional gallows speech of repentance and acceptance.
Once we reimagine Jack’s account of his stay in Heraclide’s inn as Jack standing
upon the scaffold with the noose around his neck, we can envision how dramatic of a
performance Jack is giving to his audience while “the hangman had one halter, another
about my [his] neck was fastened to the gallows, the riding device was almost thrust home,
and his foot on my [Jack’s] shoulder to press me [him] down” (340). Jack’s dramatic
performance upon a biopolitical stage reveals the theatricality of gallows rhetoric. He begins
with an exciting opening, engaging his audience with drama and action. Jack tells his
audience that when Esdras’ companion Bartol barges into Jack and Diamante’s bedroom,
Jack grabs his “pistol in the window” for defense (332). However, that pistol is “uncharged,”
seemingly odd for a young man aspiring to be a soldier (332). Though uncharged, the pistol
is enough to scare Bartol into leaving with Diamante as his hostage. When Jack makes this
pointed effort to note his pistol was uncharged, he suggests that he never expected to need a
loaded pistol. This rhetorical maneuver encourages his audience to conceive of a poor,
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young, naïve Jack who was so innocent he did not even load his pistol and so could do
nothing to save the women in the inn.
In addition to setting himself up as a naïve young man with an unloaded gun, Jack
also declares that he was ready to sacrifice himself for his lover Diamante. He tells his
audience that he screamed at Bartol, “Save her, kill me!” (332). When “lust prevailed” and
Jack was locked in his room alone, he says he “dared all the devils in hell…to come and fight
with me one after another in defence of that detestable rape” of Heraclide (332). To further
encourage his audience’s sympathy, Jack describes how he “beat my [his] head against the
walls and called them bawds” (332). The scaffold affords Jack the stage to dramatically
recount this behavior. When Heraclide’s husband denied Jack the chance to explain what
happened, he crafted a narrative of Jack’s guilt, called the neighbors to witness, and laid Jack
in prison to await the gallows (339). Once afforded the public theatre of the gallows, Jack’s
impassioned pleas for Heraclide are acted out upon the scaffold, allowing his audience to see
how emotionally he pleaded for the violence to end.
After establishing himself as a sympathetic victim who tried his hardest to prevent
this crime, Jack immediately turns the conversation to describe Esdras of Granado. This
rhetorical strategy of presenting a false dichotomy allows the audience to form an immediate
comparison of Jack to Esdras that leaves a perception of Jack as even more angelic and
innocent. When the audience hears how Esdras murdered countless people, their attention is
turned to how bad Esdras is instead of how bad Jack might be. Jack describes Heraclide’s rape
with gruesome details: “on the hard boards he [Esdras] threw her, and used his knee as an
iron ram to beat ope the two-leaved gate of her chastity” (336). This violent description uses
strong imagery of Esdras invading Heraclide’s body. The “iron ram” beats open “the twoleaved gate.” Metallic, warlike imagery invokes acts of war committed on top of “her
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husband’s dead body” (336). (Nashe is no stranger to using warlike imagery in his writing; he
does so frequently during the Marprelate Controversy.) While the aspiring soldier Jack didn’t
even load his pistol, evil Esdras uses his own body as a weapon.
The retelling of this event leaves Jack emotionally drained. He tells his audience to
“conjecture the rest” because he is too emotional to speak (336). This experience and
recollection of Heraclide’s tragedy have left Jack to wish he “never undertook this tragical
trail” (336). However, Jack manages to conclude the tale after he says he cannot. He
concludes by describing how Esdras robbed the house. Again, he juxtaposes “poor Jack”
with “evil Esdras” and invites his audience to compare the two: the young, handsome
Englishman and the dark, murderous Spaniard. This manipulation of Heraclide’s episode
focuses the audience’s sympathy on Jack’s tribulations.
After describing the rape of Heraclide, Jack tells his audience standing around the
gallows, “let not your sorrow die, you that have read the proem and narration of this
elegiacal history. Show you have quick wits in sharp conceit of compassion” (336). I contend
that here, Jack’s you is not just an invocation to his audience, but it is also Nashe’s invocation
to his readership. This break of the fourth wall is common to Nashe’s writing style. 62
Further, Jack begs of them, “will you not give her great allowance of anguish?” (336). Jack is
begging his audience to let him finish the story. He is begging for more time, arguably, more
time to stall his execution. Jack’s performance upon the biopolitical stage of the scaffold
demonstrates how one can manipulate last dying speeches. Because Jack is speaking from a
space of execution — a space designed to act out public displays of biopower — and
manipulating the last words of Heraclide from that space, he inverts the power dynamic of

Critics like Susan Marie Harrington and Michal Nahor Bond discuss how “Nashe has consistently addressed
the tension between an audience and a storyteller” (“Good Sir” 250). It is not unusual that Nashe would engage
his readership directly.
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the scaffold, making himself the source of power that captivates his audience rather than the
disciplining power of the sovereign the central display.
Jack’s performance leaves his audience — both at the gallows and at the novel —
with a cliffhanger. He has given his audience the description of Heraclide’s rape, indicated
that her last words reveal her anguish, then asks his audience for more time to continue his
story. This strategy works, and Jack has more time to detail Heraclide’s last dying speech and
suicide, generating “added sympathy for the heroine by his comments” (Sieracki 136). He
continues to recall her tragedy in dramatic fashion appropriate for his stage upon the
gallows, endowing her with Lucrece-like characteristics and Puritan sentiments. As the only
conscious person privy to Heraclide’s last words, Jack could retell her demise in any way and
present that narrative as truth. He chooses to tell of Heraclide’s bravery and strength when
she breathed upon Esdras so that he might catch the plague that had haunted her house the
past “seven weeks” (334). She invokes God, telling Esdras he must “either renounce God’s
image, or renounce the wicked mind [he] bearest” (334). After her rape, Heraclide “ris[es]
from the couch of enforced adultery” like “a corse rising from his hearse after he is carried
to church” (337). This dramatic simile helps keep Jack’s audience enraptured in his speech.
He goes on to describe Heraclide “as a reprobate soul rising to the Day of
Judgement” (337). She looks to what she perceives is her husband’s dead body that had been
“made a pillow to [Esdras’] abomination” (336), saying “Husband, I’ll be thy wife in heaven.
Let not thy pure deceased spirit despise me when we meet” (338). Jack’s description shows
his audience Heraclide’s sorrow. She thought she had witnessed the death of her husband,
then she was violently raped. Now, she confesses the act to her husband’s body, assuring
him that she never submitted.
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By retelling these words, Jack further illuminates the scene for his audience,
reminding them of all Jack had witnessed to further invoke their sympathy. He shows
Heraclide’s trauma and most tragic moments so that his audience feels pity both for
Heraclide and for Jack as a helpless bystander to the Lucrecian style events. Heraclide’s logic
prompts her to question if she is “predestinate to this horrible abuse” (337). But then, she
suggests that she must intervene because “life be unwilling” to let her die (338). She later
contradicts that “grace is never denied to them that ask. It may be denied” (339). Heraclide’s
self-contradictory approach to her own salvation reflects self-contradictions inherent in
Elizabethan Puritanism. Heraclide’s devotion to her logic and “appeals to all the
conventional standards of morality” usurps her Puritan conviction of pre-destination
(Millard 45). She must intervene upon her own life even though she subscribes to
predestination (337). Her tragic lament cannot translate into her own reality; she cannot
simultaneously be dammed through predestination but saved by her suicide.
Through Heraclide, Nashe is further able to satirize Puritanism and the Puritan
appropriations of gallows rhetoric. His satirical approach to the religious faction opposed to
Queen Elizabeth is another demonstration of his profound nationalism. His support of
Elizabeth’s role in the Church of England demands his admonition of Puritans and their
church reform initiatives. Thus, Nashe applies the same rhetorical strategy he implements in
the Marprelate Controversy to Jack’s retelling of Heraclide’s death. Jack alludes to a wellknown mythos (Lucrece) and subverts that mythos to mock Puritanism just as Marforius
(one of Nashe’s pseudonyms) “depicts an ‘mock’ death and funeral of Martin” in Martin’s
Month’s Mind to Pasquill to mock the Harveys and subvert the bibliographic form (Appleton
13, Summersgill 154). Jack parallels Heraclide to Lucrece to engage his Roman audience,
prompting them to pity him for what tragedy he witnessed, subtly pleading for his life upon
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the gallows, and mocking the logic of Puritanism. This logic does not allow for both things
Heraclide argues to be true. She adheres to the belief in Predestination, saying, “I may be a
vessel ordained to dishonour” (339). Yet, in the very next sentence she says, “the only repeal
we have from God’s undefinite chastisement is to chatise ourselves in this world” (339).
True, Puritans often self-chastised and performed penitential acts; but suicide does not
comply with the doctrine of Predestination. Suicide usurps Heraclide’s “predestinate” fate
(337). Here, we see Nashe highlighting the logical fallacy of Puritan logic by showing a
Puritan woman attempting to participate in the mythos of Lucrece, a mythos that forces her
to compromise her Puritan belief in Predestination.
His choice of paralleling Heraclide to Lucrece is no accident. 63 It is also interesting to
note that William Shakespeare’s Rape of Lucrece was published the same year as The Unfortunate
Traveller and was also dedicated to the Earl of Southampton like The Unfortunate Traveller.
Nashe chooses to remind readers of a Roman heroine with a well-known mythos to engage
his audience, a heroine at the center of another great English writer’s publication. If Jack can
turn the audience to his favor by reminding them the tragedy of Lucrece in a pop-culturetype reference that paints Jack as the victim unable to stop a senseless suicide, the audience
might demand his release. In doing so, Jack illustrates an ideal English approach to
condemning Puritan logic and suicide while standing upon the biopolitical space of the
scaffold while Nashe inadvertently publicizes his contemporary’s newest publication that
updates the traditional literary forms of narrative poetry and tragic laments, an update Nashe
would want as a divorce from traditional literary models. Both plans work.
Scholars have well noted the connections Jack makes between Heraclide and Lucrece (Theresa Badcoe) as
well as the connections between Nashe and Shakespeare (Elizabeth Appleton). Charles Alfred Sieracki reads
the Heraclide episode as a strategic retelling of events, suggesting that Nashe establishes Heraclide as a symbol
of purity (139). Sieracki’s reading relates to Barbara Millard’s interpretation of Nashe’s depiction of Heraclide as
a satirical parody of Lucrece. Such satire of Puritan logic is common in Nashe’s prose (Jennifer Anderson, Erin
Ashworth-King).
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Luckily for Jack, a “banished English earl…came to hear his confession” (340). That
earl had recently visited a “barber’s shop” to “be let blood…against the infection” when he
witnessed the wounded Bartol’s last dying speech in which “did he justify all those rapes in
manner and form as the prisoner here hath confessed” (340). The earl speaks to “gentlemen
and noble Romans” to stay Jack’s execution (340). Once he has the audience’s attention, the
earl relates Bartol’s last dying speech:
Long have I lived sworn brothers in sensuality with one Esdras of Granado: five
hundred rapes and murders have we committed betwixt us. When our iniquities were
grown to the height, and God had determined to countercheck our amity, we came
to the house of Johannes de Imola. (340)
The earl continues to summarize Bartol’s confession surrounding the events at Johannes de
Imola’s house (the husband of Heraclide). According to this earl, Bartol “freely
acknowledged” that he had kidnapped Diamante from Heraclide’s house (341). Esdras’
insatiable lust prompted a fight between the two men for rights to Diamante: “on this
quarrel they fought, Bartol was wounded to the death” (341). The earl had been letting blood
in the barber’s shop while listening to Bartol’s last words. He tells the audience that “both
the barber and his man…can amply depose” Bartol’s speech (341). In this way, the earl’s
English blood has redeeming qualities for Jack. Jack is saved by the bloodletting of this
banished English earl and by the last dying speeches of Heraclide and Bartol.
Bartol’s last dying speech provides salvation for Jack and potential salvation for
Bartol since confession was such an important part of preparing for the afterlife (more on
the importance of final confessions in my second chapter). It is no coincidence that Jack is
saved by an Englishman and English blood. The earl’s words to Jack not only suggest
England’s superiority in Europe, but they also foreshadow the conclusion of Jack’s travels.
In his long dialogue of the benefits and pitfalls of travelling, the earl compares the plight of
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the Jews from Egypt to that of an Englishman abroad. The English traveler lives like the
Jews “as slaves in another land” when he travels to Italy or Spain (341). The earl justifies this
stance by explaining the Englishman must be on his guard and his best behavior while
abroad, having “the back of an ass to bear all, a tongue like the tail of a dog to flatter all, the
mouth of a hog to eat what is set before him, the ear of a merchant to hear all and say
nothing” (341). To the earl, this state of constant self-awareness equates “the highest step of
thraldom” (341). Here, we find Nashe’s voice seeping into the earl’s stance that “Englishmen
are the plainest-dealing souls that ever God put life in” (342). Instead of travelling, the earl
recommends learning about France, Italy, and Spain from the comforts of England,
comforts he cannot partake due to his banishment. The false dichotomy of a banished
Englishman in Italy to the Jewish Exodus is an example of Elizabethan anti-Semitism that
reveals “how racialized nationalism was, and how nationalized racial thinking was, at this
time. (Shapiro 3). In his long-winded “persuasive discourse,” the earl participates in antiSemitic dialogue, tribalism, and xenophobia that caution Jack on the dangers of travelling
from England (246). The speech also parallels episodes within the novel, such as Jack’s
encounter with the Spaniards Esdras and Bartol, Italians Julianna and her men, and the
Jewish men, Zadoch and Zacharie. This conversation with Jack is only possible because the
earl was present for Jack’s performance upon the biopolitical stage of the scaffold.
It is also important to note that Bartol’s speech and dying confessions could not
have corroborated Heraclide’s last dying speech because Bartol had already stolen away with
Diamante, who escapes when Bartol and Esdras feud over her. (She is “left to go whither
she would,” which lands her in the Jew Zadoch’s house, which is the subject of my next
section (341).) Though the earl repeats Bartol’s speech, he does not mention Heraclide or
her words. Nor does the earl indicate that Bartol was aware of Heraclide’s speech. Thus, Jack
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is the only character who witnesses Heraclide’s death and so he has full authority to retell her
episode in whatever fashion he chooses. As I have demonstrated, Jack chooses to dramatize
Heraclide’s final words and actions in an attempt to save his own life, manipulating her
tragedy to paint himself as a victim to his Roman audience. Jack’s performance upon the
biopolitical stage of the scaffold demonstrates how one can manipulate last dying speeches.
In doing so, Jack inverts the power dynamic of the scaffold, making himself the source of
power that captivates his audience. While he manipulates Heraclide’s last dying speech for
his own survival, Jack mutes Zadoch’s speech for more malicious reasons.
Zadoch
After his rescue from the gallows, Jack sets off in search of Diamante. Having
narrowly escaped his execution through his manipulation of Heraclide’s tragedy, Jack
celebrates in Rome. This leads him on a drunken pursuit of his courtesan through the streets
of Rome where he falls through the unbarred door of Zadoch. Jack’s encounter with Zadoch
leads him to another discussion of the gallows; however, this time Jack describes the
gruesome execution upon the gallows. Though he recounts the events of the execution, he
does not mention Zadoch’s last dying speech. Jack continues to manipulate last dying
speeches to his own advantage. His suppression of the Jewish voice is not only an act of
anti-Semitism, it is also a projection of English nationalism just as his satirical approach to
Puritanism is a reflection of Nashe’s devotion to Elizabeth.
In the case of Zadoch, the first execution we witness firsthand in the novel, Nashe
“make[s] short work” of describing the scene because he is sure he has “wearied all [his]
readers” (359). In is interesting to note that Jack does not directly witness Zadoch’s
execution. Instead, he becomes an omnipresent narrator. Nashe’s narrator does not grant
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Zadoch a neck verse, which Louise Noble is right to point out as an aspect of anti-Semitism.
Even though Jack does not repeat Zadoch’s last words, he takes special care to describe the
gruesomeness of the execution. He offers a single page description of only the most
gruesome details, yet no account of Zadoch’s reactions, prompting Barbara Millard to
observe, “the key is not so much in the subject matter as in the intense, almost inhuman,
precision with which Jack narrates, as though the details were singularly important, not the
life” (Millard 46). Zadoch, a Jewish man, is endowed with “almost inhuman” qualities. For
Nashe and Wilton, the details of Zadoch’s execution take precedent over the life taken away
by the execution. It is Zadoch’s voice that gets him sentenced to execution, yet it is his voice
that we do not hear from the gallows. This preference of blood and gore over the Jewish
man’s voice is a prime example of how Nashe weaves anti-Semitism subtly into his text.
Nashe privileges the destruction of the Jewish body — a body Nashe describes with “nearly
inhuman” qualities — over the Jewish man’s voice.
In detailing Zadoch and Zachorie with Elizabethan Jewish stereotypes and silencing
Zadoch upon the scaffold in a biopolitical display, Nashe and Jack engage in their culture’s
anti-Semitism, which is a form of expressing nationalism through the process of “othering.”
James Shapiro highlights this Elizabethan resurgence in anti-Semitism, including “a libel
posted in London in May 1593, setting in motion a strange set of events that led to the arrest
and torture of Thomas Kyd and the house arrest (and, shortly thereafter, the murder) of
Christopher Marlowe,” Nashe’s one-time flat mate (184). 64 Nashe’s account of Jews in Rome
highlight Elizabethan fears that Jews would subvert the social order, which is evidenced by

For an overview of Elizabethan anti-Semitism and Jewish national status, see James Shapiro, Shakespeare and
the Jews, 174-176.
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Zadoch’s attempt to participate fully in society and follow the laws of Rome, laws that allow
him to sell Jack’s body for a state-sponsored anatomy.
After Jack drunkenly stumbles into “the cellar door of a Jew’s house called Zadoch,”
he finds his courtesan Diamante “kissing very lovingly with a prentice” (347). The Zadoch
episode is riddled with Elizabethan stereotypes and anti-Semitic tropes from the moment
Jack falls into Zadoch’s house; the placement of the house itself invokes images of an
underworldly dark pit that one “should tumble on a sudden into hell” (347). Here, Nashe’s
“othering” of the Jewish man who lives in a hell-like hole is another of the novel’s
expressions of anti-Semitic English nationalism.
Upon hearing the crash of Jack falling into his house, Zadoch wakes to find Jack and
accuses the pair of “breaking his house and conspiring with his prentice to rob him” (348).
Since it is up to Zadoch to “choose whether he would make [Jack] his bondman or hang
him,” Zadoch chooses to sell Jack to Doctor Zacharie for an anatomy (348). This action is
not technically a crime since “the law in Rome” allowed it (348). The law Jack describes
allows the victim of a break-in to essentially own the criminal who broke into the victim’s
house. Thus, Zadoch can choose Jack’s punishment; he chooses to sell Jack to Zacharie for a
public anatomy. Because Zacharie’s planned anatomy is legal punishment for Jack breaking
into Zadoch’s house, it is biopolitical; Jack’s body is further planned to teach others in a
yearly anatomical demonstration, which would extend the display of biopower in the
anatomy theatre as anatomists practice biopower over the corpse they dissect in a statesanctioned anatomy that intends to discipline its participants. 65 (This is the action the Harvey

I discuss this concept further in my fourth chapter. Anatomists exhibit biopower over the corpses they
dissect, controlling and defining the biomaterial; the knowledge produced from such excavations then serves
biopolitically to discipline and regulate the living population, helping to reinforce culture norms
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brothers had wanted for Nashe’s body.) Here, we see the Jewish men participating fully in
their society. They abide by the law; however, there are complications when a Jewish person
attempts to participate equally in an early modern society that systematically attempts to
alienate them. For Zacharie, the punishment is banishment, but Zadoch experiences a
worser fate.
While Jack awaits his anatomy, he expresses anxieties while maintaining his satiric
persona, saying “there’s no such ready way to make a man a true Christian as to persuade
himself he is taken up for an anatomy” (349). He dreams of physical ailments, bleeding, and
“incarnatives” (349). In this scene, “the dehumanised Jack Wilton becomes not merely a
commodity, but a scientific commodity, stripped, inspected and punctured by Zacharie as
though already dead” (Sugg, The Impact 157). Zacharie feeds Jack “purgations…one after
another to clarify [his] blood” (349). Zacharie cares for Jack’s body, cleansing it and readying
it for the anatomy. His focus on the body rather than the man shows Zacharie as
unsympathetic to the young man. This parallels Jack’s attention to the details of Zadoch’s
execution that focus on the body, not the man. While Zacharie treats Jack’s body the same
as any body, he is not granted the same respect as a fellow citizen. The preparation that goes
into the “yearly anatomy” (348) reminds Elizabethan readers of the “ritual murder of
Christian children” associated with European Jews (Levin and Watkins 87). Nashe is relying
on the existence of anti-Semitic stereotypes for the force of his scene. The character of an
unsympathetic Jew preparing for a ritual murder plays into Nashe’s cultural stereotypes. 66

Another expression of Elizabethan anti-Semitism comes when Nashe revisits Elizabethan notions of Jewish
cannibalism and self-reflexive violence. Anti-Semitic discourse includes allusions to “host desecration” and
“cannibalism associated with Jews in the late sixteenth-century discussions of usury” (Shapiro 185). So, when
Nashe makes comments about Zachorie making manna with crumbs from his beard, he is suggesting a
cannibalistic nature of the Jews (350). Wilton tells us Zacharie even reuses bones to “alchemize an oil that he
sold for a shilling a dram” and sell “his snot and spittle” for “snow-water” (350). He’s willing to sell abjections
from his own body for a profit.
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Though these stereotypes are not unique to Nashe nor his time, it is important to note that
these anti-Semitic tropes and expressions are forms of expressing an English identity. For
Nashe and his contemporaries, to be English is to not be Jewish. His readers would recognize
the association immediately. Though Zacharie’s actions are legal, through the lens of
racialized othering, early modern readers view his treatment of Jack as somehow wrong.
Jack, the guilty party in this situation, becomes the victim of a Jewish doctor. Again, we see
Jack manipulate the situation to make himself the victim.
When Zadoch and his accomplice Zachorie held Jack captive for an anatomy, they
had all but succeeded in their plot if it had not been for the Marquis of Mantua’s wife
Julianna looking out of her window to see the anatomists dragging Jack down the street.
Because she became “enamoured” at her first sight of Jack, she immediately “invented the
means of [his] release” (348-9). Like Zadoch, Julianna wants Jack for his body, though for
more lascivious purposes. Jack tells us that Julianna begs Zacharie to release Jack, but the
Jewish man refuses. Next, Jack relates how Julianna engages the trope of the poisoning Jew
to frame Zachorie for attempting the murder:
The Pope (I know not whether at her entreaty or no) within two days after fell sick.
Doctor Zacharie was sent for to minister unto him, who, seeing a little danger in his
[the Pope’s] water, gave him a gentle comfortive for the stomach and desired those
near about him to persuade his Holiness to take some rest and he [Zacharie] doubted
not but he [the Pope] would be forthwith well. Who should receive this mild physick
of him but the concubine Juliana, his utter enemy! (350)
Instead of giving the “mild physick” to the Pope and his attendants, Juliana swaps it with
“strong poison” (350). She poisons the Pope’s “grand-sublimity-taster” (350) who very
quickly “sank down stark dead on the pavement” (351). Juliana claims she gave the man
medicine “such as Zacharie the Jew had delivered” (351). Juliana’s plot is complete, and the
Pope believes Zacharie attempted to poison his Holiness.
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Outraged, the Pope “would have had Zacharie and all the Jews in Rome put to
death,” but Julianna intercedes (351). Instead, the Pope bans all “foreskin clippers, whether
male or female, belonging to the Old Jewry” from Rome (351). This description of Jewish
people emphasizes the physical difference between Jews and Christians, suggesting that the
Jewish body itself is different, “belonging to the Old Jewry” rather than its country. Hence,
an Englishman led to the expulsion of Jews from Rome in revenge of those men
participating as equals in the Roman social order. By othering the Jewish man and the Jewish
body, showing an Englishman save a fellow Englishman from the gallows, and saturating the
scenes in Rome with anti-Semitic tropes, Nashe uses the biopolitical spaces of executions to
suggest English superiority.
The year The Unfortunate Traveller was published witnessed a very publicized execution
of the Jewish physician to Queen Elizabeth. This event is just one example of the kind of
anti-Semitic hysteria that helped mark English nationalism. Elizabeth’s physician Rodrigo
Lopez “was convicted, on what may have been quite problematic evidence, of planning to
poison the queen and was executed in 1594” (Levin and Watkins 92). Even though Lopez
claimed to have converted to Christianity, the English public showed no mercy and
continued to fear him as a threat to their Protestant identity. Though Elizabeth was hesitant
to execute Lopez, suggesting that she believed in his innocence, she eventually gave way to
public pressure. 67 When Julianna implies that the Jewish doctor Zachorie has poisoned the
Pope, she adds to this fear of Jewish men. Nashe’s allusions to a then-current social event
makes implicit connections between Zachorie and Lopez. 68

Levin and Watkins 93
Suggesting that a Jewish man would poison another person is yet another example of Elizabethan antiSemitisms. See Levin and Watkins, page 87. Carole Levin and John Watkins “focus the book specifically on an
ideological development fundamental to the conception of English nationhood: the emergence of the ‘foreign’
as a portable category that might be applied both to ‘strangers’ from other countries and to native-born English
67
68
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Meanwhile, Julianna’s men raid Zacharie’s house and bring Jack to her house.
Zadoch continues to abuse Diamante, “enforcing her to tell how much money she had of
his prentice so to be trained to his cellar” (353). When Zacharie tells Zadoch that the Jews
have been banned from Rome and of the trickery of Julianna, the two conspire to have
Diamante poison Julianna. They promise that the Pope also wants Julianna dead, so
Diamante can take Julianna’s place as the Pope’s courtesan once she has poisoned the
Countess. Here, we see another invocation of the Jewish man poisoning another man trope
as well as Julianna’s role as an insatiably lusty Italian. Diamante betrays the men once she is
alone with Julianna. Julianna takes the poison and sets it “charily on a shelf in her closet”
presumably for Jack to take after she would wear him “to the bones through her abuse”
(357). Though Julianna is saved from the men’s plots, she continues her revenge: “She set
men about him [Zadoch] to incense and egg him on in courses of discontentment” (358).
These men discovered Zadoch’s plot to “set the whole city on fire ere he went out of it”
(358). Zadoch’s words condemn him for execution while Zachorie’s silence saves his life.
Thus, Nashe writes that the Jewish man who silently complies and leaves the city is the one
who survives.
When Zachorie leaves town, we get no farewell message. When Zadoch is executed,
he does not get a speech. Instead, he is publicly anatomized through his execution with his
skin “plucked and gnawed off with sparkling pincers” just as Zachorie would have done to
Jack in a vivisection or anatomy (359). In fact, Jack’s description of Zadoch’s skin brings to
mind images of Vesalius’s Muscle Men pieces: “The skin from the crest of the shoulder, as

men and women, such as religious dissidents, who resisted conformity to an increasingly narrow sense of
English identity” (8). Bernard Glassman’s reading also finds connections to Lopez in The Unfortunate Traveller.
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also from his elbows, his huckle bones, his knees, his angles, they plucked and gnawed off
with sparkling pincers” (359) (Figure Two). Nashe’s use of Vesalian imagery reflects his
interests in anatomical studies (Nance 116). The juxtaposition of the Jewish man’s execution
and Vesalian imagery sends a message of inequality. The Muscle Man style of anatomy was
Zadoch’s intention for Jack’s body by selling the body to Zachorie.
But, because Zadoch is Jewish, his participation as an equal in
society — and even Zachorie’s attempt to practice anatomy as a
contemporary of Vesalius — is foreclosed based on his religious and
cultural affiliation. Nashe uses the biopolitical imagery of dissected
criminal corpses to suggest that the Jewish body can likewise be
Figure Two: Fourth
Muscle Man

punished.
Jack “make[s] short work” of his retelling of Zadoch’s

execution, which contrasts his own extended dying speech in which he begged the audience
for more time (359). It is not surprising that Jack privileges his own voice above all others,
but it is important to note that he does not attempt to retell the Jewish man’s last words
though he recounts the gruesomeness of the execution with “ferocious glee” (Glassman 72).
The voice both Jack and Nashe privilege upon the scaffold more than any other is the
English voice. At a time when “last dying speeches was popularly viewed as one of the
inalienable rights of the ‘free-born Englishman,’ and was closely identified with the
triumphalist narrative of English Protestantism disseminated by John Foxe and subsequent
Protestant hagiographers,” silencing the voice upon the scaffold effectually strips the
condemned of the rights of citizenship (McKenzie xvii-xviii). This further reinforces the lack
of citizenship and of belonging for European Jews. If allowing the condemned a last dying
speech upon the gallows is a show of English rights, then it is a show of English suppression
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and control when the gallows speech is denied. When the Jewish men attempt to participate
in society as equals by legally punishing Wilton for his break-in, they are punished. Thus,
Nashe’s (and by extension, Wilton’s) dismissal of Zadoch’s voice upon the gallows, already
established as a sight of biopolitical displays, is a silencing of the Jews in Europe. Nashe’s
text privileges the voice and body of the Englishman while it highlights the destruction of
the Jewish body.

Cutwolfe
When Zadoch is unable to speak, he is unable to reveal how Julianna worked against
him. He is unable to explain how he was tricked and led into a trap. The fact that Cutwolfe is
allowed to speak his piece and paint himself as a tragic Italian hero is key to understanding
the rhetorical power of his scaffold speech. Through Cutwolfe’s last speech, we see the
Italian view of revenge and hear Esdras’s last words. However, Cutwolfe is the only person
privy to Esdras’s last words. So, Cutwolfe, like Jack, is able to use another person’s last
speech to his own purposes while he is standing upon the biopolitical stage of the scaffold.
Both men manipulate the last dying words of others while they stand upon the scaffold
before an audience. Like Jack, Cutwolfe parallels the good example with the bad to invite his
audience to focus on the worse of the two. By describing Esdras as a coward who exemplifies
a bad death, Cutwolfe leads his audience to compare his own performance on the scaffold
with the one he describes. He hopes that his good example with move his audience to
understanding his motives for killing Esdras. Jack’s theatrical performance upon the scaffold
saves his life while Cutwolfe’s exposes us to an Italian view of revenge that Jack finds
incompatible with his own English identity. Cutwolfe’s act of revenge and usurpation of
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authority is reprehensible to the Englishman Jack who advocates against vigilante acts of
revenge.
Jack witnesses Cutwolfe’s speech in Bologna after escaping Julianna’s house with
Diamante. Cutwolfe, the brother of the man who had locked Jack in his room and
kidnapped Diamante in Rome (Bartol), had hunted and killed Esdras in an act of revenge for
murdering Bartol, something we learn through Bartol’s last dying speech, which we heard
from the banished earl. The narrative structure leads us back to the blood of an Englishman.
Cutwolfe is caught by Italian authorities and sentenced to death.
The gruesome scene of Cutwolfe’s execution concludes the novel and prompts our
narrator to return to England. It resembles a Vesalian style anatomy (like Zadoch’s
execution), which is further suggested by the location of his execution “in Bologna, the site
of Vesalius’s public anatomies from 1540-1542” (Nance 123). This allusion to Vesalian
anatomy as well as Zadoch’s resemblance to Vesalius’s Muscle Men remind readers that
anatomy — like public executions — are displays of biopower over criminal corpses.
Cutwolfe’s bones and limbs were “splintered into shivers. In this horror left they him
on the wheel as in hell, where, yet living, he might behold his flesh legacied amongst the
fowls of the air” (369). Just as there are parallels to Vesalius, there are many parallels
between Cutwolfe’s speech and Jack’s gallows performance. Both men recount deaths that
only they witnessed. Both men perform in dramatic fashion in attempts to invoke sympathy
in their audience. However, unlike Jack, Cutwolfe is guilty. Through his last speech,
Cutwolfe admits his guilt to justify his act of revenge, appealing to his audience’s sense of
justice and seeking to affix meaning to his own death.
Cutwolfe begins his oration by alerting his audience he will not be the typical player
in the theatre of execution, telling them, “expect not of me a whining penitent slave that
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shall do nothing but cry and say his prayers” (363). Instead, Cutwolfe explains to his
audience “the occasion of [his] coming hither” (363). This is the same approach Jack took to
his last dying speech. Cutwolfe tells how his victim, Esdras of Granado, killed his “eldest
brother” (364). When Cutwolfe confronts Esdras, the villain cries and begs for mercy.
Cutwolfe describes Esdras’s death as a subversion of the “good death,” which required the
condemned “to accept the deservedness of their execution, [should] attain a full awareness
of the wickedness of the past life… and… [should] die reconciled to that fate” (Sharpe 152).
The audience might be tempted to believe that Cutwolfe fabricated Esdras’s entire speech,
but Nashe gives us some truth within the speech.
Cutwolfe says that when Esdras begged for his life, the villain assumes it is in
revenge of Heraclide that Cutwolfe’s heart is hardened, saying, “in revenge of thee, God
hardens this man’s heart against me” (365-6). Since Cutwolfe had no way of knowing who
Heraclide was or what Esdras did to her (because Cutwolfe hadn’t met Jack or Bartol to hear
the truth), then we know that Cutwolfe is not fabricating all of Esdras’s speech. Esdras had
to mention Heraclide for Cutwolfe to have been able to repeat that name. However, that is
not to say that Cutwolfe does not emphasize some parts over others just as Jack Wilton
offers his own slant to his “gloss upon the text” of Heraclide’s speech (363). What we read
of Esdras’s words are the retelling by Cutwolfe that is then glossed by Wilton.
Although Cutwolfe seemingly gives a comprehensive summary of Esdras’s words, he
implied that he did not initially want Esdras to speak. He advised Esdras to “stir not, quinch
not, make no noise, for if thou dost it will be the worse for thee” (365). Despite this
warning, Esdras speaks. He offers Cutwolfe “as much gold as [he] wilt ask” (365). He admits
a fear of impeding death, which was not respectable practice (365). Esdras goes on to
promise a future chaste life, promising to repent and take care of his soul if Cutwolfe would
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spare him. He even barters with Cutwolfe, suggesting that Cutwolfe “puck out [his]
eyes…dig out [his] blasphemous tongue with thy dagger” (366). Esdras will “gladly forgo”
his eyes and tongue if it earns him “a little more time to think on [his] journey to heaven”
(366). This is not the conventional last speech in which the condemned should repent, pray
for forgiveness, and embrace his fate. Instead, it is a tearful, cowardly oration aimed to deter
the executioner. (But then, of course, this is a vigilante murder, not a state-sanctioned
execution. 69)
Cutwolfe convinces Esdras to “renounce God and His laws,” then give his soul to
the devil (368). Esdras does so, crying and cutting his hand for a blood oath. Upon the
conclusion of the speech, Cutwolfe shoots Esdras in the throat. By retelling Esdras’ death in
his own execution speech, Cutwolfe justifies the murder, saying “revenge is whatsoever we
call law or justice. The farther we wade in revenge, the nearer come we to the throne of the
Almighty” (369). Cutwolfe preaches to his audience of the benefits of revenge, calling on “all
true Italians” to “imitate [him] in revenging constantly and dying valiantly” (369). This
demonstrates how Cutwolfe has a keen “awareness of the rhetorical power and potential
providential efficacy obtaining in the privileged words one utters in the face of death”
(Johnston 229). He knows he can use his speech to affix meaning to both Esdras’s and his
own death. Cutwolfe has affixed Esdras’s death with a negative meaning, one that absolutely
subverts the good death and paints Esdras as a weak, godless man. Cutwolfe successfully
renders Esdras the bigger villain of the two. Moreover, Cutwolfe establishes a national
distinction between the two men: while Spaniards continue to be heartless criminals, Italians
will continue to seek lawless revenge. In doing so while upon his own scaffold, Cutwolfe

For the purposes of this project and its focus on state-sanctioned displays of biopower, we cannot treat a
speech made in a scene of vigilante justice as we would a gallows speech. However, I observe there is a
conversation to be had concerning vigilante attempts at punishment and the voices we hear in those scenes.
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further disciplines his audience by telling them what happens to people like Esdras – the real
criminal in Cutwolfe’s mind. Both Cutwolfe’s gallows speech and his execution serve to
discipline the audience and deter them from crime.
In calling upon all Italians to seek revenge over “whatsoever we call law or justice,”
Cutwolfe establishes revenge as the Italian way (369). While Jack views this as absolute
anarchy, he also acknowledges that revenge and the ensuing bloodshed “was never…barren
from the beginning of the world to this day” (370). Meanwhile, Jack proclaims that
Englishmen should be “mortifiedly abjected and daunted” with such ways (370). 70 All parties
agree that Cutwolfe should be upon the scaffold, but they offer different justifications for
the punishment. While Wilton sees this as punishment for murder and why men should not
seek revenge, Cutwolfe views his death as the inevitable consequence of Esdras’s violence
against Bartol, which was prompted by Esdras’s insatiable lust for Diamante.
Hence, the English view is one of law and justice while the Italian view is one of
revenge, specifically revenge against an outside invasion since Esdras was a Spaniard who
killed an Italian citizen. Instead, Wilton’s readers should “refer all your oppressions,
afflictions and injuries to the even-balanced eye of the Almighty” (363). In his preface to
Cutwolfe’s speech, Jack Wilton advises his audience not to heed Cutwolfe’s message. He
says it is God who will not “rest till he grant revenge,” not man (363). He says Cutwolfe’s
example should work to reinforce the faith of the “guiltless souls that live every hour subject
to violence” (363). While Wilton sees Cutwolfe’s punishment upon the scaffold as Divine
Providence at work, Cutwolfe sees his act of revenge itself as the Divine Providence. The
two men capitalize on the biopolitical rhetoric of gallows speeches in dramatic fashion.

Jonathan Bate explains, “in Protestant England under the Tudor polity revenge was supposed to be left to
God or the courts, at the end of The Unfortunate Traveller it is something that will be honoured by all true
Italians” (70). Cutwolfe’s example is the Italian way of revenge, which is incompatible with the Tudor polity.
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Lastly, Cutwolfe concludes by urging the hangman to the task, saying his is “ready
for the utmost of thy rigor” (369). Fully committed to justice for his brother’s murder,
“dying well” is Cutwolfe’s “most effective critique of justice” (McKenzie 36). Esdras’s
speech reflects the stereotypical Elizabethan views of Spaniards as cowardly, while
Cutwolfe’s performance demonstrates what Jennifer Anderson notes are “the perennial
qualities denoting sanctity and a good death: patience, nobility, and superhuman immunity to
pain” (62). The biopolitical message of executions is not lost on Jack. He acknowledges that
executions act as examples for the living. Cutwolfe’s example upon the scaffold influences
Jack to turn “to such straight life” that he “married my [his] courtesan, performed many
alms-deeds, and hasted so fast out of the Sodom of Italy, that within forty days I [he] arrived
at the King of England’s camp” ready to serve his country once again (370). The
gruesomeness of the execution caused Jack not only to live a straight life, but to serve his
sovereign as well. Thus, Cutwolfe’s execution scene succeeds in producing “subjected and
practised bodies,” which is the goal of biopolitical discipline (Foucault, Discipline 138). Jack’s
body is now forfeit for the good of the crown as he returns to serve the King’s court,
completing a journey that solidifies his Englishness. 71 Jack’s adventures epitomize the
banished earl’s warning: “Travel (like the travail wherein smiths put wild horses when they
shoe them) is good for nothing but to tame and bring men under” (341). Jack’s experiences
abroad at places of biopolitical discipline and punishment have tamed him and brought him
under.

Guy-Bray 44; Jennifer L. Andersen warns that we must take Jack Wilton’s conversion with a grain of salt
since this is, after all, a satirical work. However sincere Wilton’s conversion may be, his immediate reaction to
the scene on the scaffold is what interests my research.
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Conclusion
When Nashe brings his narrator back to England to serve the sovereign, he
concludes the novel by suggesting they all lived happily ever after now that they’re back safe
in England. Nashe’s appropriations of biopolitical rhetoric from the scaffold allow the writer
to express nationalist sentiments. While Jack manipulates Heraclide’s last words and actions
to save himself from death and satirize contradictory Puritan beliefs, Cutwolfe manipulates
Esdras’s last words to define his own death as one of a revenge hero. Anti-Semitist silencing
of Zadoch along with the Elizabethan tropes work to highlight aspects of Englishness,
which involve expressions of “othering” European Jews. When Jewish men attempt to
participate equally within Roman law, they are silenced by Jack and his courtesans, Julianna
and Diamante. Jack further silences them by omitting Zadoch’s last dying speech. Cutwolfe’s
Italian view of revenge cannot align with Jack’s English identity. The examples of Cutwolfe
and Jack mediate state discipline to their audiences while Zadoch’s muted scaffold speech
serves as an anti-Semitic notion of English nationalism for both the narrator and the author.
We can identify Nashe’s commitment to his society through his projections of nationalism
and his manipulation of the biopolitical rhetoric of his culture.
In The Unfortunate Traveller, we journey alongside a young, naïve Englishman as we
witnesses the massacre of anabaptists, the sad fate of a puritanical Puritan, the suppression
of Jewish men, and the torture of a revenger. Only Jack and Cutwolfe are guilty of any
crimes in the novel. However, only Jack, the Englishman, escapes the horrors abroad and
safely returns home to England. Through his narrator Jack, like his narrators Pasquill, Pap
Hatchet, and Marforius, Nashe voices his own opinion on the superiority of Englishness,
not just a non-Jewish Englishness, but a rejection of Puritanism and usurpation of due
process in enacting revenge. The Unfortunate Traveller concludes like one might expect of a
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revenge tragedy. The revenger is caught and punished, the protagonist gets the girl, and all
are saved from foreign threats.
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Chapter Four: “Here beginneth my purgatory”: The Biopolitical Realm of the
Anatomy Theatre, Cadaveric Rhetoric, and Anatomical Literature

“Here beginneth my purgatory.” — Jack Wilton
“Wherefore since my words impouerith her worths, my feruent zeale shall be the uncessant
attendante on her weale. I feare right worshipfull, least the affection of my phrase, prefent mee
as a foe to your important affaires, whose hart exalted with the eye fight of such soueraigntie,
as soares aboue humane sight, coulde not but methodize this admiration in this digression of
distinction. But fro such entercourse of excuse, let my unschooled indignities, conuert them
selues to your courtesie, and acquaint you with the counsaile of my rude dedication”
– Nashe, Anatomy of Absurditie (7-8)
Finding himself at the center of yet another pamphlet war, Thomas Nashe penned
the sharply witty, satiric, Anatomy of Absurditie in 1589. In that text, Nashe defends his Queen
and all women by exposing the absurdities inherent in classical stereotypes and misogynistic
tropes about women. 72 While Nashe engaged in satirical defenses of women, other writers
published scientific evidence thought to verify those same classical stereotypes and long-held
notions of women. This chapter considers early modern anatomical publications as
rhetorical texts that contain culturally driven narratives about early modern women.
Anatomical texts are not just documentation of knowledge but also examples of contributors
to the biopolitical culture of early modern England. Cadavers communicate to their
anatomists just as the anatomical texts communicate to their readers – both require
embodied practices to facilitate their medium of communication.
Leaving the spaces before and during death upon the scaffold, this chapter turns to
the next step in the criminal corpse’s journey. After corpses begin their “life,” they may be

Linda Woodbridge labels controversialist works about women as the formal controversy genre. The
Elizabethan era of the formal controversy is unique in that it is the first time we see a significant number of
women writers publishing their own defenses and engaging very publicly in pamphlet wars.
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subject to scientific inquiry, which places them in a purgatory of sorts — a limbo between
where they began and where they will eternally rest. Early modern England saw a revolution
in scientific inquiry, especially in anatomical studies. 73 Parallel to the emerging science of
anatomy, women were gradually being excluded from practicing medicine. Though women
were once considered physicians, they were limited to a handful of procedures after the late
fifteenth century. 74 Similar to the Jewish population in early modern Europe discussed in my
third chapter, women were systematically suppressed and forbidden to participate as equals
in the English patriarchal social order. Though, I must note that women were not subjected
to the same sorts of systemic persecution and violence that European Jews endured. Jewish
women and their experiences would have been differentially shaped by both forms of
oppression.
The progression of anatomy was more than a humanist trend meant to renew
ancient techniques. While the Barber-Surgeons were established as a guild in 1540 and began
anatomies, the College of Physicians was established by a Charter of 1518, but it did not
receive bodies for dissection until 1565 through an order by Queen Elizabeth. 75 As the

Andrew Cunningham explores how the humanists provided “the great turning-point in the history of
anatomy which marks the beginning of recognizable modern understandings of the functioning and anatomy
of the human body” in his book, The Anatomical Renaissance: The Resurrection of the Anatomical Projects of the Ancients
(3). For a comprehensive overview of the history of anatomical procedures, see Luke Wilson’s “William
Harvey’s Prelectiones: The Performance of the Body in the Renaissance Theater of Anatomy,” or Sanjib Kumar
Ghosh’s “Human Cadaveric Dissection: A Historical Account from Ancient Greece to the Modern
Era.” Anatomy & Cell Biology vol. 48,3 (2015): 153-69. Allen Shotwell’s chapter, “Dissection Techniques,
Forensics and Anatomy in the 16th Century,” builds upon Katharine Park and Andrea Carlino’s respective
studies to offer a more in-depth analysis of specific anatomical procedures, such as dissecting kidneys.
74 Merry Weisner discusses this trend in. “Spinning out Capital: Women’s Work in the Early Modern
Economy,” in Becoming Visible: Women in European History, 2nd Ed. Edited by Renate Bridenthal, Claudia Koonz,
and Susan Stuard. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987, pp. 221-249.
75 Because of Thomas Vicary’s service to Henry VIII’s gangrenous wound, the Company of Barbers and
Surgeons was granted four bodies a year from Tyburn for the purpose of dissection by Henry’s 1540 Act of
Parliament. This act was later extended by James I to six bodies per year. As a result, Vicary became the first
Master of the Company of Barbers and Surgeons. Dr. Caius was “the first man to lecture in public on the new
anatomical methods of Vesalius… He began a series of lectures in the Barber-Surgeons’ Hall in 1546 at the
personal request of Henry VIII” (McClean 196). For more on the history of England’s Company of Barbers
and Surgeons, see their website at barberscompany.org.
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translators of William Harvey’s Prelectiones Anatomiae Universalis note, the lectures of the
College of Physicians were a direct result of an endowment from Queen Elizabeth in 1581. 76
In fact, all power endowed upon anatomists stems from the sovereign. 77 State-sponsored
anatomies serve as examples of “the sovereign power arrogating to itself the right to
establish the truth” (Foucault, Discipline 225). By sponsoring anatomies, the sovereign
vicariously establishes the “truth” about the human body that anatomists discover. As an
extension of juridical punishment, cadaveric dissection performs both punishment and
disciplinary procedures in service of sovereign authority. 78 While anatomists were acting as
agents of the sovereign in a public and political deployment of punishment, they were
actively researching the bodies granted to them in order to discover knowledge of the human
body.
Thus, since the inception of anatomical research in England, the sovereign has been
directly involved in the advancement of anatomical research and inquiry, continuing
exhibitions of biopower over bodies that work to discipline the overall living population
through methods of display and exclusion. While gallows rhetoric provides verbal
communication that Nashe and Donne appropriate in their work, cadaveric rhetoric
Gabriel Harvey took over these lectures in 1615 (3-6). The College required Harvey to “dissect and lecture
on the trunk and all the organs contained therein at the end of his second year (1617), on the head only at the
end of the third year (1618), and on the leg and arm, with special reference to the muscles, sinews, and
ligaments, at the end of the fourth year (1619)” (O’Malley 8-9).
77 Florike Egmond’s work finds that “neither [executions nor public dissections] could have taken place
without the active involvement of the authorities - who, after all, not only arrested, sentenced and executed, but
also provided the physicians with dead bodies, contributed in various ways to the construction of the anatomy
theatres, and sanctioned the public dissections with their presence” (123). In addition, Jonathan Sawday argues,
“because of the old correspondence between the microcosm and the macrocosm…the anatomists, then,
interprets not just the corpse on the dissection table, but through that corpse he begins to interpret the world
itself” (Bodies by Art Fashioned 16). He views anatomies with a Foucauldian lens when he asserts, “the anatomist
is not simply a disinterested investigator of the natural world; he is fully implicated, as the extension of the law’s
revenge, in the re-assertion of the rights of sovereign power over the body of the condemned criminal” (“The
Fate of Marsyas” 116).
78 Ruth Richardson highlights how the British royal grants “represent the inception in Britain of a relationship
between the medical profession, the ruling elite and the judiciary on the one hand, and between dissection and
exemplary punishment on the other” (Richardson 32). She describes how an anatomist was an “extension of
the law” (34).
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provides nonverbal communication in the anatomy theatre. This chapter offers a biopolitical
reading of England’s anatomy theatres and their approach to the female cadaver, arguing
that within the biopolitical space of the anatomy theatre, anatomists and corpses engage in
embodied, rhetorical practices to convey knowledge; the anatomists then disseminate that
knowledge to a wider audience through publications. In turn, those publications, and the
evidence they cite, further enforce the patriarchal society and the suppression of the female
body in early modern society. Thus, I argue that anatomical texts are not just documentation
of knowledge but are also examples of contributors to the biopolitical culture of early
modern England.
The results of anatomical inquiry have biopolitical consequences for still-living
members of society. Women are disciplined throughout history, and disciplining the body is
just one example. Though notions of patriarchal superiority existed long before the
publication of anatomy manuals, those anatomy manuals offer substantial “evidence” that
support Biblical and social claims for “the superiority of men over women” (Margócsy, et.
al., 112). Thus, emerging anatomical knowledge works to control the living bodies of the
population by reinforcing notions of female subjectivity and weakness. Many of those
limitations are enforced and justified through knowledge gained in the anatomy theatres of
early modern Europe. This activity is not purely about knowledge discovery. This new public
space gets folded into existing discourses. The action of the anatomists becomes
argumentative as it produces physical evidence to support the ongoing discourses of female
subjugation, especially concerning female sexuality. 79
Foucault identifies how early anatomists and their ancient influences connected care of the body to sexuality.
For Galen, desire “was most certainly planned as an integral consequence of the mechanisms of the body.
Desire and pleasure are direct effects of anatomical dispositions and physical processes” (History, vol. 3, 107):
“Sexual acts must therefore be placed under an extremely careful regimen” (History, vol. 3, 124). These regimens
include care of the body, care of the self, daily routine, best practices when it comes to sex, and the best
schedule for sex. There is special attention to what the state of the body should be at the time of sex: i.e., not
79
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Anatomical research, public dissections, and the dissemination of anatomical
knowledge were all attempts “to appropriate the dead for the regime of life. The dead body
thus became ground zero of what Foucault called biopower, a ‘technology’ of power that
governed subjects through the regulation of live bodies, individually, and, more importantly,
collectively” (Lacquer 184-5). The corpse serves as biomaterial that provides knowledge
about the human body that can be translated and applied to living bodies. The knowledge
produced from such excavations then serves biopolitically to discipline and regulate the
living population, helping to reinforce culture norms and regulation of female bodies: “All of
this too is part of the process…in which the well-being of society is guaranteed by an
admirative state and a bureaucracy that exercises power through bodies” (Lacquer 236-7).
Anatomists exercise power over the bodies they dissect, and their translation of the
embodied knowledge of those bodies further exercises power over members of society
through suggested models of behaviors. As these state-sponsored dissections are exercises of
biopower, they simultaneously work to produce knowledge that further disciplines society.
This new regime of knowledge has significant impacts for the general population in early
modern England, especially for women.
Though an analysis of anatomical literature, this chapter looks specifically at how the
emerging knowledge of “generation” has consequences for early modern women. The
translation and manipulation of the corpse’s embodied knowledge by male anatomists
reinforces England’s patriarchal society through anatomical publications. 80 Anatomy itself
hungry, but not full, empty bowls, energized, not tired. Thus, early modern anatomists continue the tradition of
viewing sex as a physical action. Katherine Usher Henderson and Barbara F. McManus find that “the woman
suffered more emotional shame and community disapproval” for charges of unchastity than their male
counterpart (Half Humankind 59). Thus, women were more likely to bring lawsuits for slander against such
charges.
80 Though I am interested in how English anatomist defined and codified medical terms, there is a developing
area of study focusing on how those terms were translated and circulated around Europe. The collection
Translating Early Modern Science (edited by Sietske Fransen, Niall Hodson, and Karl A.E. Enenkel. Brill, 2017),
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was a practice of inserting parts of the male body (fingers, hands, arms) into another,
disrupting the autonomy of the corpse and wielding power over it. This initial intervention
into a female body leads to further interventions, such as prescribed methods of treatment
for women, some of which require further intervention by male body parts. Thus, I explore
the manipulation of the corpse’s ability to enact discourse through embodied rhetoric, how
those conversations were used in anatomical literature, and the biopolitical implications that
literature holds for women. Such dialogues include the political relationship between men
and women, which was analogous to a subject’s relationship to the sovereign. 81 Then, I
consider how those dialogical discourses work to (re)enforce social dialogues concerning the
treatment and control of women.
When corpses are dissected for anatomical research by state-sponsored anatomist,
their use “as teaching and experimental material bears a close relationship to the use of the
live body” in biopolitical displays of power (Richardson 50). This new science, like all
science, “also exercised power” that produces truths and knowledge, “indeed, truth is no
doubt a form of power” (Foucault, “Interview on Power,” 107). The corpses that “speak
with most miraculous organ,” their literal organs, in turn contribute to the disciplining of
women within their society (Shakespeare, Hamlet 2.2.588-9). Once we consider the various
treatments of corpses during their purgatory — the time between a corpse’s creation and its
dissolution —we can better understand the biopower working through postmortem

reviews the translators of scientific publications and their contribution to the circulation of knowledge in early
modern Europe.
81 Mary E. Fissell’s work, Vernacular Bodies: The Politics of Reproduction in Early Modern England, connects the
female body to politics, arguing that gender relations “were the hinge that connected body and politics” (2). She
builds upon the theories of Foucault and Laqueur to reveal how early modern culture influenced “people’s
ideas about women’s reproductive bodies” (1). Her first chapter notes, “writing about women’s reproductive
bodies was a politically charged act” in early modern England (14). To write about women’s bodies is to
participate in a biopolitical conversation.
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members of society. When we understand what is at stake in an early modern examination of
a corpse, we read anatomy literature and corpses in a new way — a way that defines the
women’s value by the status of their body parts and reveals the extensive disciplinary
biopolitical powers connected to anatomical research that help uphold a Foucauldian
panoptic disciplined society.

Critical Framework
While scholars have well-documented the social limitations placed on the female
body in the early modern era (Paster, Schoenfeldt, Park), they do not explicitly discuss how
the female cadaver communicates its knowledge to the anatomist in consideration of
Foucauldian biopower and how studies of the female anatomical body “provided much
more ‘evidence’ for differences among people than for their similarities in the early modern
period” (Wiesner-Hanks 39). 82 I build upon the work of these scholars, following Gail Kern
Paster and Katharine Park’s example of focusing my study on the female body, its
relationship to society, and how anatomical evidence affected its performance in society. 83
82 Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks provides a great overview of the treatment of women in early modern Europe. She
notes how anatomical discourse could influence European legal systems. However, she glosses much
information without providing an in-depth analysis of the connections between anatomical discoveries and
their societal consequences. Londa Schiebinger identifies how bodies “became the touchstone of political rights
and social privileges” in the making of modern science (116). Her work reveals the relationships among gender,
the natural body, emerging naturalist research, and Foucauldian theories on gender, sexuality, and power.
83 Gail Kern Paster’s The Body Embarrassed: Drama and the Disciplines of Shame in Early Modern England exposes
how early modern drama and medical texts illustrate women’s bodies as leaky vessels and lesser than man’s as a
method of social control and enforcement of a social order that supports the patriarchy. Michael Schoenfeldt
does not directly contrast Paster in his Bodies and Selves in Early Modern England: Physiology and Inwardness in Spenser,
Shakespeare, Herbert, and Milton, but he looks at her findings in a different light. Paster argues that by shaming
bodily functions, early modern society forced the individual to conform to societal norms, thus, forfeiting a bit
of individuality. But Schoenfeldt says that through the same practice of self-discipline, an individual is liberated,
not confined by society but willingly confined. Paster’s argument produces the world in which Schoenfeldt’s
argument can exist. For Schoenfeldt, it is not through submission that the individual conforms to societal
norms, but through active self-discipline. Katharine Park builds upon Paster and Schoenfeldt’s work while
looking more specifically at the connections between anatomical dissections and early modern society’s
treatment of women in Secrets of Women: Gender, Generation, and the Origins of Human Dissection. She identifies how
knowledge from anatomical studies led to societal limitations for women with a strong emphasis on sexuality
and generation, arguing that new knowledge about the body “ultimately reflected deeper and broader
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Early modern practices of regulating bodies based upon anatomical findings is just one
example of how, as Kathryn Schwarz notes, “the female body imposes a causality of acts as
women play the social parts to which their body parts confine them” (“Missing the Breast”
148). 84 Female sexuality was considered a bodily action that could be regulated, disciplined,
and punished. Further, I incorporate Kenny T. Fountain’s approach to the anatomy theatre
as a space where anatomists recognize and enact “the anatomical body” (8). Thus, the
cadaver is a “rhetorical object that not only presents anatomy but also appeals to the
student’s budding expertise” (Fountain 94). In its transmittal of knowledge to the anatomist,
the corpse trains the anatomist and teaches him the inner workings of the human body. Early
modern anatomists obtain “evidence” to support humoral theory and medical theories when
they interact with female cadavers in the anatomy theatre.
As a biomaterial object, the corpse communicates with the anatomists who then
communicate that knowledge to a wider audience through writing and publishing. The result
is the codification of medical terminology that influence early modern culture, society, and
entertainment. 85 Only through dissection can anatomists learn to use their body as a tool for
understanding another body, and touching the body is key. Early modern anatomists
touched their specimens without surgical gloves (that would be anachronistically impossible)
or any barriers to prevent the interaction of their hands with the corpses. Because the
anatomists are learning from the cadaver, it is communicating knowledge: “anatomical

contemporary concerns related to male privilege and the status of women” (173). My approach builds upon
these conversations by incorporating theories of Foucauldian biopower present in the anatomy theatre and
anatomical publications.
84 Schwarz’ chapter, “Missing the Breast: Desire, Disease, and the Singular Effect of Amazons,” centers around
concepts of the female breast in early modern culture: “Invoked to confine women to specific erotic, domestic,
iconographic, and maternal roles, the breast must function both as trope and as material proof” (150).
85 Kenny Fountain observes, “the discourse of anatomical terms has real material effects both in renaming the
body and in authorizing certain ways of knowing that body” (27). Thus, when early modern anatomists define
parts of the female body, they argue what that part is and how it should be treated. Those arguments are
distributed to members of society through anatomical publications.
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knowledge is discourse made flesh or enacted in the flesh through practices that are embodied and
rhetorical simultaneously” (Fountain 30, emphasis mine). Not only is it communicating
knowledge about its own species body, but it is shaping the actions of the anatomist’s
body. 86
The cadaver works to communicate not only anatomical knowledge but also
anatomical practice to the anatomist. He must learn how to touch, cut, and feel the body to
understand it. Anatomists must “learn to engage their entire bodies in order to recognize,
teach, debate, and communicate anatomical knowledge, all while they develop medical
expertise and a powerful anatomical vision” (Fountain 9). Only inter-corporeal interaction
— bodies touching bodies — can facilitate this embodied practice of learning. The
communication occurs when the flesh of the anatomist interacts with the flesh of the
cadaver. This learning produces scientific truths that, when further communicated to society,
work to discipline living bodies through “a rational structure of conduct” (Foucault, History,
vol. 3 100). As agents of the sovereign, physicians and surgeons uphold the biopolitical
rhetoric of their early modern culture through their inter-corporeal experiences with the
dissected corpses and the knowledge they produced. This anatamo-political side of biopower
works on the individual body to regulate the species body when the definitions are codified
in medical terminology through knowledge production. The individual body is defined,
which leads to the larger regulation of the species body.
Anatomists essentially obtain knowledge from the cadaver through dissection and
observation. They produce knowledge-power by ascribing names and terminology to body
parts. By writing the knowledge they are not simply conveying the knowledge to others in a

As Diana Coole and Samantha Frost note, “all bodies…evince certain capacities for agency” (“Introducing”
20). The corpse as biomaterial exhibits its unique agency when it communicates with the anatomist.
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passive way, they actively enrich themselves by increasing the span and scope of that
knowledge-power to include the cadaver and by extension the cadaver species. And,
especially since anatomists are men studying women, these actions consequently increase and
enrich the patriarchal structures in which their society functions. The “new ‘knowledge’
about the body” emerging from the anatomical study of women “was produced by, and in
turn produced, new cultural and political tropes and discourses” (Scholz 148). Much of that
language stemmed from the study of female bodies and was used to continue the
suppression of women in early modern society. Thus, my reading brings a biopolitical lens to
the anatomy theatre and the texts they produced, focusing on studies of female cadavers.

The Empirical Turn in the Early Modern Anatomy Theatre
With a fair amount of publicity and power, anatomists were placed in a unique
position within society. The anatomist was an interpreter, explorer, and even viewed “as a
national hero” (Sawday, Bodies 17). Public dissections were often dramatic. They catered to
public appeal with performance, sometimes even music. Oranges and nosegays were sold in
an around the anatomical theatre, one located just down from Shakespeare’s Globe in
Bankside. The basic rules of anatomies required observation, demonstration, and speaking
only what is directly observable from the “carcase” on the table (Harvey 27-8). The entire
process of anatomy requires embodied practices: touching, seeing, moving, speaking.
According to early modern anatomist Gabriel Harvey, “anatomy is that faculty which
through inspection and dissection reveals the uses and actions of the parts” (22). Once an
anatomist happens upon an organic part, he must record the proper information: “site,
shape, quantity, motion, division” (Harvey 28). He uses his body to interact with the cadaver,
entering an inter-corporeal dialogue that produces knowledge. In this way parts become
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cataloged or cartographic, “creating systems that we take to be natural, logical, or
unexceptional” (Fountain 120). The cartographic cataloging of bodies extends beyond the
anatomy theatre in print.
By the mid-16th century, there were more than a dozen anatomical texts appearing in
print. 87 While market shares of medicine-related texts made up 2.9% of all market shares
from 1559-1602, shares of plays comprised 2.7% (Farmer and Lesser, fig. 1.3). These
statistics show that anatomical publications were slightly more popular than published plays.
Anatomical language, such as “joint,” “vein,” “artery,” or “dissection,” begins to appear in
every genre of publication across early modern England. Writers were privy to these words
and information not just from the published texts, but from witnessing the dissections
themselves. Like anatomists, early modern writers help to perpetuate this new corpus of
knowledge and power by implementing anatomical terms and references in their works. 88
This knowledge production supported by the authority of the sovereign and publicly enacted
transfers from the anatomy theatre, to textbooks, to the general public in the form of
biopower; as such, it attempts to control and regulate the living population based on
perceived knowledge gained from anatomical study.
As England reformed rhetoric and education “according to ancient Greek
principles” during the humanist wave of the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries, so too
did they reform anatomy (Cunningham 3). Even “the word ‘anatomy’” itself was part of the
transition from a feudal England to “a new horizon of knowledge” (Hodges 2): “The word
made its first significant appearance during the Tudor period: The Oxford English Dictionary

Shotwell “Dissection Techniques”
Lisa Starks-Estes connects the anatomy theater to displays of violence and gore upon the early modern stage
in Violence, Trauma, and Virtus in Shakespeare’s Roman Poems and Plays: Transforming Ovid. Mariko Ichikawa
discusses the treatment of stage corpses in The Shakespearean Stage Space. Cambridge UP, 2013.
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records that it was first used to signify a dissected body in 1540; the process of dissection,
1541” (Hodges 2). Following in the humanist trend, anatomists like Thomas Vicary and John
Caius published their works in English. Though Vicary was the first surgeon “to write in
English,” Caius produced the first medical text in English (Rutkow 175). 89 Similar to Nashe’s
tendency to write in a style unique to England, Vicary, Raynalde, Banister, Caius, and others
also write in their emerging national language. Through the use of English, writers are able
to reach a broader audience and expand their influence over the population. Translating their
embodied knowledge gained from their inter-corporeal conversations with cadavers into
written words and communicating that knowledge to a wider English audience, writers like
Vicary and Caius introduced medical theories (sometimes in conflict with older theories
dating back to Aristotle) to the fast-growing literate public population, which included
mainly men.
Though the earliest recorded dissections date back to 1315, there was a long gap in
advancement between Galen in 162 and Vicary in 1540. 90 After Vicary, Andreas Vesalius
became the most influential anatomist of his time; he temporarily lodged with John Caius
while the two were studying in Padua. While Caius is considered the father of epidemiology,
Vesalius is the father of modern anatomy. Before Vesalius began to practice anatomy in the
early sixteenth century, cadavers were used only to demonstrate the written word; they were
used as props, not rhetorical teaching tools. An anatomist would point to images in a book,
then show where that image correlates to the body part on the table. The theatre was
arranged in hierarchical order with the surgeon (the only person touching the body) at the
lowest. The professor was the highest, reading from the text and instructing the surgeon.

89 Caius’s A Boke or Counseill against the Sweate or Sweatyng Sicknesse was published in 1552. It provides an account
of a syphilis outbreak in Shrewsbury. He served as physician to Edward VI, Mary I, and Elizabeth I (Ellis).
90 Carlino 170
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The surgeon would extract parts of the body and display them as the professor read from
ancient texts. 91 Dissections were not considered empirical research, but demonstrations of
ancient knowledge about the body that used the body as a prop.
However, Vesalius argued that cadavers should inform the written word rather than
vice versa. Instead of relying on books to tell him where body parts are located, Vesalius
instead searched the body to locate parts, then recorded those parts into his own book. The
reversal of adherence to textual authority and the new emphasis on direct observation of the
cadaver is key to understanding the importance of Vesalius and the anatomical progress of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This method may “be seen as a precursor, both
cause and effect, of the more general ‘analytic’ mode of knowledge favoured by Bacon,
Descartes, and their explicitly taxonomical successors” (Sugg, The Impact 6). Put simply, the
new approach to anatomical studies introduced by Vesalius began to involve a rhetorical,
embodied, inter-corporeal communication between anatomist and corpse. The two
communicated and performed together in the anatomy theatre to produce knowledge.
Of course, Vesalius was not English nor writing in English. Nor could Vesalius bring
his work to England. By 1534, no foreigners could sell books in England. The government
intervened in the book trade to forbid “bound books from elsewhere” from being
“imported or sold” (Lo 238). New books, thus, had to be English. Subsequently, Vesalius’s
work was translated – by modern standards, plagiarized — by Thomas Geminus. Geminus’s
reorganization of the Fabrica “replicated the very operations that had created that knowledge
in the first place” (Lo 233). By translating Vesalius’s work and bringing it to England,
Geminus helped reinforce “a trend widespread in Europe”: “that to know how to cut into
the body, men being trained in the elite echelons of surgery were encouraged to cultivate an
91
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active, tactile, and especially visual engagement with the body” (Lo 229). Thus, Geminus
helped perpetuate Vesalius’s reorganization of the anatomy theatre to center upon the body
as a biomaterial object and site of empirical exploration through a series of anatomical
literature published in English.
In his translation, Geminus also rearranged the frontispiece to depict his monarch,
which emphasizes “the king’s enforcement of cultural production - and essentially the
redistribution of knowledge - in England” (Lo 239). He continues that tradition in
subsequent editions dedicated to Edward VI and Elizabeth I, though none dedicated to
Mary I. Again, we see the direct connection between anatomy and the sovereign. Monarchs
continually approved and supported the dissection of criminal corpses and the subsequent
publications of anatomical knowledge. We also find further evidence that to write and
publish in English was to express nationalism.
Now that the corpse is used as a site of discovery rather than a prop of displaying
ancient theories, — per the new Vesalian model — the role of the anatomist changes. In
fact, the entire organizational structure of the anatomy theatre evolved as a direct result of
the new Vesalian model. 92 The anatomist began to have a hands-on role in the anatomy
theatre, quite literally. Instead of pointing, the anatomist was now actively exploring the
corpse. Puritanical preacher, Agrippa von Nettesheim — often mocked by Thomas Nashe
— describes the new practice as cruel, saying the anatomists “first suffering the bodie to dye,
then with their own hands, will all sorts of Cruelty, raging and dismembring the dead
Carcase, to observe the situation, order, weight, frame, nature, and all the secrets of the dead,
thereby to understand how the better and more effectually to cure the living” (Agrippa 304).
The new method of empirical research produces a new use for the body. It is now a necro92
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rhetorical device and biomaterial tool for the cultivation and communication (not
demonstration) of knowledge aimed at “more effectually” caring for living bodies. Once
used rhetorically as an object to be demonstrated, the body is now a rhetorical object capable
of communication.
Here, I argue that because a main tenant of biopower involves extracting “use from
individuals’ living bodies, and that is how it affirms its biopolitical dimension,” the same
holds true for extracting use from dead bodies (Gros 261). Through exchanges in the postVesalian anatomy theatre, the corpse and its handler engage in a reciprocal practice of
biopower that communicates embodied knowledge. Thus, dead bodies and the study of dead
bodies directly influences the use and control of living bodies in early modern society.

Dissecting the Female Cadaver
Andreas Vesalius was one of the few anatomists who sought female cadavers to
expand anatomical knowledge of women. His audience was intrigued and demanded more
information on women’s bodies for future editions of his De Humani Corporis Fabrica, which
was the most popular and influential anatomy book for centuries. He goes as far as to
feature a female corpse on the dissection table in the frontispiece of the second edition of
his Fabrica. In their expansive study of the 314 publicly owned copies of Vesalius’s 1543 and
1555 Fabrica, Dániel Margócsy, Mark Somos, and Stephen N. Joffe find that for…
…early modern students of Vesalius, generation was the key question of human
anatomy. They annotated the chapters dealing with the reproductory organs in great
detail. For these readers, the key problem was how to understand and interpret
sexual differences between men and women in a society that aimed to maintain the
dominance of men. They examined carefully how the uterine muscles, the hymen,
and the labia contributed to tempering or arousing the passions of women, and how
the overall structure of the genitalia revealed the divine plan that supported the
propagation of the species without disturbing social order. As male members of
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urban elites, they studied Vesalius to find an anatomical justification for the
hierarchical gender relationships of their contemporary societies. (132) 93
Thus, readers of anatomical publications actively sought information that could “maintain
the dominance of men.”
Though rarer than anatomies performed on male corpses, anatomies of female
bodies were not unknown in England and became more popular after Vesalius’ initial 1543
Fabrica due to “an active demand” for information on human generation, which is why
Vesalius revised that section the most for his 1555 edition (Margócsy, et al. 8). While some
anatomists, such as John Banister, writing in 1578, refuse to discuss “womens shapes” for
fear of committing “indecencie agaynst the office of decorum,” other anatomists dissected
female corpses to better understand reproduction (88). 94 Even when anatomists refuse to
discuss the female corpse, they still participate in the regulation of the female body by
labeling it as an indecent object whose mere mention goes “against the office of decorum.”
James Cooke hoped his “labour might be spared” from having to study women’s
bodies for “operations belonging to their Privities, as in Child-births” (18). In their search
for female reproductive organs, anatomists brave enough to dissect a female cadaver actively
sought information on propagation: “Generation, sexual intercourse, and erotic pleasure
mattered so much to readers of the Fabrica not simply because of their pornographic
potential, but rather because of the threat they may have posed to the established social and
divine order. Such concerns were key issues for Vesalius’ main audience” (Margócsy, et al.

Anatomists also “found” the clitoris, which was once thought to be an anomaly. In her study of the influence
anatomical research had on women’s societal roles, Katharine Park finds a “complexity of themes [surrounding
the clitoris] was connected with certain specific mid-sixteenth-century changes in medical and anatomical
thought concerning sex and difference” (“Rediscovery” 173). The rediscovery of the clitoris is one example of
how anatomical research spurred cultural conversations concerning female sexuality and its regulation.
94 Though he spends seven pages of his anatomy giving details about the testicles and “yard,” or penis, John
Banister, like some anatomists of his day, refuses to discuss “womens shapes” (88). He does, however, point
out that an area of man’s brain “very elegantly expresseth the shape of privye part of a woman” (100). Though,
he dares not give more details on that shape for sake of propriety.
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112). In fact, in the 314 studied copies of the Fabrica, the pages on generation were the
second most popular, behind only the frontispiece. Humoral theory and medical knowledge
work to define and regulate the female reproductive organs associated with generation,
especially the womb.
The passages on menstruation were “most heavily underlined and commented upon
by early modern readers” (Margócsy, et al. 108-9). According to early modern ideas of
menses derived from their ancient influences, mainly Galen, “menstruation results from
woman’s colder metabolism” (Maclean, The Renaissance Notion of Woman, 35). Based on
suggestions from humoral theory, anatomists believed that if the female body were colder,
then the blood of women was colder and lesser quality than the warmer man’s blood. They
often used dissections as opportunities to prove humoral theory to be correct. The notion
that women are colder was “verified” by observing that the female corpse had more fat than
the typical male corpse. Harvey bases his theory on Vesalius’s conviction that women are
inherently fatter than men. Vesalius even claims that female fat conceals the large veins of
the uterus from view even when a woman is “emaciated by long illness and very lean” (qtd.
in Saunders 170). These observations of female corpses contributed to the early modern
treatment of women as colder, shrewder, and weaker individuals. Because their blood was of
lower quality, they must need more of it than men. This causes a buildup of too much blood,
which is why women menstruate. The menses is the overflow from the overfilled uterus.
Since menstruation is involuntary, it proves again that women are weaker because they are
unable to control that bodily function. 95 While men control their bloodletting for when it is
For an in-depth conversation surrounding the feminine perceptions of blood, see Gail Kern Paster, “‘In the
Spirit of Men There Is No Blood’: Blood as Trope of Gender in Julius Caesar.” Shakespeare Quarterly, vol. 40,
no. 3, 1989, pp. 284–298. In her book, The Body Embarrassed, Paster explains how many child births could cause
involuntary bladder release in mature women, which was argued by early modern physicians as evidence that
women were even more out-of-control of their own bodies. As the weaker gender, women were more likely to
suffer confinement than men.
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necessary to purge their bodies of foul humours, women could not control their body’s
letting of blood. The study of female anatomy built upon long-imagined theories of
menstruation that further reinforced the necessity for female confinement and humoral
theory.
Theories on women’s menses contributed to theories of gestation. According to
Vesalius and his contemporaries (based upon Galenic medicine mixed with humoral theory),
menstrual blood is reappropriated to the child during pregnancy, then to the breasts after
childbirth. Based upon the early modern belief that the uterus was connected to the
mammary glands, blood from the uterus rises up to the breasts to make breast milk. For this
reason, one should not let blood from a pregnant woman. Instead, physicians would cup the
breasts in an effort to massage the blood upward. Vesalius’s theories on women’s blood led
to prescribed medical treatments for women. 96
In addition to prescribing medical treatment to menstruating and breastfeeding
women, Vesalius also invented serums to assist women in the overall health of their
reproductive system. Vesalius’ cure-all oils attempted to aid “against the grene sicknes in
wemen, and the stopping or staieng of ther natural course, as also to dispose them the better
to conception, whether it be druncken, or with conuenient meanes (as weme and phisitios
do knou) couaied to the priui places, it hath ben found alwais a thing of greate aad readi
success” (A Compendious 35). This green sickness occurred in young, malnourished,
menstruating women. Early moderns believed that a woman undergoing puberty who ceased
menstruation or had irregular cycles became lethargic and pale, and had what we might call
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“anemia, anorexia nervosa, or simply adolescent depression” (Nunn 161). 97 However, many
understood it to be a female’s body suffering and, in some cases, ceasing menstruation for
lack of sex.
The cure for greensickness is marriage, which means heterosexual vaginal intercourse
meant to open and loosen the female’s body to allow for the flow of menstruation. 98 Here,
the prescribed treatment of the female body calls for male intervention. Such theories on
menstruation serve to “produce a ‘natural’ justification for woman’s relegation to the home
and exclusion from public office” (Maclean, The Renaissance Notion of Woman 46). 99 By
studying and intervening into the female corpse’s reproductive organs, anatomists like
Vesalius could suggest treatments for women in order to ensure their productive
participation in society. Those treatments, such as the treatment for greensickness, often
involved male intervention.
In addition to their concerns for women’s menstrual health, anatomists paid special
attention to the overall effects intercourse had upon female bodies. According to early
modern thought, a post-mortem anatomy could verify a woman’s virginity based upon an
analysis of her corpse. 100 In order to define “virginity,” anatomists had to locate evidence

In her chapter, “On Vegetating Virgins: Greensickness and the Plant Realm in Early Modern Literature,”
Hillary M. Nunn observes how early modern authors used plant-like descriptions and depictions of women’s
reproductive organs in connection with greensickness to blur the boundary of human and plant.
98 It is interesting to note that, as Katharine Park points out, heterosexual intercourse actually occurs within the
female body (Secrets of Women). For this project, unless otherwise stated, when I refer to sex or intercourse, I am
referring to heterosexual vaginal intercourse.
99 Ian Maclean discusses various restrictions that were placed upon an early modern woman based upon “her
assumed frailty of body” (The Renaissance Notion of Woman 43). Evidence from female cadavers and the direct
observation of female bodies led to the suppression of women by claiming their very bodies limit them to their
societal roles.
100 Margaret Brannan Lewis’s chapter, “Corpses and Confessions: Forensic Investigation and Infanticide in
Early Modern Germany,” discusses how women’s bodies were often inspected for suspicion of infanticide. She
notes, whenever an infant corpse was discovered, suspicion first fell to unwed women. Both the infant body
and the female body were studied for evidence that could support a murder conviction.
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that it could physically exist. 101 In pure Foucauldian panopticon fashion, early moderns
attested that they could verify a woman’s sexual purity by examining her body. 102 This
suggests that a sexually active female can be caught, even postmortem. Anatomists, such as
Thomas Raynalde writing in 1565, took special care to examine a female corpse’s
reproductive system. He revised his 1560
groundbreaking work, The Birth of Mankynde Otherwyse
Named the Womans Booke, and republished it in 1565 to
clarify descriptions of the “inner partes” so that “it is
nowe so playnely set forth that the simplest mydwyfe
which can reade, may both understand for her better
instruction, and also other women that have neede of
her helpe” (Raynalde 3). This “guide for women”
includes a “Prologue to the Women Readers” that

Figure Three: Raynalde’s
Prologue to the Women Readers (3)

clarifies his intentions of instructing midwives (Raynalde 5, Figure Three). He even suggests
that women who cannot read should have his book read to them. Hence, his goal was to
instruct women about their own bodies and instruct midwives how to care for those bodies,
echoing biopolitical sentiments of the treatment of women.

101 Susan Scholz (Body Narratives) and Mary E. Fissell (Vernacular Bodies) connect the early modern idea of a
chaste female body to larger societal issues in their respected works. Scholz approaches the body symbolically
whereas my argument approaches the body more literally. Though sound and valid, Scholz’s argument does not
produce the same evidence as mine. While she claims, “there is no positive evidence of the existence of a
membrane that signified the closure of an untouched female body before the mid-seventeenth century,” I have
found several instances in sixteenth-century manuals that suggest otherwise (81). She even states in her
footnote 4 to that same chapter that “Vesalius did not mention the hymen at all” (182). However, my research
finds that Vesalius was very much interested in the hymen, though he may have referred to it as ‘panicle.’
102 A panoptic society “assures the automatic functioning of power” (Foucault, Discipline 201). Society itself
becomes self-regulated when power has infiltrated all other aspects of a disciplined society. Because “a
normalizing society is the historical outcome of a technology of power centered on life,” the internalization of
knowledge found at scenes of state-sponsored death and the anatomy theatre contributes to the power of the
sovereign over life (Foucault, History Vol. 1, 144). By suggesting that women’s very bodies could expose their
behavior postmortem, anatomical rhetoric contributes to the early modern panoptic society by disciplining
women and implying that their actions will always be seen.
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Further, Raynalde’s work represents the systematic efforts to exclude women from
the professional realm, which included replacing licensed midwives with male physicians.
Prior to the mid-fifteenth century, midwifery was the one realm where women held a
hierarchical order like their male counterparts. Midwives were the authority on matters
related to women; they were often called to inspect women for fornication, testify in court,
and examine female prisoners. 103 With the growing popularity of anatomical research, male
physicians — like Raynalde — strove to present their own findings to further instruct
midwives and women, sometimes countering the centuries-old wisdom of midwives.
Even though midwives had a reputation for being able to discern virginity, Raynalde
insisted there was need for an anatomy manual to teach midwives about the female body. In
his description of the cadavers featured in the 1565 publication, Raynalde clarifies not once,
but twice that the matrix and womb are intact: “as in this woman it is seene, no part of the
sayde matrix or wombe beying moved. For here is as yet to pannicle pluckt away from the
matrix or wombe, but that all thinges are here yet whollye seene” (62) (Figure Four). His
note to “L” corresponding to the figure is, “The former seate of y bottome of the Matrix,
from whence is nothing perceyved pluct away” (63) (Figure Five). Though this “to some
seem incredible,” Raynalde assures us that “by Anathomie yee may see it to bee true” (26).
As Raynalde clarifies, according to early modern understanding, the “matrix” or “wombe” is
forever visibly altered after the “pannicle,” which we might think of as a hymen, has been
“pluckt away.” Raynalde’s interest in this pannicle reflects the overall interest in the effect of
sex upon a woman’s body. Because her “panicle” was intact, Raynalde concludes that this
corpse is virginal.
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Figure Four: Raynalde, Pannicle Diagram (62)
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Figure Five: Raynalde, Corresponding Note to Pannicle Diagram (62)
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Thomas Vicary also asserts that there are “certain veynes in Maydens” that are
“corrupt and broken” by “deflouring” (77). Using the corpse as evidence, anatomists
cultivate medical knowledge aimed to protect the female body by proving unequivocally that
heterosexual intercourse alters the female body. The theory was that a body without the
appropriate panicle could not be virginal. Thus, anatomical studies served as a quest for the
virginal female body, something Kathryn Schwarz calls “early modernity’s great escape
artist[s]” (“Death and Theory” 54). Though these notions were not new to early moderns,
anatomical research provides the evidence that supports long-held notions of female
virginity and sex.
Raynalde and Vesalius argued they could not only assess a woman’s virginity, but
also if she had ever been pregnant. Many anatomists believed that the uterus in childbearing
women looked different than the uterus of one who had not carried a child. According to
early modern theory, a female uterus is permanently altered upon bearing children; and,
those alterations are also thought to be clearly visible to an early modern anatomist. In a
pointed effort to obtain female reproductive organs from a sexually active woman, Vesalius
stole the “body of a woman who had been the mistress of a certain monk…expressly to
examine the female organs” (Saunders 170). 104 He describes that uterus from “a woman of
very tall stature who had often given birth” as extremely large: “in dimensions it greatly
exceeded the normal” (qtd. In Saunders 170). The consensus among leading anatomists was
that a woman’s body was permanently physically altered by intercourse and childbearing so
much so that the changes were perceivable postmortem.

“Vesalius and his pupils, hearing of her death, snatched the body from the tomb, but, unfortunately, the
monk together with the parents of the girl complained of the outrage to the city magistrates so that the
anatomist and his students were compelled to dismember and free the body from all skin as rapidly as possible
to prevent its being recognized” (Saunders 170).
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The uterus becomes proof of a female’s sexual and reproductive activity, and by
extension, corruption, and must be regulated by men, especially husbands and fathers.
Arguably, it is the uterus (womb) that holds the most cultural significance of all the female
body parts: “the uterus was central” to the development of “a new conception of the body
as defined in part by its internal anatomy…during the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance”
(Park, Secrets of Women 262). Vesalius found the uterus to be “rich in oblique fibres” (The
Bloodletting Letter 57). He suggests the uterus is composed of such strong fibers because it
“retains the genital seed for a long time, harboured for the renewal of the race; and it must
either attract this [seed] or expel the foetus at birth” (The Bloodletting Letter 57). This definition
of the uterus endows it with substantial power, using active verbs such as retains and expel.
However, six pages later Vesalius says this amount of strength is no more extraordinary than
other organs with the same fibres, such as the bladder. By defining the uterus, anatomists act
to regulate it. Defining, labeling, locating, cartographically recording, and codifying language
regarding the body part are all forms of regulating that body part.
Further, these definitions of female reproductive organs, “established from
dissection of bodies,” provided evidence of long held notions of male superiority (Vesalius
The Bloodletting Letter 63). Vesalius assures early modern men that God did not grant “circular
muscles” to “the walls of the vagina…because such muscles would have provided them
[women] with too much control over the penis” (Margócsy, et al 111). He makes a similar
argument for the involuntary muscles of the uterus that could not fully close, arguing that
without these muscles, women could somehow “prevent[ed] conception by closing off the
uterus when the semen was about to enter. Thanks to divine design, however, women were
unable to give free rein to their passions as the danger of pregnancy served as a sufficient
deterrent to them” (Margócsy, et al. 112). Vesalius notes that while the uterus is endowed
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with powerful fibres, male bodies (and all bodies) have similar fibres in “the heart, stomach
and both bladders with three types of fibres, since they need to possess in almost equal
amounts the powers of attraction, expulsion and retention” (The Bloodletting Letter 63). This
analogy suggests that pregnancy and childbirth are just as rigorous as a male holding his
bladder and bowels until he can expel their contents. Thus, studies of female corpses
reinforced cultural assumptions that female bodies were naturally inferior to those of males
due to their natural, holy design by God for the good of humankind. Unlike men’s bodies,
female bodies were involuntarily open. They were unable to close against a man, so they
must be guarded to prevent unwanted pregnancies and, after marriage, to force pregnancies
upon women. They were strong, but not more so than their male counterparts.
By suggesting that women’s bodies could expose their infidelity, virginity, or
reproduction, anatomists fuel a panopticon-like culture. A woman’s actions were watched
and judged by society, even after her death. Regulation of a woman’s body meant regulating
not only her sexuality, but also her role in serving the sovereign. All relationships were
viewed as power dynamics and political, thus, female virginity and sexuality “are now being
examined politically, in both their internal power relationships and their connections with
more formal institutions of political power or the public sphere” (Wiesner-Hanks 277).
Through anatomical research, men can verify the virginity of a female postmortem without
depending upon a midwife’s wisdom; this “evidence” reminds females that their sexual
actions can be caught, so they are never free from their disciplined society and its gaze. Such
anatomical evidence produced by agents of the sovereign upheld the woman’s role as
subservient in early modern society. By arguing that virginity can be verified, these early
modern anatomical texts echo the biopolitical messages found at the gallows. Like Arthur
Golding suggests personal “cleanneese” within marriage in his analysis of the executions of
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Mistress Saunders and Drewies, anatomical texts suggest that a member of society should
consider how their sexual cleanliness relates to their “Christian brethren” (Golding 8).
Audiences are reminded that offences like premarital sex are detectable; thus, women are
inspired to behave a different way, a way that better contributes to “the bettering of thy
state” (Golding 8). Medical knowledge, such as defining the uterus and virginity, worked to
(re)enforce the patriarchal society. Indeed, it was men who were defining and interpreting
the body parts of women. The sovereign — through the extension of the anatomists —
defines the woman’s role as one in charge of protecting the uterus for the clean propagation
of the sovereign’s subjects at the discretion of men.

Conclusion
Inherent to the discussions surrounding female bodies are notions of power.
Anatomists exhibit power over the female corpse. Through inter-corporeal communication,
anatomists gain embodied knowledge from the corpse that subsequently supports the
suppression of women in society. Often, writers describe the good woman as “chaiste,
sober, descerete, of behauiour womanlie: for her vertues beloued” (Rainolde). In this
biopolitical society, adhering to a societal role equates to serving the sovereign. Any
participation in society directly correlates to one’s loyalty to king and country. The power
relationships between men and women “served as a basis for and a symbol of not only the
larger political system but also for the functioning of society as a whole” (Wiesner-Hanks
295). Further, “the domestication of women’s different bodies was declared to be necessary
from a masculine viewpoint, even if it was eventually internalized by the women themselves”
(Scholz 57). This internalization is the idealization of the Foucauldian disciplinary realm in
which “the infinitely minute web of panoptic techniques” ensures “an infinitesimal
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distribution of power relations” (Discipline 224, 216). The “minute web of panoptic
techniques” include anatomies and anatomy manuals that suggest a woman’s body could
reveal her lived experiences. This is not to say that anatomy was the only suggested method
of “catching” an unchaste female, — pregnancy could most certainly reveal a woman’s
sexual activity — but I argue that those concepts were further enforced upon women by
men who searched for evidence of virginity in a female cadaver.
We take for granted the normalization of the value of chastity, often because its
roots predate early modern writing. However, we must pause to consider the implications of
this normalization when it is supported from the sovereign down the hierarchical ladder to
the bedrooms of their citizens. To succinctly summarize, early modern England witnesses
state-authorized agents collecting knowledge from female cadavers that they codify into
medical terminology in a new regime of knowledge whose audience is educated, wealthy
men. In turn, those men (many members of court) use this knowledge to uphold beliefs
about women’s inferiority. Those beliefs are then internalized by women so they selfdiscipline by adhering to the very stereotypes the study of female cadavers suggest. Women’s
very bodies were used against them as ‘evidence’ to justify male supervision over the female
body, which women internalized and repeated. Thus, they were disciplined by the sovereign,
the anatomists as extensions of the sovereign, men, and even the men in their lives, such as
fathers, brothers, and husbands, and by themselves through “infinitesimal distribution[s]” of
biopower (Foucault Discipline 216).
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Chapter Five: Conclusion

To die, to sleep;
To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub;
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause. — Hamlet, 3.1.64-68
One short sleep past, we wake eternally,
and death shall be no more, Death thou shalt die. — Death be not Proud, 13-14
To conclude, I offer a close reading of Hamlet within the critical framework outlined
within this dissertation. The critical framework and argument of this manuscript apply across
genres so long as we approach bodies literally, as bodies. When we first meet Ophelia in
William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, she is engaged in conversation with Laertes. Somewhat typical
of a protective older brother, Laertes is concerned for Ophelia’s virginity. According to early
modern understandings of the “weak” female body discussed in my fourth chapter, Laertes
must safeguard Ophelia so that her body can be chaste until a husband assumes
responsibility for it. He advises her to “weigh what loss your honor may sustain/if with too
credent ear you list his songs” (1.3.29-30). His fear that she may “open” her “chaste
treasure” to Hamlet reflects the importance of her virginity (1.3.31). If she is not virginal
upon marriage, or worse, if she is pregnant before marriage, her honor and her political
family’s honor will be ruined. In an attempt at equality with Laertes, Ophelia suggests that he
too avoids “the primrose path of dalliance” and “recks not his own rede” (1.3.50-51).
Though Ophelia offers Laertes over a dozen words to assure him of her chastity, he offers
only three: “fear me not” (1.3.52). This double standard between men and women’s sexuality
is so engrained in early modern culture that we do not often stop to think how men justify
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their regulation of women’s bodies. My fourth chapter suggests that evidence from the
female body justifies the systematic suppression of women within a patriarchal society.
The suppression of Ophelia’s body continues as her father enters the conversation.
He speaks to Laertes about the upcoming trip to France, but only acknowledges Ophelia
when he seeks to know what Laertes “hath said” (1.3.88). Polonius’s first words to Ophelia
are spoken in an effort to know the words of a man, Laertes. She replies submissively, “so
please you” (1.3.89). In their dialogue, it is clear that Ophelia’s body is a possession that
belongs to Polonius, which is made clear by his use of possessive pronoun, “my”: “as it
behoves my daughter and your honour” (1.3.97). His interest in Ophelia’s virtue is directly
related to how Ophelia’s action will reflect upon him in his patriarchal society.
Polonius’s concern for Ophelia’s body prompts him to “teach” her what to think
(1.3.105). His advice is narcissistic as he reveals that his intentions are not so much for
Ophelia’s safety, but that she will not “tender me a fool” (1.3.109). All of Polonius’s advice,
his concern for Ophelia, and his patriarchal nature revolve around controlling and protecting
Ophelia’s body. Protecting Ophelia’s body means protecting Polonius’s position within court
and society.
For Ophelia, her uncorrupted body, or at least society’s understanding of it and her
virginity, allows her body “her virgin rites, /her maiden strewments” (5.1.229-30). Though
“her death was doubtful;/and but that great command o’ersways the order/she should in
ground unsanctified have lodged,” her intact “pannacle” (Vesalius) assures her body a full
Christian burial, albeit brief and “maimed” (5.1.224-26). Laertes reiterates the priest’s
assertion that Ophelia’s flesh was “unpolluted” (5.1.236). Though her suicide provokes
“maimed rites,” it does not prevent her body’s due burial with a funeral service (5.1.216).
This treatment of the virginal body is a direct reflection of the consequences of early modern
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anatomical understandings of the female reproductive organs, as I reviewed in my fourth
chapter. 105 Because Ophelia’s death was by suicide, her body lost its place in hallowed
ground. However, because of her virginity (and family connections), her body received a
hushed Christian burial.
When Ophelia’s corpse comes across the stage in Act Five, Hamlet determines
whoever is in the coffin must have “with desperate hand/fordo it own life” (5.1.217-8). The
“maimed rites” he witnesses are the hushed funeral for Ophelia (5.1.216). It doesn’t take
long for Hamlet to realize that this funeral is for his “fair Ophelia” (5.1.239). Then, we see a
struggle between Laertes and Hamlet to touch Ophelia’s corpse. Both men wish to speak to
Ophelia one last time, so they attempt to do so with her body.
Laertes wishes to hug Ophelia “once more in [his] arms” (5.1.247). Laertes wish to
hug his sister’s corpse is an attempt for him to communicate with the sister he lost, even if
only to communicate the grief he feels in losing her. However, Hamlet interrupts the scene
by attempting to interact with Ophelia’s corpse himself. When Hamlet confronts Laertes, the
gentleman grabs the prince with his hand, touching Hamlet’s flesh. Though stage directions
are sparse, we know Hamlet instructs Laertes to “take thy fingers from [his] throat”
(5.1.257). Hamlet claims he will leap “in her grave” and “be buried quick with her” along
with Laertes (5.1.274,275). From there, Hamlet will “rant as well as” Laertes while still alive,
but also after his death by burial (5.1.279). The king may take this to be madness, but Hamlet
may have a point. Through touching or hugging Ophelia’s corpse, Laertes and Hamlet could
interact with it one more time, like the anatomists discussed in Chapter Four. The corpse

Katherine Usher Henderson and Barbara F. McManus consider the varying treatment of chaste and
unchaste women in their book, Half Humankind: Contexts and Texts of the Controversy about Women in England,
1540-1640. University of Illinois Press, 1985.
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then would serve as a momento mori to comfort the men and remind them of the woman they
lost.
Though Hamlet fails in his attempt to hug Ophelia’s corpse, Hamlet does interact
with other bodies and body parts earlier in the play. Hamlet’s suggestion that his body could
rant from the grave just as Laertes rants with his mouth may be influenced with the
conversation Hamlet had with a skull just moments before this eventful funeral took place.
Since inter-corporeal communications transfer embodied knowledge, then Hamlet is privy to
knowledge unbeknownst to the other characters because he touches bodies that many other
characters do not (at least, on stage).
Before Ophelia’s funeral, Hamlet converses with Horatio and the gravedigger in the
graveyard. He remarks upon the ambiguity of the skulls, suggesting “it might be/the pate of
a politician” (5.1.77-8). After seeing another skull, he thinks it might be the “skull of a
lawyer” (5.1.97). When the gravedigger tosses up the third skull, Hamlet demands its identity.
Given the “slippery nature of the skull’s personhood,” Hamlet is able to give the skull
assumed to be Yorick, an identity that will allow him to disrupt the anonymity of the
graveyard; he gives the skull the identity he needs it to have in order to reflect upon his
musings (Williamson). 106 In taking the gravedigger at his word even though the gravedigger
has thrown up multiple skulls from the same grave and Hamlet’s own assertion that the
skulls are indistinguishable from one another, Hamlet attempts to define not only Yorick,
but also the original owner of the skull. This is not to say that the skull is or is not Yorick’s,
but that it maintains an ambiguous identity, which Hamlet exploits. 107 By reading this scene
Elizabeth Williamson argues that “the skull’s uncanny subjectivity does not, however, imply that we must
take is seriously as Yorick” (“Yorick’s Afterlives”) while Gail Kern Paster, referencing Michael Neill’s reading
of the skull (in Issues of Death), suggests the unverifiability of the gravedigger’s naming of the skull; however,
Paster says, “what ultimately matters about Yorick’s skull is not its identity” (“The Pith and Marrow” 260).
107 Though he does not doubt the skull’s identity, Maurice Hunt discusses Hamlet’s manipulation of the skull,
transforming it into a “common momento morie” after he is repulsed by his association of Yorick with the skull
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through the critical framework established in the introduction to this project, we see the
skull comforting Hamlet as both a momento mori and as a friend.
When Hamlet touches the skull, he performs embodied actions similar to those of an
anatomist. His body touches the body part of the dead and assigns meaning to it. Hamlet
learns how to physically hold the skull without dropping it. He turns it to him so that he can
examine its facial features (5.1.186). The skull does not fall, so we know Hamlet has learned
from his experience with it. By teaching Hamlet’s body how to hold it steadily, the skull
conveys the same sort of biopower as the cadavers in the anatomy theatre: it trains the living
body. This reciprocal exchange between the skull and Hamlet alludes to similar exchanges in
an anatomy theatre. By holding the skull, Hamlet is interacting with it, plunging him into yet
another existential crisis.
The skull is able to invoke images of Yorick for Hamlet. At first, Hamlet’s “gorge
rises” at the thought (5.1.185). He imagines Yorick’s “lips” and facial features (5.1.186). This
mirrors Hamlet’s interaction with Ophelia in her sewing closet when he “falls to such perusal
of [her] face/as he would draw it” (2.1.88-9). After a few lines reminiscing about the days he
spent with his favorite jester, Hamlet begins to verbally communicate with the skull he has
thus far only spoken with through embodied communication. Hamlet commands the skull
to go “to my lady’s/chamber and tell her, let her pain an inch thick, to this/favour she must
come. Make her laugh at that” (5.1.190-9). While Hamlet is suggesting his lady has the luxury
of sitting in her chamber all day, primping and putting on makeup, the audience knows the
truth. His “lady’s chamber” is Ophelia’s grave, though Hamlet is not yet aware of Ophelia’s

while the gravedigger does not associate his memories of Yorick with the skull (“Hamlet” 147). Christopher
Warley highlights the ambiguous identity of the skull, contending, “the skull is less an object than a process of
social differentiation. The gravedigger’s classification of the skull delineates his position, delineates Hamlet’s
position, and gives us a crucial temporal marker in the play” (“Specters of Horatio” 1041). Thus, the skull helps
to make sense of time and earthly positions.
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demise. Because the audience knows of Ophelia’s death but Hamlet does not, Hamlet’s
mention of his “lady’s chamber” produces another instance of dramatic irony in which the
audience knows more than Hamlet.
Hamlet wishes for the skull to entertain Ophelia as it entertained him while it was
part of a living body. He wishes for the skull to go tell Ophelia to put on makeup “an inch
thick” and come see Hamlet. He commands the skull to do the service that Yorick might
have performed while serving as the court jester. Of course, the skull cannot go to Ophelia,
but Hamlet hopes that it can invoke the same sense of attachment in Ophelia for Hamlet as
the skull invokes Hamlet’s attachment to Yorick. As a corporeal object that communicates
nostalgia and meaning, the skull is a momento mori that trains the vision of Hamlet just as the
cadavers in the anatomy theatre train the vision and bodies of anatomists.
Further, the skull causes Hamlet to reflect on other great men who have died:
Alexander, Julius Caesar, and anonymous masses. He asks, “why may not imagination trace
the noble dust of/Alexander till he find it stopping a bung-hole?” (5.1.201-2). Horatio finds
this odd, but then again, Horatio did not hold a skull. The contact between Hamlet and the
skull is key to understanding its influence over the prince. From the skull, Hamlet has
learned how to hold a skull. His body has been trained by another body part; thus, he has
embodied knowledge that Horatio does not. 108 So, it is not surprising that with Hamlet’s
acquired embodied knowledge he turns to question death and dead bodies in a way that
Horatio cannot fathom, but that he calls “too curiously to consider so” (5.1.203). Hamlet
attempts to explain his reasoning to Horatio, explaining:
Alexander died, Alexander was buried, Alexander
returneth into dust, the dust is earth, of earth we make
loam, and why of that loam whereto he was converted
might they not stop a beer-barrel? (5.1.206-9)
108
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It is almost as if the skull has transmitted the knowledge of universal demise. But it has
transmitted even more knowledge. It has also shown him that through physical demise,
through the return “into dust,” bodies continue to interact with the living. Bodies, like
ghosts, continue to influence the living. Just as the skull may come out of the grave to make
room for another body, prompting a prince to question existence, so might the dust of
Alexander the Great turn into a large cork that stops “a beer-barrel.” Or, might “Imperial
Caesar, dead and turned to clay, /…stop a hold to keep the wind away” (5.1.210-11). The
skull has not only communicated the reality of corporeal dissolution, but also of corporeal
eternity. Like the cadavers on the anatomy tables, bodies never cease communicating and
interacting with the living, in one capacity or another.
While Hamlet and the skull exchange a reciprocating biopower through embodied
inter-corporeal communication, the gravediggers exert their own form of biopower over
other bodies around the graveyard. Because the gravediggers are participating in a culturally
accepted practice that removes, renames, and erases the identities of the corpses by
removing them from their identifying graves, 109 they are inadvertently disciplining the
population through “a code of normalization” (Foucault, “From the Power” 38). They
further show that citizens can be moved and replaced by extensions of sovereign authority
to make room for more bodies in the graveyard. The anonymity of death affects us all, and
the gravediggers perpetuate that notion. Hamlet renaming a skull parallels the biopower
exhibited by the gravediggers moving the corpses in that same scene.
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Phillip Ariès explains that this was traditional and, in part, was an extension of Medieval culture when dried
out bones were transferred to charnels; it was understood that the first resting place for the body was
temporary in The Hour of our Death. David Cressy writes, “In most cases . . . the individuality of the deceased
dissolved, becoming blended in the churchyard with the community of departed Christians” (Birth 470).
Michael Neil has also demonstrated that it was custom for bones to be moved after the body’s decay in Issues of
Death. He explores how issues of death and the dead were portrayed in Renaissance drama.
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This reading of Hamlet and the skull’s interaction leads us to a better look at
Hamlet’s psyche. He is the only character other than the gravedigger who handles a skull on
stage. He is also the first (and perhaps last) to touch Polonius’s body (3.4.188). Though
Laertes attempts to hug his sister’s body and he attempts to find his father’s body, we never
see him succeed at either (4.1.208). By initially refusing others’ the opportunity to touch
Polonius’s body, Hamlet is, through this lens, silencing the body. Polonius’s body cannot
communicate to the living because it is quickly buried, hidden from the world in a “huggermugger” fashion (4.1.82). When Hamlet kills Polonius in Queen Gertrude’s dressing room,
he says he will “lug the guts into the neighbour room” (3.4.186). (Quarto One also has stage
directions that command Hamlet to exit with the body (11.103).) Gertrude imagines that
Hamlet intends to “draw apart the body he hath killed” (3.4.214). Astonished, King Claudius
calls Rosincrance and Guildenstern to “seek him [Hamlet] out, speak fair and bring the
body/into the chapel” (3.5.226-7). The next scene witnesses Rosincrance and Guildenstern
negotiating with Hamlet to ascertain the location of the body. Hamlet, however, is not
cooperative. When asked directly by Rosincrance where the body lay, Hamlet claims to have
“compounded it with dust, whereto ‘tis kin” (3.5.8). He only reveals that “the body is with
the King, but the King is not/ with the body. The King is a thing” (3.5.28-9). Through his
contact with Polonius’s body, Hamlet has realized that earthly titles like “King” are nothing
but things. Polonius’s position as the king’s counselor did nothing to protect him from death
just as King Hamlet’s position as king did not protect him from an untimely death. Not only
are earthly titles a “thing,” but they are a thing “of nothing” (3.5.31). Hamlet increases his
understanding of the futility of earthly existence through his interactions with bodies and
their parts.
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Further, there is a pun on “draw apart.” To “draw apart” could mean to withdraw,
meaning that Hamlet is removing the corpse from the room. Or “draw” can also mean “to
pull or tear in pieces” (“Draw, v.”). If Hamlet did indeed “draw apart the body he hath
killed,” then he would have had similar physical interactions with the corpse as anatomists
(3.4.214). Like the anatomists, Hamlet would “draw apart the body” through
dismemberment, drawing back the layers and parts that comprise Polonius’s corpse.
Hamlet’s own body would have been trained by Polonius’s corpse through embodied
practices, which is similar to when Hamlet’s body is trained by the skull. Like Kristen
Michelle Keating, I contend that Gertrude’s words “characterize[s] Hamlet as anatomist”
(62). Hamlet as anatomist interacts with bodies, seeing them as biomaterial that he must
make sense of and that must help him make sense of the world around him. Like an
anatomist, Hamlet engages his body to interact with corpses, “read[ing] the physical body as
text…and [doing] so by using [his] own bod[y] as instruments” (Fountain 30). His quest for
understanding death influences his interest in dead bodies. Thus, Polonius’s body and the
graveyard skull train Hamlet through embodied inter-corporeal communication; this training
allows Hamlet to understand bodies and their contributions to life in a way the other
characters cannot. This is one way Hamlet comes to understands how “a king may go
a/progress through the guts of a beggar” (3.6.27-8). This reading of Hamlet’s interaction
with corpses sheds new insight into the prince’s psyche and actions throughout the play. As
he dies, Hamlet translates his embodied knowledge for Horatio, saying “the rest is silence”
(5.2.312). David Tennant reads this last line as Hamlet finding peace; 110 I build upon that
reading to see Hamlet finding peace by embracing his body’s future mode of
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communication. Hamlet will no longer speak, he is gone. However, Hamlet’s corpse will
continue to communicate to the living through its silence.
When Hamlet’s corpse is born “like a soldier to the stage” at the closure of the play,
it shows the audience how Denmark will move forward, suggesting a future country led by
Fortinbras that remembers Hamlet as a noble man (5.2.351). Because Fortinbras gives
Hamlet “the soldier’s music and the rites of war,” he endows the corpse with honor
(5.2.354). The body demonstrates the consequences that regicide has for generations.
Together with Fortinbras on stage, Hamlet’s body gives material evidence to Horatio’s
words, demonstrating the consequences of “plots and errors” (5.2.349). The display of
Hamlet’s corpse allows Hamlet to continue communicating in silence.
Hamlet is only one example reflecting the pervasiveness of emerging anatomical
language and theories in early modern culture. New anatomical practices produced a new
corpus of knowledge. Some of this new knowledge reinforced long held notions of humoral
theory, others suggested treatments for women. Like the emerging medical knowledge,
gallows rhetoric makes its way into prose to mediate messages of absolute submission and
nationalism. As this dissertation demonstrates, displays of death and the dead in early
modern England weave their way into various genres of entertainment and contribute to
biopolitical culture of early modern England in every genre of entertainment. Once we see
the intervention of this critical framework in Hamlet, The Unfortunate Traveller, John Donne’s
sermons, and anatomical publications, we can see how biopolitical discourses permeate every
aspect of early modern culture.
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Personal Reflection
This project developed from a combination of personal interest, scientific inquiry,
observations of corrupt funeral institutions, and a love of literature. Like the anthropology
students at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, I value the gift culture surrounding UT’s
Body Farm. On my drive to the University of Kentucky’s campus from my house in
Tennessee, I cross the Tennessee river and can just make out the trees lining the edge of the
world-famous Body Farm, which “is the first of its kind to permit systematic study of human
decomposition” and how “how bodies interact with the environment” (“Forensic
Anthropology Center”). The Farm accepts donated bodies for scientific research and trauma
studies. Their studies contribute to countless research programs, such as medical, criminal
investigations, entomology, and even military. Each time I cross the river as a passenger, I
crane my neck out the window hoping to catch a glimpse of the tall, razor wired fence
protecting the Farm. I value the work done by bodies, the lessons they teach us, and the
opportunities they offer. Like Donne, Nashe, and early modern anatomists demonstrate, the
last words and the bodies of humans can have profound effects. When we manipulate
someone’s death and last words, we commit an injustice to that person. When we corrupt a
dead body and limit its potential, we commit an injustice to all humanity. Much of this
corruption comes from government officials, which seems fitting since the government
works tirelessly to control living bodies. From anti-abortion rhetoric to the segregation of
government housing and detention of immigrants, forced attendance at underfunded,
segregated, government-run schools, the government biopolitically regulates living bodies in
Foucauldian fashion without subtly or apology. Finding this to be true for dead bodies as
well, I brought my personal interests in my modern world to my love of early modern
literature. I found startling connections to themes I see in the modern US: regulation of the
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female body, Anti-Semitism, and the justification of heinous behaviors through the
manipulation of religious rhetoric.
The themes I find in my research aren’t too distant from today. We are still
fascinated with public executions. You can still find the execution of Saddam Hussein on
YouTube. There is a collection of movies depicting the execution of Osama Bin Laden or
Timothy McVeigh. I remember watching the live footage of both of those bodies after their
executions. Why would members of the media fly helicopters and hover for hours just to get
a quick shot of a black bag on a stretcher, or a body wrapped in a white sheet dropped into
the ocean — for the same reason there is public pressure for the state of Maryland to
publicly broadcast Dzhokhar Anzorovich Tsarnaev’s execution. Some part of society feels
the need to witness the punishment of criminals. It makes us feel safer. It reiterates us-andthem rhetoric to make us feel that we are better, incapable of doing wrong. It shows us that
legal authorities can and will punish malefactors. This was no less true in early modern
England.

“It is a lovely language, but it takes a very long time to say anything in it, unless it is
worth taking a long time to say, and to listen to.” — J.R.R. Tolkien
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Vita
Leslie R. Malland
EDUCATION
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, Anticipated Graduation May 2021
PhD, Early Modern British Literature, Medieval Literature, Rhetoric
Dissertation: Death, Discipline, and the Dead: Biopolitical Rhetoric in Early Modern English
Texts
Arkansas State University, Jonesboro, Arkansas
M.A. in English, May 2015, Specializations in Renaissance Literature and
Composition & Rhetoric
Master’s Thesis, “Rhetoric of the Body: Renaissance Cadaveric Studies and their
Influence in Shakespeare”
Lyon College, Batesville, Arkansas
B.A. in English
GRADUATE CERTIFICATES
Preparing Future Faculty, College Teaching and Learning, The Graduate School, University
of Kentucky
Professional and Technical Writing, Department of Writing Rhetoric, and Digital Studies,
University of Kentucky
PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Georgetown College
Instructor

Fall 2020-Spring 2021

University of Kentucky
Writing Consultant
Graduate Assistant
Graduate Instructor

Spring 2021
Spring 2018
Fall 2015-Fall 2020

Arkansas State University
Teaching Assistant
Writing Consultant

Fall 2014-Spring 2015
Summer 2013-Spring 2015

Arkansas Review: A Journal of Delta Studies
Book Reviews Editor

Lyon College
Writing Consultant and Yearbook Editor

The Arkansas Academy of Sciences Newsletter
Writer, Editor
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Fall 2013-Spring 2015
Spring 2009-Spring 2010
Fall 2009-Spring 2010

GRANTS AND AWARDS
Ben Wathen Black Memorial Graduate Scholarship in British Literature ($1,000) Spring 2019
Excellence in Teaching, WRD Department, University of Kentucky
Spring 2018
Outstanding Teaching Assistant,
English Department, University of Kentucky
Spring 2018
Sub-Recipient, National Endowment for the Humanities Grant, Division of Education
Programs, number AQ-234985, “NEH Enduring Questions Course on Soul, Mind, and
Body,” directed by Rafael F. Narváez
Spring 2017
Best Editor, Arkansas State University
Spring 2015
Distinguished Teaching Assistant, English Dept., Arkansas State University
Spring 2015
Leadership Award, Graduate School, Arkansas State University
Fall 2014
TRAVEL FUNDS RECEIVED
Travel Grant, Shakespeare Association of America ($40)
Travel Grant, University of Kentucky English Department ($500)
Research Grant, University of Kentucky English Department ($4,000)
Travel Grant, University of Kentucky English Department ($400)
MMLA Travel Scholarship ($200)
Arkansas Review Travel Grant, Arkansas State University ($100)
Arkansas Review Travel Grant, Arkansas State University ($100)
International Studies Travel Grant, Arkansas State University ($700)

Spring 2021
Fall 2019
Summer 2019
Spring 2019
Fall 2017
Spring 2015
Fall 2014
Fall 2014

PUBLICATIONS
Current Projects:
The Spaces of Renaissance Anatomy Theatre (Contributor and Editor), Vernon Press.
The History of the International Grasslands Congress, 1927-2020, (Editor). Drs. Vivien G. Allen,
Roger J. Wilkins, Garry Lacefield, S. Ray Smith.
“Her Body, His Evidence: Female Subjugation in the Anatomy Theatres,” for the edited
collection The Spaces of Renaissance Anatomy Theatre, Vernon Press.
Chapters and Articles
“Denied the Rights of Citizenship: Biopolitical Rhetoric and Anti-Semitism in Nashe’s
Unfortunate Traveller,” Arkansas Philological Review, forthcoming.
“John Donne’s Appropriations of Biopolitical Rhetoric from the Gallows: An Examination
of the Palatinate Sermon,” The International Journal of Literary Humanities, vol. 19, no. 1,
pp. 145-159. doi:10.18848/2327-7912/CGP/v19i01/145-159.
Rev. of Assisted Death in the Age of Biopolitics and Bioeconomy by Anna E. Kubiak. Mortality,
February 17, 2021, doi: 10.1080/13576275.2021.1891037.
Time, Space, and the Human Body: An Interdisciplinary Look. Co-editor with Dr. Rafael Narváez.
Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2016.
Introduction, Time, Space, and the Human Body: An Interdisciplinary Look. Co-authored with Dr.
Rafael Narváez. Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2016, pp. vii-xi.
“Fate’s Commanding Role in Paradise Lost.” Time, Space, and the Human Body: An
Interdisciplinary Look. Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2016, pp. 147-156.
Rev. of The Rising Water Trilogy by John Biguenet. Arkansas Review: A Journal of Delta Studies,
vol. 47, no. 2, 2016, pp. 143-5.
Rev. of Visitations by John Bensko. Arkansas Review: A Journal of Delta Studies, vol. 46, no. 2,
2015, pp. 155-6.
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“Five Year Index, 2003-2007.” Arkansas Review: A Journal of Delta Studies, vol. 45, no. 3, 2014,
pp. 202-224.
Pedagogical
Town Branch Writing Collection: Fourth Edition, 2018-2019. Revisions and updates. Van-Griner,
2018.
Revisions to “Chapter Two: Rhetorical Situation.” Town Branch Writing Collection: Third
Edition, 2017-2018. Van-Griner, 2017: 25-40.
“Realizing A Place in the Field.” Co-author with Dr. Kristi Costello and Skye Roberson.
Arkansas English Journal, Winter 2015, pp. 33-43.
Multimodal
“WRD Graduates.” (A collection of four digital documentaries.) Town Branch Writing
Collection: Seventh Edition, 2021-2022. Van-Griner, forthcoming.
“The Success of Our Recent Graduates.” Town Branch Writing Collection: Fifth Edition, 20192020. Van-Griner, 2019, pp. xix-xx. Republished in the Sixth Edition, pp. xx-xxi.
(https://vimeo.com/322943526)
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